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I.  OVERVIEW FOR THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
 
A.  Introduction 
 
Budget Summary:  The Federal Bureau of Investigation’s (FBI’s) Fiscal Year (FY) 2011 budget 
request proposes a total of $8,264,677,000 in direct budget authority, including 33,810 
permanent positions (13,057 Special Agents, 3,165 Intelligence Analysts (IAs), and 17,588 
Professional Staff) and 32,908 full time equivalents (FTE).  The request includes a total of 
$8,083,475,000 for Salaries and Expenses and $181,202,000 for Construction, and is critical to 
the FBI’s investment strategy to acquire capabilities needed to counter known or anticipated 
national security threats and crime problems. 
 
The FBI request includes 812 new positions (276 Special Agents, 187 IAs, and 349 Professional 
Staff) and 510 FTE.  Additionally, a total of $306,642,000 in new funding is requested – 
$232,750,000 for Salaries and Expenses and $73,892,000 for Construction.  This new funding 
would support several critical initiatives, to include: 
 
 Cybersecurity; 
 Counterterrorism and counterintelligence investigations; 
 Child Exploitation investigations; 
 Intelligence gathering and analysis; 
 Mortgage fraud and other white collar crime investigations; 
 WMD preparedness and response; and 
 Priority facility construction. 

 
In addition to directly appropriated resources, the FBI proposes reimbursable resources in the 
amount of $1,534,820,000 and 3,399 FTE for FY 2011.  These totals include $134,929,000 and 
776 FTE pursuant to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA) of 1996.  
Reimbursable resources also include $148,467,000 and 868 FTE under the Interagency Crime 
and Drug Enforcement Program and $189,855,000 and 1,303 FTE for the Fingerprint 
Identification User Fee and the National Name Check Programs.  The remaining reimbursable 
resources are used to facilitate a number of activities, including pre-employment background 
investigations, providing assistance to victims of crime, and temporary assignment of FBI 
employees to other agencies.   
 
The FBI’s Mission and Strategic Goals:  The mission of the FBI is to protect and defend the 
United States against terrorism and foreign intelligence threats, to uphold and enforce the 
criminal laws of the United States, and to provide leadership and criminal justice services to 
federal, state, municipal, and international agencies and partners. 
 
Department of Justice 
 
As a component of the DOJ, the FBI’s efforts contribute to DOJ’s overall strategic goals and 
objectives in multiple ways.  Listed below are the DOJ strategic goals and objectives to which 
the FBI contributes, along with the total level of resources being requested in FY 2011 (Salaries 
and Expenses) that will support each of the goals. 
Strategic Goal 1: Prevent Terrorism and Promote the Nation’s Security: $4,871,077,000   

 1.1:  Prevent, disrupt, and defeat terrorist operations before they occur 
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 1.2:  Strengthen partnerships to prevent, deter, and respond to terrorist incidents 
 1.4:  Combat espionage against the United States 
 

Strategic Goal 2: Prevent Crime, Enforce Federal Laws and Represent the Rights and Interests of 
the American People: $3,212,398,000 

 2.1:  Strengthen partnerships for safer communities and enhance the Nation’s capacity 
to prevent, solve, and control crime 

 2.2:  Reduce the threat, incidence, and prevalence of violent crime 
 2.3:  Prevent, suppress, and intervene in crimes against children 
 2.4:  Reduce the threat, trafficking, use, and related violence of illegal drugs 
 2.5:  Combat public and corporate corruption, fraud, economic crime, and cybercrime 
 2.6:  Uphold the civil and Constitutional rights of all Americans 

 
Organization of the FBI:  The FBI operates field offices in 56 major United States cities and 
over 400 “resident agencies” throughout the country.  Resident agencies are satellite offices that 
support the larger field offices and allow the FBI to maintain a presence in and serve 
communities that are distant from field offices.  FBI employees assigned to field offices and 
resident agencies perform the majority of the investigative and intelligence work for the FBI.  
Special Agents in Charge of FBI Field Offices report to the Deputy Director and Director.  The 
FBI also operates 61 Legal Attaché (Legat) offices and 14 sub-offices in 65 foreign countries 
around the world.   
 
Other major FBI facilities include the FBI Academy, the Engineering Research Facility (ERF), 
and the FBI Laboratory, all at Quantico, Virginia; a fingerprint identification complex in 
Clarksburg, West Virginia; and the Hazardous Devices School at Redstone Arsenal, Alabama.   
 
FBI Headquarters, located in Washington, D.C., provides centralized operational, policy, and 
administrative support to FBI investigations and programs conducted throughout the United 
States and in foreign countries.  Under the direction of the FBI Director and Deputy Director, 
this support is provided by:  
 
 The National Security Branch, which includes the Counterterrorism Division, 

Counterintelligence Division, the Directorate of Intelligence, and the Weapons of Mass 
Destruction Directorate.   

 The Criminal, Cyber, Response and Services Branch, which includes the Criminal 
Investigative Division, the Cyber Division, the Critical Incident Response Group, the 
Office of International Operations, and the Office of Law Enforcement Coordination.   

 The Science and Technology Branch, which includes the Criminal Justice Information 
Services Division, the Laboratory Division, the Operational Technology Division, and the 
Special Technologies and Applications Office.   
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A number of other Headquarters offices also provide FBI-wide mission support:   

 The Chief Information Officer oversees the Office of Information Technology Program 
Management, the Office of Information Technology Policy and Planning, and the 
Information Technology Operations Division, and the Office of IT Systems Development. 

 The Human Resources Branch includes the Human Resources Division and the Training 
Division.   

 Administrative and financial management support is provided by the Facilities and 
Logistics Services Division, the Finance Division, the Records Management Division, the 
Security Division, the Resource Planning Office, and the Inspection Division.  

 Specialized support is provided directly to the Director and Deputy Director though a 
number of staff offices, including the Office of Public Affairs, the Office of 
Congressional Affairs, the Office of the General Counsel, the Office of Equal 
Employment Opportunity, the Office of Professional Responsibility, the Office of the 
Ombudsman, and the Office of Integrity and Compliance. 

B.  Threats to the United States and its Interests 
 
National Security Threats 
 
In an effort to better address all aspects of the FBI’s requirements, the FY 2011 budget has been 
structured according to the threats that the FBI works to deter.  The FY 2011 threat packages 
include: Terrorism, Foreign Counterintelligence, White Collar Crime, Violent Crime and Gangs, 
Child Exploitation, Weapons of Mass Destruction, Organized Crime, and Operational Enablers.  
These threats have been identified by the Director as the FBI’s priorities and thus must be 
resourced accordingly.  Within each threat package, both operational and support requirements 
are integrated to show the areas necessary when counteracting a threat.  Without the proper 
support and operational requirements, a threat cannot be adequately addressed.   
 
Terrorism Threat:  Terrorism, in general, and al-Qa’ida and its affiliates in particular, continue 
to represent the most significant threat to the country’s national security.  Al-Qa’ida remains 
committed to its goal of conducting attacks inside the United States and continues to include 
proven tactics and tradecraft with adaptations designed to address its losses and the enhanced 
security measures of the United States.  Al-Qa’ida continues to seek to infiltrate overseas 
operatives who have no known nexus to terrorism into the United States using both legal and 
illegal methods of entry.  Further, al-Qa’ida’s access to chemical, biological, radiological, or 
nuclear material poses a serious threat to the United States.  Finally, al-Qa’ida’s choice of targets 
and attack methods will most likely continue to focus on economic targets, such as aviation, the 
energy sector, and mass transit; soft targets such as large public gatherings; and symbolic targets, 
such as monuments and government buildings. 
 
The diversity of homegrown extremists and the direct knowledge they have of the United States 
potentially poses a very serious threat.  The radicalization of United States Muslim converts is of 
particular concern.  While conversion to Islam, in itself, does not lead to radicalization, converts 
appear to be more vulnerable and in situations that put them in a position to be influenced by 
Islamic extremists.  
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While much of the national attention is focused on the substantial threat posed by international 
terrorists to the Homeland, the United States must also contend with an ongoing threat posed by 
domestic terrorists based and operating strictly within the United States.  Domestic terrorists, 
motivated by a number of political or social issues, continue to use violence and criminal activity 
to further their agendas. 
 
Weapons of Mass Destruction Threat:  The global Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) threat 
to the United States and its interests continues to be a significant concern.  In 2008, the National 
Intelligence Council produced a National Intelligence Estimate to assess the threat from 
Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear (CBRN) through 2013.  The assessment concluded 
that it remains the intent of terrorist adversaries to seek the means and capability to use WMD 
against the United States at home and abroad.  In 2008, the Commission on the Prevention of 
WMD Proliferation and Terrorism concluded that “the United States government has yet to fully 
adapt….that the risks are growing faster than our multilayered defenses.”  The WMD 
Commission warned that without greater urgency and decisive action, it is more likely than not 
that a WMD will be used in a terrorist attack somewhere in the world by the end of 2013.  
Osama bin Laden has said that obtaining WMD is a “religious duty” and is reported to have 
sought to perpetrate a “Hiroshima” on United States soil.  Globalization makes it easier for 
terrorists, groups, and lone actors to gain access to and transfer WMD materials, knowledge, and 
technology throughout the world.  As noted in the WMD Commission’s report, those intent on 
using WMD have been active and as such “the margin of safety is shrinking, not growing.”   
 
Foreign Intelligence Threat:  The foreign intelligence threat to the United States continues to 
increase as foreign powers seek to establish economic, military, and political preeminence and to 
position themselves to compete with the United States in economic and diplomatic arenas.  The 
most desirable United States targets are political and military plans and intentions; technology; 
and economic institutions, both governmental and non-governmental.  Foreign intelligence 
services continue to target and recruit United States travelers abroad to acquire intelligence and 
information.   Foreign adversaries are increasingly employing non-traditional collectors – e.g., 
students and visiting scientists, scholars, and businessmen – as well as cyber-based tools to target 
and penetrate United States institutions.   
 
Cyber Threat:  Cyber threats come from a vast array of groups and individuals with different 
skills, motives, and targets.  Terrorists increasingly use the Internet to communicate, conduct 
operational planning, propagandize, recruit and train operatives, and obtain logistical and 
financial support.  Foreign governments have the technical and financial resources to support 
advanced network exploitation, and to launch attacks on the United States information and 
physical infrastructure.  Criminal hackers can also pose a national security threat, particularly if 
recruited, knowingly or unknowingly, by foreign intelligence or terrorist organizations.  
 
 Regardless of the group or individuals involved, a successful cyber attack can have devastating 
effects.  Stealing or altering military or intelligence data can affect national security.  Attacks 
against national infrastructure can interrupt critical emergency response services, government 
and military operations, financial services, transportation, and water and power supply.  In 
addition, cyber fraud activities pose a growing threat to our economy, a fundamental 
underpinning of United States national security.    
 
Criminal Enterprises and Federal Crime Problems   
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White Collar Crime:  The White Collar Crime (WCC) problem focuses on six priorities:  (1) 
Corporate, Security, and Commodities frauds; (2) Financial Institution Fraud (FIF); (3) Public 
Corruption; (4) Health Care Fraud (HCF); (5) Insurance Fraud; and (6) Money Laundering.  
Today’s most significant white collar issue – mortgage fraud – falls within both Corporate and 
Financial Institution fraud. 
 
 Corporate and Financial Institution Fraud: The FBI has identified mortgage fraud as the 

number one problem in these two WCC programs.  The number of pending investigations 
of mortgage fraud against financial institutions has risen from 436 at the end of FY 2003 to 
over 2,600 by the end of FY 2009.  Many of these investigations involve traditional 
mortgage frauds where the creditworthiness of the loan applicant is exaggerated by 
relatively small-time operators attempting to defraud banks or other lending institutions.  
The FBI also recently initiated 19 corporate fraud cases involving sub-prime mortgage 
lending companies.  In addition to significant financial losses to investors, corporate fraud 
has the potential to cause immeasurable damage to the United States economy and investor 
confidence.  The FBI is focusing its efforts on cases which involve accounting schemes 
designed to deceive investors, auditors, and analysts about the true financial condition of a 
corporation, self-dealing by corporate executives, and obstruction of justice.  
 
Although mortgage fraud will be a major priority, the FBI will continue other 
investigations to safeguard the integrity and credibility of corporations and the securities 
and commodities markets, and to identify, disrupt, and dismantle criminal organizations 
and individuals who engage in fraud schemes, which impact financial institutions in the 
United States. 
 

 Public Corruption: The corruption of local, state, and federally elected, appointed, or 
contracted officials undermines our democratic institutions and sometimes threatens public 
safety and national security.  Public corruption can affect everything from how well United 
States borders are secured and neighborhoods protected, to verdicts handed down in courts, 
and the quality of public infrastructure such as schools and roads.  Many taxpayer dollars 
are wasted or lost as a result of corrupt acts by public officials. 

 
 Health Care Fraud: It is estimated that fraud in health care industries costs consumers more 

than $60 billion annually. Some of the most prolific and sophisticated WCC investigations 
during the past decade have involved health care fraud. Today, the FBI seeks to infiltrate 
illicit operations and terminate scams involving staged auto accidents, online pharmacies, 
Durable Medical Equipment (DME), outpatient surgery centers, counterfeit 
pharmaceuticals, nursing homes, hospital chains, and transportation services.  Besides the 
federal health benefit programs of Medicare and Medicaid, private insurance programs lose 
billions of dollars each year to blatant fraud schemes in every sector of the industry.  

 Insurance Fraud: There are more than 5,000 companies with a combined $1.8 trillion in 
assets engaged in non-health insurance activities, making this one of the largest United 
States industries.  Insurance fraud increases the premiums paid by individual consumers 
and threatens the stability of the insurance industry.  Recent major natural disasters and 
corporate fraud scandals have heightened recognition of the threat posed to the insurance 
industry and its potential impact on the economic outlook of the United States. 
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 Money Laundering: Money Laundering allows criminals to infuse illegal money into the 
stream of commerce, thus corrupting financial institutions and the money supply; this 
provides the criminals with unwarranted economic power.  The FBI investigates Money 
Laundering cases by identifying the process by which criminals conceal or disguise the 
proceeds of their crimes or convert those proceeds into goods and services. 

 
Civil Rights:  The FBI has primary responsibility for investigating all alleged violations of 
federal civil rights laws.  These laws protect the civil rights of all citizens and persons within the 
United States’ territory, and include the four major areas described below: 
 
 Hate Crimes: Hate crimes are the top investigative priority of the Civil Rights Program 

because they impact not only the victims, but also the entire community.   In 2007, 7,624 
total incidents were voluntarily reported by local law enforcement to the FBI’s Uniform 
Crime Reporting Program.  Conservative estimates indicate that the level of voluntarily 
reported hate crimes is less than half of the actual hate crimes that occur annually in the 
United States.  

 
 Color of Law (COL): COL violations are the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or 

immunities secured or protected by the United States Constitution by someone in his/her 
official, governmental capacity.  The FBI has investigative responsibility for federal COL 
matters involving local and state law enforcement and concurrent responsibility with the 
Office of Inspector Generals for other federal agencies.    

 
 Human Trafficking: The trafficking of persons and violations in the United States is a 

worldwide human rights crime problem.  Human trafficking is a form of modern-day 
slavery and, although not commonly known, is a significant and persistent problem in 
America and internationally.  Victims are often lured with false promises of good jobs and 
better lives and then forced to work under brutal and inhumane conditions.  Many 
trafficking victims are forced to work in the sex industry, but trafficking can also take 
place in labor settings involving domestic servitude, prison-like factories, and migrant 
agricultural work.  Human trafficking cases require extensive outreach and cooperation 
with local, state, and federal agencies, as well as non-governmental organizations, to 
properly address the problem.   

 
 Freedom of Access:  Under the Freedom of Access to Clinic Entrances (FACE) Act, the 

FBI has the sole investigative responsibility for conducting investigations of potential 
FACE Act violations.  Incidents include murder, death threats, invasions, burglaries, 
harassing telephone calls, hate mail, assaults, arsons, and other acts of intimidation.  The 
number of FACE Act violations remains relatively low, with occasional spikes during 
dates which mark significant events in the pro-choice and pro-life movements.   

 
Transnational and National Criminal Organizations and Enterprises:  Transnational/National 
Organized Crime is an immediate and increasing concern of the domestic and international law 
enforcement and intelligence communities.  Geopolitical, economic, social, and technological 
changes within the last two decades have allowed these criminal enterprises to become 
increasingly active worldwide, and includes six distinct groups: (1) Eurasian Organizations that 
have emerged since the fall of the Soviet Union (including Albanian Organized Crime); (2) 
Asian Criminal Enterprises; (3) traditional organizations such as the La Cosa Nostra (LCN) and 
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Italian Organized Crime; (4) Balkan Organized Crime; (5) Middle Eastern Criminal Enterprises, 
and (6) African Criminal Enterprises.   
 
Due to the wide range of criminal activity associated with these groups, each distinct organized 
criminal enterprise adversely impacts the United States in numerous ways.  Threats from 
international organized criminals are covered below. 

 
 International organized criminals control substantial portions of the global energy and 

strategic materials markets that are vital to United States national security interests.  These 
activities impede access to strategically vital materials, which has a destabilizing effect on 
United States geopolitical interests and places United States businesses at a competitive 
disadvantage in the world marketplace. 

 International organized criminals provide logistical and other support to terrorists, foreign 
intelligence services, and hostile foreign governments.  Each of these groups is either 
targeting the United States or otherwise acting in a manner adverse to United States 
interests.   

 International organized criminals smuggle people and contraband goods into the United 
States, seriously compromising United States border security and at times national 
security.  Smuggling of contraband/counterfeit goods costs United States businesses 
billions of dollars annually, and the smuggling of people leads to exploitation that 
threatens the health and lives of human beings.  

 International organized criminals exploit the United States and international financial 
systems to transfer billions of dollars of illicit funds annually.   

 International organized criminals use cyberspace to target individuals and United States 
infrastructure, using an endless variety of schemes to steal hundreds of millions of dollars 
from consumers and the United States economy.  These schemes also jeopardize the 
security of personal information, the stability of business and government infrastructures, 
and the security and solvency of financial investment markets. 

 International organized criminals are manipulating securities exchanges and perpetrating 
sophisticated financial frauds, robbing United States consumers and government agencies 
of billions of dollars. 

 International organized criminals corrupt and seek to corrupt public officials in the United 
States and abroad, including countries of vital strategic importance to the United States, in 
order to protect their illegal operations and increase their sphere of influence.   

 International organized criminals use violence and the threat of violence as a basis for 
power, and those especially prone to violence are increasingly making inroads in the 
United States. 

 
In addition to criminal enterprises that are transnational in origin, communities across the United 
States face challenges from domestic criminal gangs and organizations.  Gangs and other 
American criminal enterprises, operating in the United States and throughout the world, are more 
violent, more organized, and more widespread than ever before.  They pose one of the greatest 
threats to the safety and security of all Americans. 
 
Finally, the potential for terrorism-related events associated with criminal enterprises is ever-
increasing due to the following:  Alien smuggling across the southwest border by drug and gang 
CEs; Columbian based narco-terrorism groups influencing or associating with traditional drug 
trafficking organizations; prison gangs being recruited by religious, political, or social extremist 
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groups; and major theft criminal enterprises conducting criminal activities in association with 
terrorist related groups or to facilitate funding of terrorist-related groups. There also remains the 
ever present concern that criminal enterprises are, or can, facilitate the smuggling of chemical, 
biological, radioactive, or nuclear weapons and materials.   
 
Violent Crimes:  Preliminary Uniform Crime Report statistics for 2008 indicate a 3.5 percent 
decrease nationally in violent crimes (murder and non-negligent manslaughter, forcible rape, 
robbery, and aggravated assault) for the first six months of the year compared to the same period 
in 2007.  This follows a slight decline (1.4 percent) for all of 2007 compared to 2006.  The 2008 
decline was enjoyed by cities of all sizes and by both metropolitan and non-metropolitan 
counties, although the decrease for very large cities (one million and over) was less than one 
percent, perhaps due in part to gang violence.   
 
While this overall trend is encouraging, individual violent crime incidents, such as sniper 
murders, serial killings, and child abductions remain threats to paralyze whole communities and 
stretch state and local law enforcement resources to their limits.  In addition, crimes against 
children, including child prostitution and crimes facilitated through the use of the Internet, 
continue to serve as a stark reminder of the impact of violent crime on the most vulnerable 
members of society.   
 
Indian Country:  The FBI has 104 full-time dedicated SAs who currently address 2,406 Indian 
Country (IC) cases on approximately 200 reservations.  Seventy-five percent of the cases are 
investigated in the Minneapolis, Salt Lake City, Phoenix, and Albuquerque Field Offices.  Fifty 
percent of the cases involve death investigations, sexual and physical assault of children, and 
felony assaults, with little or no support from other law enforcement agencies due to the 
jurisdictional issues in IC.  There are only half as many law enforcement personnel in IC as in 
similar sized rural areas.  Tribal authorities can only prosecute misdemeanors of Indians, and 
state/local law enforcement do not have jurisdiction within the boundaries of the reservation, 
with the exception of Public Law 280 states and tribes.  The Indian Gaming Industry reported 
26.7 billion dollars in revenue in 2008 and has very few FBI dedicated resources.  There are 18 
Safe Trails Task Forces who address drug/gang and violent crimes in IC.  The current gang 
problem on Indian Reservations has become evident to the tribal community leaders and gang 
related violent crime is reported to be increasing.  Tribal communities have reported tribal 
members are bringing back gang ideology from major cities and Drug Trafficking Organizations 
are recruiting tribal members.   
 
Gang Violence: The United States has seen a tremendous increase in gangs and gang 
membership.  Gang membership has grown from 55,000 in 1975 to approximately 960,000 
nationwide in 2007.  The FBI National Gang Intelligence Center (NGIC) has determined that 
there are identified street gangs and gang members in all 50 states and the District of Columbia.  
Thirty-nine of these gangs have been identified as national threats based on criminal activities 
and interstate/international ties.  NGIC estimates the direct economic impact of gang activity in 
the United States at $5 billion and the indirect impact as much greater.  Furthermore, NGIC 
identified a trend of gang members migrating to more rural areas.  This information would 
correspond with the increased inquiries from local law enforcement agencies in rural and 
suburban areas regarding participating in Safe Streets Task Forces.  NGIC has also seen an 
expansion of United States based gangs internationally, with such gangs currently identified in 
over 20 countries.   
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Impact of External Drivers and Influences 
 
The FBI’s budget builds upon both current knowledge of threats and crime problems and a 
forward look to how terrorists, foreign agents and spies, and criminal adversaries are likely to 
adapt tactics and operations in a constantly evolving and changing world.  This forward look 
helps inform and determine the critical operational and organizational capabilities the FBI must 
acquire over the same time period to remain vital and effective in meeting future threats and 
crime problems.   
 
When assessing the impact of the external operating environment, United States Government, 
private industry, and others generally look to global “drivers” – broad factors that can directly or 
indirectly cause changes in the future threat environment – to guide their thinking and planning.  
In examining forecasts and assessments of the future, the most likely drivers that the FBI must 
take into consideration, and some of the likely operational impacts, include the following:   

 Global and domestic demographic changes – expanded need for operations abroad as more 
investigations and operations include an international nexus; growth in immigrant and 
émigré populations within the United States present new language and cultural barriers 
during investigations;  

 Communications revolution – advances in communications technology challenge the 
ability of the FBI to perform court-authorized intercepts; use of encryption and other 
communications technologies requires closer access to end-nodes; identity theft will make 
perpetrator identification more difficult;  

 Global economic changes – terrorism and organized crime converge; greater need for 
coordinating countermeasures with foreign countries and financial organizations;  

 Rising belief in non-material values abroad – increasing danger to agents working abroad 
as anti-Americanism increases and actors disperse; easier acceptance of “suicide” missions 
among disaffected, alienated individuals;  

 Technological and scientific revolutions – reduced ability for threat groups or governments 
to hide undercover identity of agents; increase in espionage and cyber crime against United 
States corporations; increased opportunity for “bio-terror” as well as “bio-error;” 
inexpensive computing technology stretches FBI forensic science capacities; 

 Revolutions in security technology and practice – more “policing” actions abroad by non-
government, contract private entities; more espionage against United States defense and 
contractors; advances in biometric technologies and science permit greater opportunities 
for positive identification of individuals; and  

 Changing role of state and law – need to cooperate with more entities; need more methods 
of cooperation beyond task forces and cases.   

Sub-national and non-governmental entities are expected to play an increasing role in world 
affairs in the coming years, presenting new “asymmetric” and non-traditional threats to the 
United States.  Although the United States will continue to occupy a position of economic and 
political leadership and other governments will also be important actors on the world stage, 
terrorist groups, criminal enterprises, and other non-state actors will assume an increasing role in 
international affairs. Nation states and their governments will exercise decreasing control over 
the flow of information, resources, technology, services, and people.  
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Globalization and the trend of an increasingly networked world economy continue to be more 
pronounced. The global economy will stabilize some regions, but widening economic divides are 
likely to make areas, groups, and nations that are left behind breeding grounds for unrest, 
violence, and terrorism. As corporate, financial, and nationality definitions and structures 
become more complex and global, the distinction between foreign and domestic entities will 
increasingly blur. This will lead to further globalization and networking of criminal elements, 
directly threatening the security of the United States.  
 
Most experts believe that technological innovation will have the most profound impact on the 
collective ability of the federal, state, and local governments to protect the United States. 
Advances in information technology, as well as other scientific and technical areas, have created 
the most significant global transformation since the Industrial Revolution. These advances allow 
terrorists, disaffected states, weapons proliferators, criminal enterprises, drug traffickers, and 
other threat enterprises easier and cheaper access to technology to facilitate crime, including 
computer, communications, and weapons technology.  It is essential – but difficult – for law 
enforcement countermeasures to stay ahead of the increasing use of technology for illegal 
purposes.  
 
To meet these threats and crime problems and operate successfully in a challenging external 
environment, the FBI needs to be able to fuse and integrate intelligence and law enforcement. As 
a member of the Intelligence Community, the FBI has placed an increased emphasis on threat-
based, intelligence-driven investigations and operations, especially in the areas of 
counterterrorism and counterintelligence, and on internal and external information sharing.  The 
FBI must also create an awareness of, and become receptors for, changes in threats and the 
ability to make immediate corrections in FBI priorities and focus to address those changes. 
Finally, the FBI must recognize that alliances with others in law enforcement, at home and 
abroad, are absolutely essential.   
C.  FBI’s 2011 Budget Strategy 
 
Required Capabilities to Address National Security and Criminal Threats:   
The FBI’s budget strategy is based on the FBI’s understanding of current and future national 
security and criminal investigative threats.  From this understanding, the FBI has identified 
critical, enterprise-wide capabilities needed to perform its mission.  This capabilities-based 
approach to planning the FBI’s future resource requirements is necessary since it is not possible 
to project with certainty who will be the future adversary (e.g., nation, combination of nations, 
non-state actor, gangs, criminal enterprises, or individuals).  In other words, future capabilities 
are designed to enable the FBI to address the range of expected national security threats and 
crime problems regardless of who actually perpetrates the acts.  
 
The FBI based its FY 2011 budget upon addressing eight key national security and criminal 
threats noted above.  Please refer to the individual threat summaries and narrative justifications 
for additional threat discussion and for a detailed description of the resources requested to 
address these threats in FY 2011: 
 

  National Security – Requested FY 2011 Increases:  90 positions (27 Agents, 32 IAs) and 
$25,179,000 ($8,275,000 non-personnel) 

  Weapons of Mass Destruction – Requested FY 2011 Increases:  35 positions (15 
Agents), and $9,141,000 ($2,600,000 non-personnel) 
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  Render Safe – Requested FY 2011 Increases:  13 positions (6 Agents) and $40,000,000 
($35,756,000 non-personnel) 

  Computer Intrusions – Requested FY 2011 Increases:  163 positions (63 Agents, 46 IAs), 
and $45,926,000 ($14,737,000 non-personnel). 

  Child Exploitation – Requested FY 2011 Increases:  20 positions (4 Agents, 1 IA), and 
$10,838,000 ($6,242,000 non-personnel). 

  White Collar Crime – Requested FY 2011 Increases:  367 positions (143 Agents, 39 
IAs), and $75,265,000 ($897,000 non-personnel). 

  Organized Crime – Requested FY 2011 Increases:  4 positions (3 Agents), and $952,000.   
  Violent Crime/Gangs – Requested FY 2011 Increases:  2 positions and $328,000. 

 
In addition to addressing these threats, the FBI’s FY 2011 budget focuses on critical operational 
enabling resources required to ensure these threats are addressed and neutralized.  The FBI’s 
budget request includes additional resources for its overall Intelligence Program, intelligence 
sharing and analysis tools, information technology upgrades, and facility improvements.  The 
FBI requests an increase of 118 positions (15 Agents, 69 IAs), and $99,013,000 ($79,892,000 
non-personnel) for these initiatives in FY 2011.      
 
The following six enterprise-wide capabilities that the FBI identified are critical to ensuring the 
FBI possesses the capabilities and capacities to carry out its national security and criminal 
investigative missions to thwart the threats listed above.  The capabilities are:   

 Domain and Operations:  A mature enterprise capability for employing intelligence and 
analysis to identify and understand the national security threats and crime problems 
challenging America, and developing and executing operational strategies to counter these 
threats and crime problems; 

 Surveillance:  Surveillance (physical, electronic, human source) and operational 
technology capabilities to meet operational requirements; 

 Partnerships:  An established and productive network of partnerships with local, state, 
federal, and international law enforcement and criminal justice agencies; 

 Leveraging Technology:  An enhanced capability for providing forensic, operation 
technology, identification, training, and criminal justice services to our local, state, federal, 
and international partners; 

 Workforce:  A professional workforce that possesses the critical skills and competencies 
(investigative, technical, analytical, language, supervisory, and managerial), experiences, 
and training required to perform our mission; and 

 Infrastructure:  A safe and appropriate work environment and information technology 
infrastructure to facilitate the performance of the FBI's mission.   

As part of its strategic planning process and development, the FBI is continuing to refine the 
definition of these capabilities and is continuing to incorporate them into its over-arching 
Strategy Management System (SMS), discussed below.  The following chart illustrates the 
relationship between the FBI’s budgetary end-state capabilities and its SMS themes. 
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SMS Theme SMS Objectives Capability Definition

Management Excellence

P1: Streamline administrative and 
operational processes; P2: Assign 
responsibility and own accountability; P3: 
Maximize organizational collaboration; 
P11: Incorporate forecasting and 
planning into FBI processes; P12: 
Improve internal communication

ALL
Note: This SMS theme is woven throughout all End States and 
does not have its own End State associated.

Surveillance
A surveillance (physical, electronic, human source) and 
operational technology capability to meet operational 
requirements

Domain and Operations

A mature enterprise capability for employing intelligence and 
analysis to identify and understand the national security threats 
and crime problems challenging America, and developing and 
executing operational strategies to counter these threats and 
crime 

Maximize Partnerships
P8: Expand partner relationships; P9: 
Enhance international operations; P10: 
Enhance trust and confidence in the FBI

→ Partnerships
An established and productive network of partnerships with 
local, state, federal, and international law enforcement and 
criminal justice agencies

T1: Improve recruiting, selection, hiring 
and retention; T2: Train and develop 
skills and abilities of our workforce; T3: 
Link skills and competencies to needs; 
T4: Identify, develop and retain leaders 
throughout our organization

→ Workforce

A professional workforce that possesses the critical skills and 
competencies (investigative, technical, analytical, language, 
supervisory, and managerial), experiences, and training 
required to perform our mission

T5: Enhance work environment to 
facilitate mission → Infrastructure

A safe and appropriate work environment and information 
technology to facilitate the performance of the FBI's mission

Leverage Technology and 
Science

T6: Align science and technology to our 
strategic objectives; T7: Deploy 
technology and science to make our 
workforce more effective and efficient

→ Leveraging Technology
An enhanced capability for providing forensic, operation 
technology, identification, training, and criminal justice services 
to our local, state, federal, and international partners

Optimize Resources
R1: Utilize and align existing resources 
and assets in an efficient manner; R2: 
Secure and align appropriate resources

ALL
Note: This SMS theme is woven throughout all End States and 
does not have its own End State associated.

Deter, Detect and Disrupt 
National Security Threats 
and Criminal Activity

P4: Collection; P5: Information 
dissemination and integration; P6: 
Analysis; P7: Action and/or 
Requirements

→

Maximize Workforce 
Success

  
Foundation for Achieving the Desired Capabilities:  The foundation of the FBI’s budget is 
supported by four objectives:  (1) the application of a Strategy Management System (SMS) to 
FBI planning; (2) accelerated improvements in program management through the efforts of the 
SET team; (3) continuation of a multi-year planning process; and (4) a directed-growth strategy 
aligned to our most critical requirements. 
 
 FBI Strategy Management System:  The FBI has implemented a Strategy Management 

System to guide its strategy development and decision-making.  Through the SMS, the FBI 
will strike the appropriate balance between its national security and criminal missions, and 
between short-term tactical efforts and longer-term strategic initiatives.  Strategic 
management of the FBI’s two greatest assets, its employees and information, will help 
address both the current mission and position the FBI to meet future challenges.   

 
The SMS is based on the balanced scorecard management tool adapted by the FBI for its 
own unique structure, culture, and mission.  The Strategic Management System will 
provide a formal method for executing and reviewing strategy, and making that strategy a 
part of daily activities and decision-making.  Specifically, the SMS will:  

 Provide a common framework to ensure that executive leadership clarifies and gains 
consensus around a single, unified strategy; 

 Link strategic and operational decision-making; 
 Provide a balanced set of measures to monitor strategic performance; 
 Create a vehicle to assign accountability for specific performance objectives and 

measures; 
 Institute regularly scheduled strategy review meetings to focus executives on strategic 

objectives/measures and provide a forum for strategy discussions and debates; 
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 Enable more objective and strategic resource allocation decisions; and  
 Communicate the FBI’s strategy throughout the organization, thereby creating both a 

common language and a “line of sight” between individuals and the strategy they 
support.   

The FBI Strategy Map consists of 25 strategic objectives.  Each objective has between one 
and three measures and each measure has a target that defines success.  Key corporate 
strategic initiatives have been identified and progress tracked to close any performance 
gaps.  The FBI “enterprise” objectives and measures will eventually cascade down to each 
part of the organization, including field offices, and executive management will review 
each component’s progress in achieving its objectives through regular strategy review 
meetings and through the performance appraisal system.   

 
The SMS is a continuous process for driving evolutionary improvements.  Reviews will 
not only track strategic progress, they will examine what is working and not working and 
what needs to be adjusted.  Over time, the Strategy Map and the 25 objectives may change.  
Initiatives that are not succeeding will be provided with the support they need to succeed 
or will be eliminated, and other initiatives will be added to address identified gaps.  The 
SMS will provide the flexibility the FBI needs to stay ahead of changing threats and 
demographic and other trends that impact its mission. 
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A1 - “Protect US from 
terrorist and foreign 
intelligence activity”

A2 - “Combat criminal 
activity that threatens the 

safety and security of society”

A3 - “Preserve civil 
liberties”

A4 - “Provide leadership, 
intelligence, and law enforcement 

assistance to our partners”

R1 - Utilize and align existing resources 
and assets in an efficient manner

R2 - Secure and align appropriate 
resources

T6 – Align technology and science to our 
strategic objectives

T7 - Deploy technology and science to
make our  workforce more effective and efficient

T1 - Improve recruiting, 
selection, hiring and 

retention
T2 – Train and develop 
skills and abilities of our 

workforce
T3 – Link skills and 

competencies to needs

T4 – Identify, develop and 
retain leaders throughout 

our organization

T5 - Enhance work 
environment to
facilitate mission

P3 – Maximize 
organizational 
collaboration

P2 – Assign responsibility 
and own accountability

P1 – Streamline
administrative and 

operational processes

P10 – Enhance trust and 
confidence in the FBI

P9 - Enhance 
international operations

P8 – Expand partner 
relationships

P6 – Analyze intelligence 
and integrate it into 

investigations

P5 - Collect intelligence 
against requirements 

and gaps

P7 – Expand information 
access and sharing 

internally and externally

P12 – Improve internal communications

P11 – Incorporate forecasting and planning into FBI processes

FBI Strategic Framework: Detailed Strategy Map

 
 The Strategic Execution Team (SET):  The Strategic Execution Team was created by 

Director Mueller in September 2007 to build on the FBI’s Strategy Management System 
and accelerate improvements in the intelligence arena.  The team was made up of FBI 
employees in different job roles from both field offices and FBI Headquarters.   

 
SET initiatives and results include: 
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 Intelligence Operations: The team developed a standardized model for field 
intelligence that can be adjusted to the size and complexity of small, medium, and 
large offices.  It also developed the Collection Operations Requirements 
Environment (CORE), an FBI intelligence requirements solution.  CORE makes FBI 
and national intelligence requirements easily accessible to all field office personnel, 
facilitates completion of FBI forms, and improves information flow between 
operational squads and the FIGs.  It is designed to help generate raw intelligence that 
is responsive to requirements and to help track progress in meeting those 
requirements. 

 Human Capital:  SET established core intelligence tasks for Special Agents, defined 
their intelligence career path, and tailored individual development plans.  
Additionally, SET worked on refining the Intelligence Analyst career path, including 
training, experiences, and roles that are required to develop this cadre.   

 Program Management:  SET identified six core desired strategic shifts and ways to 
achieve them (i.e., from criminal vs. intelligence to integrated mission, from limited 
internal information-sharing to internal/external information-sharing with 
intelligence community.)  

 Multi-year Planning:  An increasing number of the FBI's programs and initiatives are 
multi-year in nature, and require phased development, deployment, and 
operations/maintenance funding.  A multi-year planning approach allows FBI management 
to better understand the implications of proposed initiatives.  This approach is also 
intended to bring continuity to the FBI's budget.  

 
 Decision Units:  The FBI’s budget is based on four Decision Units that align with the key 

areas of FBI operations.  These four Decision Units, established by the FY 2005 
Consolidated Appropriations Act, are: 

 Intelligence  
 Counterterrorism/Counterintelligence  
 Criminal Enterprises and Federal Crimes  
 Criminal Justice Services 

The costs of support functions are prorated to programs in each of the four Decision Units, 
providing a better picture of the full cost of each of the four major mission areas.  These 
support functions include training, human resources, inspection, security, finance, records 
management, information technology, and facilities and logistics services.  Support costs 
were allocated to individual programs based on historical information about use of the 
services, or by using factors that are primary determinates of the level of use of a particular 
service, such as the number of employees.  Now, support functions are applied to the 
division within each decision unit responsible for executing those funds.  Full program 
costing links budgets to strategic planning, and enables the development of measures of 
program performance.   
 

 Managed Growth:  The FBI continues to work within its recognized organizational 
capacities, such as hiring and training, and other internal constraints, such as information 
technology, facilities, and other infrastructure.  The 2011 budget proposes enhancements to 
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grow critical hiring and training process capacities – such as training classrooms and other 
training facilities – to accommodate personnel growth. 

 
D.  Environmental Accountability  
 
The FBI has begun developing an Organizational Environmental Management System (EMS) 
that will provide a corporate-wide standard to deploy to the field offices and major facilities (to 
include CJIS, Quantico, and JEH).  This organizational EMS is slated to be developed and 
implemented by the end of FY 2010, with individual facility EMSs to follow.  Additionally, the 
FBI is gathering and maintaining applicable environmental compliance information from its 
existing audit program and plans to manage this information centrally using a computer-aided 
facility management program.  Managing the information using a software solution provides the 
advantage of a standardized platform to meet all compliance and sustainability requirements, 
which functions as single reporting portal for FBI corporate environmental information.   
 
The FBI also has developed and deployed green purchasing training to all government purchase 
card holders, Contracting Officers Technical Representatives, and Contracting Officers.  This 
training reviews the green purchasing requirements and the methods in which members of the 
FBI acquisition workforce can meet the requirements.  This training is provided to over 500 
members of the acquisition workforce annually. 
 
The FBI has developed a sustainable building policy that addresses requirements of Executive 
Order 13423, the Federal Leadership in High Performance and Sustainable Buildings 
Memorandum of Understanding of 2006, the Energy Policy Act of 2005, and the Energy 
Independence and Security Act of 2007.  The FBI's policy requires that new FBI-owned facilities 
be designed and constructed to meet the minimum of a Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) Certified Silver Rating in the New Construction category.  In addition, the policy 
- which was signed and implemented in 2008 - requires the installation of advanced metering 
devices and the use of recycled content or environmentally preferable products in construction of 
new facilities.  Since the policy has been implemented, the FBI has received several LEED 
Silver Certifications for various buildings and a LEED Platinum Certification for Existing 
Buildings Operations and Maintenance for one facility. 
 
The FBI's Fleet Management Program integrates environmental accountability into its operations 
in various ways.  The FBI is in the process of incorporating hybrid vehicles, alternative fuel 
vehicles (E85), and more fuel efficient vehicles (4 cylinders) into our fleet.  Additionally, the 
FBI's Automotive Maintenance and Repair Facilities incorporate environmental accountability 
through various programs.  These facilities use re-refined motor oil for a majority of the vehicles 
serviced and recycle all used oil.  Automotive facilities also use air conditioning and coolant 
recycling machines in connection with the servicing of vehicles.  A battery exchange program is 
in place to ensure used batteries are returned to the vendor for proper recycling.  In addition, 
many facilities are reviewing the use of environmentally friendly chemicals: degreasers, hand 
cleaners, and general purpose cleaners, in day to day operations.  Finally, some facilities have 
eliminated hazardous waste entirely through pollution prevention and recycling programs.   
 
 
 
 
 



 

II. Summary of Program Changes 
 

Threat Name/Ranking Description Pos. FTE 
Dollars 
($000) 

Page 

Salaries and Expenses Enhancements 
1.  Computer Intrusions To increase the FBI’s efforts to 

combat attacks against the U.S. 
information infrastructure. 

163 81 45,926  5-1

2.  White Collar Crime   To address increasing mortgage, 
corporate, and securities and 
commodities fraud schemes.   

367 289 75,265 5-8

3.  Operational Enablers To address shortfalls in the FBI’s 
information technology (IT) 
infrastructure, enhance laboratory 
capabilities, and to bolster the 
FBI’s intelligence program.  

118 59 25,121 5-17 

4.  National Security Threats To expand the FBI's surveillance 
capabilities, intelligence analysis 
resources, and Legal Attache 
program to address National 
Security threats. 

90 44 $25,179 5-24

5.  Weapons of Mass    
Destruction (WMD) 

To further develop the FBI’s 
ability to implement wide-spread 
countermeasures, provide rapid 
responses to WMD incidents, and 
enhance the collection and 
analysis of related WMD 
materials, technology, and 
information. 

35 18 9,141 5-25 

5.  WMD/Render Safe 
Capability 

To provide response aircraft and 
personnel for the FBI’s WMD 
response mandates. 

13 6 40,000 5-30  

6.  Violent Crime/Gangs To increase investigative efforts to 
thwart crime in Indian Country. 

2 1 328  5-32

7.  Child Exploitation To more efficiently and effectively 
safeguard the nation’s youth. 

20 10 10,838 5-35 

8.  Organized Crime To modernize the law enforcement 
approach to combatting 
International Organized Crime. 

4 2 952 5-43 

Subtotal, Salaries and Expenses Enhancements 812 510 $232,750
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 Threat Name Description Pos. FTE 
Dollars 
($000) 

Page 

Construction Enhancements 
Operational Enablers To provide funding for priority 

construction projects at the FBI 
Academy, to include a new 
dormitory.  

… … $73,892  8-1

Subtotal, Construction Enhancements … … $73,892

Total, FBI Direct Enhancements 812 510 $306,642
 
Offsets 
Travel To reduce FBI travel funding 

including travel for operational 
requirements as well as 
conferences and educational 
functions. 

… … ($10,282) 6-1

Cyber Education and 
Development 

Improvements in information 
technology and online training 
programs have created 
opportunities to reduce training 
costs by reducing costs of 
delivery. Because of this, the FBI 
proposes to reduce cyber training 
funding. 

… … (3,200) 6-2

Vehicles This proposed reduction will limit 
vehicle purchases to those 
necessary to maintain the size of 
the current vehicle fleet. 

… … (3,788) 6-3

Rescission of Prior Year 
TEDAC Appropriations 

This proposal rescinds funding 
from available TEDAC balances. 

… … [98,886] 6-4

Total, Offsets … … ($17,270)
  
Grand Total, Program Changes 812 510 $289,372

Note: Detailed initiative rankings are included in the Classified Addendum. 
 



 

III. Appropriations Language and Analysis of Appropriations Language 
 
Appropriations Language for Salaries and Expenses 
 
For necessary expenses of the Federal Bureau of Investigation for detection, investigation, and 
prosecution of crimes against the United States, [$7,658,622,000] $8,083,475,000, [of which 
$101,066,000 is designated as being for overseas deployments and other activities pursuant to 
sections 401(c)(4) and 423(a)(1) of S. Con. Res. 13 (111th Congress), the concurrent resolution 
on the budget for fiscal year 2010; and] of which not to exceed $150,000,000 shall remain 
available until expended: Provided, That not to exceed $205,000 shall be available for official 
reception and representation expenses[: Provided further, That notwithstanding section 205 of 
this Act, the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, upon a determination that additional 
funding is necessary to carry out construction of the Biometrics Technology Center, may transfer 
from amounts available for ``Salaries and Expenses'' to amounts available for ``Construction'' up 
to $30,000,000 in fees collected to defray expenses for the automation of fingerprint 
identification and criminal justice information services and associated costs: Provided further, 
That any transfer made pursuant to the previous proviso shall be subject to section 505 of this 
Act]. (Department of Justice Appropriations Act, 2010.) 
 
Analysis of Appropriations Language 
 
Deletes language designating $101,066,000 for Overseas Contingency Operations.  
 
Deletes language authorizing the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation to transfer up to 
$30,000,000 from this account to the Construction account for the Biometrics Technology 
Center. 
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IV. Decision Unit Justification 
 
A. Intelligence Decision Unit  
 

INTELLIGENCE DECISION UNIT TOTAL Perm. Pos. FTE 
Amount 
($000) 

2009 Enacted with Rescissions  6,217 5,906 $1,487,262
   2009 Supplementals … … 7,592
2009 Enacted w/ Rescissions and Supplementals 6,217 5,906 1,494,854
2010 President’s Budget 6,878 6,455 1,606,025
Adjustments to Base and Technical Adjustments 38 277 86,704
2011 Current Services 6,916 6,732 1,692,729
2011 Program Increases 266 134 55,513
2011 Program Offsets … … (2,796)
2011 Request 7,182 6,866 1,745,446
Total Change 2010-2011 304 411 $139,421
  
 
Intelligence Decision Unit—Information 
Technology Breakout  

Perm. Pos. FTE 
Amount* 

($000) 
2009 Enacted with Rescissions 222 222 $277,707
   2009 Supplementals … … …
2009 Enacted w/Rescissions and Supplementals 222 222 277,707
2010 President’s Budget 281 281 278,158
Adjustments to Base and Technical Adjustments (18) (18) (20,221) 
2011 Current Services 299 299 257,937
2011 Program Increases … … 200
2011 Request 299 299 258,137
Total Change 2010-2011 (18) (18) ($19,439)

*Includes both direct and reimbursable funding 

1. Program Description 

The FBI’s Intelligence Decision Unit (IDU) is comprised of the Directorate of Intelligence (DI), 
including embedded intelligence functions within Counterterrorism, Counterintelligence, Cyber, 
Criminal, and Weapons of Mass Destruction Divisions; Field Intelligence Groups (FIGs); 
Special Technologies and Applications Office (STAO); Terrorist Screening Center (TSC); 
Infrastructure and Technology; and Intelligence Training.  Additionally, to capture all resources 
that support these programs, a prorated share of resources from the FBI's support divisions 
(including Training, Laboratory, Facilities and Logistics Services, Information Technology (IT) 
Operations, and Human Resources) are calculated and scored to the decision unit. 
 
Directorate of Intelligence 
The FBI established the DI as a dedicated and integrated intelligence service.  This action 
responds to executive and legislative direction as the logical next step in the evolution of the 
FBI’s intelligence capability.  The DI is the FBI’s core intelligence element and one of the four 
major organizations that comprise the National Security Branch (NSB).   
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The DI is the FBI's dedicated national intelligence workforce with delegated authorities and 
responsibilities for all FBI intelligence functions, including information sharing policies, from 
three legal documents: a Presidential Memorandum to the Attorney General dated November 16, 
2004; the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act (IRTPA) of 2004; and the Fiscal 
Year (FY) 2005 Omnibus Appropriation Bill.  The Directorate carries out its functions through 
embedded intelligence elements at FBI Headquarters (FBIHQ) and in each field office.  
 
Intelligence Analysts  
A goal of FBI Intelligence Analysts (IAs) is to anticipate customer requirements and proactively 
identify intelligence gaps associated with criminal or national security threats.  Intelligence 
analysis is fundamental to understanding these threats to national security and ultimately to 
developing a deeper understanding of tomorrow’s potential threats.  To protect national security, 
the FBI must focus significant analytic resources to analyze the threat, its nature, potential 
courses of action, and to then put this threat analysis in the context of ongoing intelligence and 
investigative operations.  The FBI’s intelligence analysis capability consists of various resources 
that involve analyzing information collected from a variety of Confidential Human Sources 
(CHSs) and reporting this collected information as “intelligence products” to the customers at all 
levels of government through a variety of information sharing channels.  The products generated 
by intelligence analysis drive FBI investigative and operational strategies by ensuring that these 
strategies are based on an enterprise-wide understanding of the current and future threat 
environment.   
 
Field Intelligence Groups  
Field Intelligence Groups (FIGs) are the centralized intelligence components in the field that are 
crucial to the integration of the intelligence cycle (requirements, collection, analysis and 
dissemination) into field operations.  In accordance with FBI policy and/or guidance to the field, 
each FIG is responsible for coordinating, guiding, and supporting the office’s activities through 
the five core intelligence functions, which strengthen these efforts into field operations.  These 
functions are: Domain Management; Collection Management; Requirements-based (sometimes 
non-case) collection – including human intelligence (HUMINT); tactical intelligence; and 
intelligence production and dissemination.  All five of the core intelligence functions require the 
FIG to work seamlessly with the operational squads in order to be successful.  
 
FIG Agents 
FIG Agents are required to perform one or more of the following primary functions: intelligence 
collection, collection management, confidential human source coordination, and intelligence and 
partner relations.  FIG Agents’ intelligence collection activities include maintaining a CHS base 
and conducting threat assessments.  All Agents assigned to the FIG work closely with analysts 
on the FIG to report observations indicating new trends in the local environment, and to spot 
areas and targets for source recruitment.  FIG Agents serve to facilitate the handling of cross-
programmatic intelligence information obtained from CHS debriefings. 
 
To do this effectively, HUMINT collectors on the FIG must have strong relationships with other 
collectors and embedded IAs on investigative squads in order to augment their collection 
abilities beyond reporting on the squad’s investigations.  
 
Foreign Language Program 
The FBI’s success at protecting the U.S. from future terrorist attacks, countering foreign 
intelligence operations and espionage, and dismantling transnational organized criminal 
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enterprises is increasingly dependent upon a workforce with high quality, robust capabilities in 
67 languages.  This workforce is managed through the FBI’s Foreign Language Program (FLP).  
Nearly every major FBI investigation now has a foreign language component and the demand for 
highly qualified linguists and foreign language and culture training continues to increase.  The 
mission of the FLP is to provide quality language services to the FBI, intelligence, and law 
enforcement communities, and to maximize the deployment of the linguist workforce, language 
tools, and technology in line with critical intelligence, investigative, and administrative priorities. 
The FBI’s FLP also promulgates policies and compliance requirements; manages translation and 
interpreting resources throughout the world; and develops the foreign language skills of 
employees through on-going training, as well as language testing and assessment. 
 
National Virtual Translation Center  
The National Virtual Translation Center (NVTC) was established under the authority of Section 
907 of the USA PATRIOT Act to "provide accurate and timely translations of foreign 
intelligence material to the U.S. Intelligence Community."  On February 11, 2003, the Director 
of Central Intelligence awarded executive agency authority of the NVTC to the FBI.  The NVTC 
is one of the Office of the Director of National Intelligence’s (ODNI) controlled multi-agency 
centers, which was created to provide language services to the 16 agencies in the IC specifically 
working in national security and intelligence arenas.  The NVTC is prohibited from assisting in 
criminal investigations.  The NVTC’s mission is to provide translation services and a community 
portal for accessing language-related tools and a broad range of foreign language materials in 
translated or vernacular form across security domains; function within the IC System for 
Information Sharing (ICSIS), which provides a common architecture and promotes 
interoperability and virtual access to databases across the IC; support continued development and 
fielding of tools, web-based and other, designed to help process and exploit foreign language 
text; and develop policies, procedures, and systems for managing NVTC translation 
requirements and translation services. 
 
Language Analysis  
Language Analysis is a critical process in the FBI’s effort to acquire accurate, real-time, and 
actionable intelligence to detect and prevent foreign-originated terrorist attacks against the U.S.    
The FBI’s language analysis capabilities promptly address all of its highest priority CT 
intelligence translation requirements, often within 24 hours.  Language Analysts (LAs) also play 
a significant role in the FBI’s CI and criminal investigative missions.   
  
Communications Exploitation Section (CXS) 
The mission of the CXS is "to lead law enforcement and intelligence efforts in the U.S. to defeat 
terrorism by targeting terrorist communications."   
 
Foreign Terrorist Tracking Task Force (FTTTF) 
FTTTF assists in finding, tracking, and removing foreign terrorists and their supporters from the 
U.S.  FTTTF utilizes specialized analytical techniques, technologies, and data access to enhance 
terrorist identification, tracking, and risk assessment operations. 
 
Terrorist Screening Center (TSC) 
The Terrorist Screening Center (TSC) is a multi-agency, multi-discipline, globally unique center 
which supports the FBI, Department of Justice (DOJ), ODNI, and the IC in their ability to detect, 
deter and disrupt national security threats through their counterterrorism, information and 
intelligence gathering/analysis/sharing national security missions.  TSC accomplishes this 
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through a unique interagency business model which incorporates information technology and 
information sharing, as well as operational and analytical expertise from interagency operational 
and IAs, Agents, and data/information technology (IT) analysts/specialists which support law 
enforcement at the federal, state, local, territorial, tribal, and international levels.  The TSC has 
assisted law enforcement and screening agencies with the positive identification of 19,308 
known or suspected terrorists (KST) domestically as well as globally in FY 2008 alone.  
Additionally, it has allowed FBI field offices to open 471 KST cases against targets which were 
previously unknown by the IC and law enforcement community to be present in the United 
States.    
 
Special Technologies and Applications Office (STAO) 
The mission of STAO is to provide the FBI's investigative and intelligence priorities with 
technical analysis capability through innovative techniques, tools, and systems.  STAO develops 
and maintains systems that store and provide access, using analytical tools, to FBI Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) electronic surveillance data and data from seized media for 
analysis and exploitation by FBI and IC Agents, IAs, and linguists. 
 
Infrastructure and Technology 
The Intelligence Decision Unit (IDU) includes funding for several efforts that are critical 
enablers for FBI Intelligence Career Service (ICS) Agents, IAs, Language Analysts, and Physical 
Surveillance Specialists (PSSs).  These efforts help to manage, process, share, and protect 
classified and unclassified information critical to national security.  Taken together, these efforts 
form a comprehensive system of security and efficiency.  The secure, or classified, side of the 
comprehensive system includes secure workspaces, or Sensitive Compartmented Information 
Facilities (SCIFs); a secure information sharing capability through the Sensitive Compartmented 
Information Operations Network (SCION), the FBI’s TOP SECRET (TS)/Sensitive 
Compartmented Information (SCI)-certified data network; and Intelligence IT, which are the 
tools used by FBI intelligence personnel to perform their duties.  The unclassified side of the 
comprehensive system includes the FBI’s ability to share unclassified information with other 
federal, state, and local governments and other partners through the Criminal Justice Information 
Services’ Law Enforcement Online (LEO) system and UNet, the FBI’s unclassified connection 
to the Internet.   
  
Sensitive Compartmented Information Facilities (SCIF) 
A SCIF is an accredited, room, group of rooms, floors, or buildings where National Security 
Professionals (NSPs) collect, process, exploit, analyze, dissemminate, and/or store Sensitive 
Compartmented Information.  SCIFs are outfitted with Information Technology, 
telecommunications, general office machines, and requisite infrastructure to process unclassified 
through Top Secret information.  SCIFs are afforded intrusion detection and access control 
systems to prevent the entry of unauthorized personnel.  
 
Sensitive Compartmented Information Operations Network (SCION) 
SCION is a compartmented network for Top Secret information which is administered by 
employing increased security measures, enforcing user accountability, and enhancing 
information assurance methodology. 
 
Law Enforcement On-Line (LEO) 
LEO is a 24-hour-a-day, 7-day-a-week, on-line (real time), information-sharing system that is 
accredited and approved by the FBI for the transmission of sensitive but unclassified information 
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throughout the world to local, state, and federal law enforcement, criminal justice, and public 
safety communities.  The LEO system provides a vehicle for these communities to exchange 
information, conduct online education programs, and participate in professional special interest 
and topically focused dialog.  LEO provides law enforcement and criminal justice communities a 
secure “anytime and anywhere” national and international method to support antiterrorism, 
intelligence, investigative operations, send notifications and alerts, and provide an avenue to 
remotely access other law enforcement and intelligence systems and resources.  LEO currently 
supports a user base of  more than 142,000 vetted members that can access LEO through any 
connection to the Internet such as cable modem, Digital Subscriber Line, Local Area Network, or 
a dial-up Internet service provider.  LEO operates as a sensitive but unclassified network under 
the Federal Information Security Management Act and Privacy Act.  LEO provides a common 
communications link to all levels of law enforcement and criminal justice by supporting broad, 
immediate dissemination and exchange of information. 
 
Intelligence Training 
The FBI strives to ensure that its training programs leverage intelligence training expertise not 
only within the FBI, but also within the IC, academia, and industry to ensure the best intelligence 
training and educational opportunities are available to the FBI workforce.  Such training also 
facilitates the identification of adjunct faculty, communicates relevant training and educational 
opportunities available outside the FBI and permits opportunities for research related to 
intelligence analysis.  FBI Agents and IAs receive specialized training designed to better equip 
them with doctrine and tradecraft necessary to conduct the intelligence-driven mission of the 
FBI.  Improving and expanding the FBI’s training capacity will allow the FBI to conduct its 
intelligence-driven mission and to make a greater contribution to the USIC.  In an effort to train 
the intelligence workforce and to build a cadre of highly skilled intelligence professionals, the 
FBI is developing a competency-based career path for Special Agents and Intelligence Analysts.  
These career paths will ensure the FBI ICS personnel receive the training, experiences, and joint 
duty assignments appropriate for their position or stage of development.  The FBI is re-designing 
its training curriculum to map to the career path to ensure that all ICS personnel have the training 
necessary to analyze and disrupt current and future threats to the U.S. Homeland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

PERFORMANCE/RESOURCES TABLE 

Decision Unit: Intelligence 

DOJ Strategic Goal/Objective:  Goal 1:  Prevent Terrorism and Promote the Nation’s Security (Objectives 1.1, 1.2, & 1.4) and Goal 2:  Prevent Crime, Enforce Federal Laws, and 
Represent the Rights and Interests of the American People (Objectives 2.1-2.6) 

Final Target Actual Projected Changes Requested (Total) 

WORKLOAD/ RESOURCES 

FY 2009 FY 2009 2010 Enacted 
Current Services 

Adjustments & FY2011 
Program Changes 

FY 2011 Request 

FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 
Total Costs and FTE 

5,906 1,494,854 5,187 1,217,000 6,455 1,606,025 411 139,421 6,866 1,745,446 

TYPE / GOAL / 
STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE 

FY 2008 FY 2009 FY 2009 2010 Enacted 
Current Services 

Adjustments & FY2011 
Program Changes 

FY 2011 Request 

Performance  
Measure  

% of Counterterrorism FISA 
collection reviewed by the 
Language Program: 
 Audio 
 Text 
 Electronic File 

 
100% 
100% 
100%

85% 
100% 

87%

 
100% 
100% 
100%

 
-- 
-- 
--

 
100% 
100% 
100%

Performance  
Measure: 
Responsiveness 

% of FBI Headquarters finished 
intelligence reports that are 
responsive to National Intelligence 
Priority Framework topics 
(Internally disseminated)  

90% 97% 95% -- 95%

Performance  
Measure: 
Responsiveness 

% of FBI Field Office finished 
intelligence reports that are 
responsive to National Intelligence 
Priority Framework topics. 
(Internally disseminated) 

90% 100% 95% -- 95%

Performance  
Measure: 
Responsiveness 

% of FBI finished intelligence 
reports that are responsive to 
National Intelligence Priority 
Framework topics. (Disseminated to 
Intelligence Community) 

90% 96% 95% -- 95%
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TYPE / GOAL / 
STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE 

PERFORMANCE FY 2009 FY 2009 2010 Enacted 
Current Services 

Adjustments & FY2011 
Program Changes 

FY 2011 Request 

Performance  
Measure: Accuracy 

Number of high priority sources put 
through an enhanced validation 
process. 

This information is Classified. 

Performance  
Measure: Customer 
Satisfaction 

% of users who visit the Law 
Enforcement Online (LEO) service 
(which provides intelligence 
dissemination) more than one month 
out of each year. 

42% 42% 44% -- 44%

Efficiency Measure 
(Discontinued 
Measure) 

Staff time (in workyears) saved on 
asset management activities through 
changes in the human source 
business process (via the new 
“Delta” system). 

1,627 0 N/A -- N/A

Efficiency Measure 
(New Measure) 

% of FBI Confidential Human 
Sources (CHS) validated 

25% 14% 25% -- 25%

Data Definition, Validation, Verification, and Limitations:  
 

 All data are provided by records maintained and verified by the FBI’s Directorate of Intelligence, except for LEO data which are provided through CJIS Division. No known limitations exist with 
the available data as currently reported.   
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FY 2003 FY 2004 FY 2005 FY 2006 FY 2007 FY 2008 FY 2009 FY 2010 FY 2011 

Performance Report and Performance Plan Targets 

Actual  Actual  Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual Target Target 

Performance  
Measure  

% of Counterterrorism FISA collection 
reviewed by the Language Program: 
 Audio 
 Text 
 Electronic File 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

94% 
100% 

99% 

88% 
99% 
94% 

97% 
102% 

95% 

91% 
114% 

57% 

100% 
100% 
100% 

85% 
100% 

87% 

100% 
100% 
100% 

100% 
100% 
100% 

Performance  
Measure: 
Responsiveness 

% of FBI Headquarters finished intelligence 
reports that are responsive to National 
Intelligence Priority Framework topics 
(Internally disseminated)  

N/A N/A 57% 86% 94% 100% 90% 97% 95% 95% 

Performance  
Measure: 
Responsiveness 

% of FBI Field Office finished intelligence 
reports that are responsive to National 
Intelligence Priority Framework topics. 
(Internally disseminated) 

N/A N/A 58% 73% 90% 95% 90% 100% 95% 95% 

Performance  
Measure: 
Responsiveness 

% of FBI finished intelligence reports that are 
responsive to National Intelligence Priority 
Framework topics. (Disseminated to 
Intelligence Community) 

N/A N/A 79% 86% 92% 100% 90% 96% 95% 95% 

Performance  
Measure: 
Accuracy 

Number of high priority sources put through 
an enhanced validation process. 

This information is Classified. 

Performance  
Measure: 
Customer 
Satisfaction 

% of users who visit the Law Enforcement 
Online (LEO) service (which provides 
intelligence dissemination) more than one 
month out of each year. 

N/A N/A 45% 39% 26% 41% 42% 42% 44% 44% 

Efficiency 
Measure 
(Discontinued 
Measure) 

Staff time (in workyears) saved on asset 
management activities through changes in the 
human source business process (via the new 
“Delta” system). 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1,627 0 N/A N/A 

Efficiency 
Measure (New 
Measure) 

% of FBI Confidential Human Sources (CHS) 
validated 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 25% 14% 25% 25% 

 

 
 



 

2.  Performance, Resources, and Strategies 
 
The Intelligence Decision Unit contributes to DOJ’s first two Strategic Goals:  Goal 1, “Prevent 
Terrorism and Promote the Nation’s Security” (Objectives 1.1, 1.2, & 1.4) and Goal 2, “Prevent 
Crime, Enforce Federal Laws, and Represent the Rights and Interests of the American People” 
(Objectives 2.1-2.6).  In addition, this decision unit ties directly to the FBI’s ten priorities:  
Priority 1 – Protect the United States from terrorist attack; Priority 2 – Protect the United States 
against foreign intelligence operations and espionage; Priority 3 – protect the United States 
against cyber-based attacks and high-technology crimes; Priority 4 – Combat public corruption at 
all levels; Priority 5 – Protect civil rights; Priority 6 – Combat transnational and national criminal 
organizations and enterprises; Priority 7 – Combat major white-collar crime; Priority 8 – Combat 
significant violent crime; and Priority 9 – Support federal, state, local and international partners.  
Priority 10 – Upgrade technology to successfully perform the FBI’s mission.  
 
The mission of the Intelligence Program is to optimally position the FBI to meet current and 
emerging national security and criminal threats by aiming core investigative work proactively 
against threats to U.S. interests; building and sustaining enterprise-wide intelligence policies and 
capabilities; and providing useful, appropriate, and timely information and analysis to the 
national security, homeland security, and law enforcement communities.  The Directorate of 
Intelligence (DI) is responsible for managing all projects and activities that encompass the FBI’s 
Intelligence Program and for prioritizing those functions through the formulation of budgetary 
requirements. The Directorate carries out its functions through embedded intelligence elements 
at FBI HQ and in each field division.  
 
Measure changes for this performance report are proposed as a result of an internal review of the 
FBI’s performance measures, pursuant to an initiative coordinated by DOJ’s Performance 
Improvement Officer (PIO) Panel in Spring, 2009. 
 
a. Performance Plan and 
Report for Outcomes 
 
 
Performance Measure:  % of 
Counterterrorism Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Act 
(FISA) collection reviewed by 
the language program. 
  

FY 2009 Target: 100% 
for Audio 
100% for Text 
100% for Electronic File 
 
 
FY 2009 Actual:  85% 
for Audio 

100% for Text 
87% for Electronic File 

 

94%
100% 99%

88%

99%
94%97%

102%

95% 91%

114%

57%

85%

100%

87%

100% 100%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

125%

FY05 FY06 FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11

(U) % of Counterterrorism FISA collection 
reviewed by Language Program

Audio Text Electronic File
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Discussion:  Collection of Counterterrorism is anticipated to expand by 138 % between 
08 and FY 2011, while the FBI’s processing capacity will only grow by 11%.  

out the enhancement, the FBI’s ability to process incoming foreign language 
-related collections will decline significantly, compromising the overall 

tiveness of all other Counterterrorism initiatives.  The failure to provide timely and 
accurate translation of foreign language material has been identified by Congress, 
numerous special panels and committees, the media and the Executive Branch as a major 

rability in the Intelligence Community. At current staffing and funding levels, the 
 unable to meet the need to address all collected FISA Counterterrorism materials.  

Even though the substantive divisions prioritize their FISA needs via a complex five-
 schema with high/medium/low subcategories within each tier and readjust these 

based on their changing priorities, at present only 78% of all foreign-language collected 
aterial is being reviewed.  The volume and diversity of the material is simply too great 

ailable resources to process it all.  Without the enhancement, the FBI would see the 
g of unprocessed material grow exponentially with the attendant risk that 

nable intelligence will be lost.  The consequences of such a missed opportunity will 
erious.  As the Department begins prosecuting cases developed from years of 

igative work (an 876% increase since 9/11/01), the FBI’s linguists will be called 
ore and more to ensure compliance with the Brady requirements and prepare 

or-intensive verbatim translation for use in court, further eroding the processing of 
g collections.   

 
 10 Target:        100% for each category 
 11 Target:  100% for each category 
 
 
Performance Measure - 
Responsiveness: % of FBI 
Headquarters finished intelligence 
reports that are responsive to 
National Intelligence Priority 

topics (Internally 
dissem d) 

2009 Target:   90% 
FY 2009 Actual:   97% 

 
iscussion:  This measure 

trates the Intelligence 
m  responsiveness 

elligence Community (IC) intelligence priorities (i.e., whether or not the finished 
ligence produce illing important, high priority intelligence gaps).  

Because the FBI has r local priorities to fulfill, there will always be some 
intelligence reports f  the Bureau and its law enforcement 
colleagues but are not responsive to national-level NIPF topics.   

 
 
 

FY 20
With
terrorism
effec

vulne
FBI is

tiered

m
for av
backlo
actio
be s
invest
upon m
lab
incomin

FY 20
FY 20

Framework 
inate

 
 FY 

D
illus
Progra
to Int
intel d by the FBI is f

57%
58%

79%
86%

73%

86%
94%

90%92%
100%

95%
100% 100%

95% 95%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

FY05 FY06 FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11

(U) % of finished intelligence reports that are 
responsive to NIPF topics

FBIHQ-internal FBI field-internal FBI - IC

's

 some regional o
iled that are of interest to

 
FY 2010 Target: 95% 
FY 2011 Target: 95% 
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Perform
that are ated) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Perform
respons
Commu
 
 %  

FY 2009 Actual: 96%  

sive to NIPF topics, above.   

FY 2010 Target: 95% 
95% 

uracy: Number of high priority sources put through an enhanced 

ied version. 

us  Satisfaction: % of users who visit the Law Enforcement 
Online ch es intelligence dissemination) more than one month out of 
ach year out of the total user base of over 134,000 vetted members. 

 
  
  

inte igence agencies, state and local 
he 

 the 
site useful.  FY 2005 actual 

driven up by the occurrence of the 
b nd a 

ance Measure - Responsiveness: % of FBI Field Office finished intelligence reports 
 responsive to National Intelligence Priority Framework topics. (Internally dissemin

FY 2009 Target:     90% 
FY 2009 Actual:     100% 

Discussion:  See Discussion re: Reports responsive to NIPF topics, above.  
 
FY 2010 Target: 95% 
FY 2011 Target: 95% 

ance Measure - Responsiveness: % of FBI finished intelligence reports that are 
ive to National Intelligence Priority Framework topics. (Disseminated to Intelligence 
nity) 

FY 2009 Target: 90
 
 

Discussion:  See Discussion re: Reports respon
 
 
 FY 2011 Target: 
 
 
Performance Measure -- Acc
validation process 
 
Refer to classif
 
Performance Measure -- C tomer

(LEO) service (whi  provid
e

FY 2009 Target:   42%
FY 2009 Actual:   42%
 
Discussion:  This measure serves as a 
proxy for customer satisfaction. 
Repeated use of LEO is a strong 
indication that customers (other 

(U) % users who visit LEO more than one 
month out of each year

ll
law enforcement, etc.) find t
information they are obtaining on

performance was uncharacteristically 
high-usage numbers were artificially 

London subway bom ings a

45%

39%

26%

41% 42% 44% 44%
50%

25%

0%
FY05 FY06 FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11

Actual Target
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domestic emergency esponser  training exercise in 2005.  Later targets do not assume any 
repeat event-based surges in user levels, but, if future performance continues to trend 

customer satisfaction surveys for its finished and raw 
ultimately provide data to replace the current customer 

satisfaction measure.  Complete automation of the surveys is expected by the end of 
FY10.  Currently, the FBI is upgrading the information sharing websites upon which the 

e 

s gets a sufficient volume of feedback, the FBI will use the data provided to 
replace the current customer satisfaction measure.  Until then, the current measure based 

rts to DOJ and ODNI. 

FY 2010 Target: 44% 

 

 MEASURE:  Staff time (in work years) saved on 
urce management activities through changes in the human source business process (via the 

ew "Delta' system). 

rget:  1,627 
FY 2009 Projected Actual: 0 

Discussion:  The FBI has deployed the “Delta” system that facilitates implementation of 

 
 operations. Delta includes 

user requirements and design functions, such as standardized forms, calendar reminders 
tiv secure storage of Source information, workflow and 

 fe  pre-populated data fields, pop-up ticklers, and role-based 
ccess. This automated application reduces employees’ work time, eliminates 

ompliance with requirements and guidelines for 
ta promotes intelligence information sharing among 
ntelligence Community, provides greater protection of 
ternal source reporting between SAs and selective 

ntinued because of concerns the data would always 
 assumptions of how much work was avoided.  Instead, the 

l Human Sources (CHS) validated" will better 
shing a core intelligence activity.    

 
 
 
 

high, the targets will be adjusted accordingly.  
 
The FBI has developed new 
intelligence products, which will 

survey will be made available to customers.  FBI will track initial data collections to se
if sufficient feedback is captured.  When the FBI feels that the administration of the 
survey

on LEO data will be used for repo
 

FY 2011 Target: 44% 

 
Efficiency Measure:  DISCONTINUED
so
n
 
 FY 2009 Ta
 
 

a major change in the FBI’s Confidential Human Source (CHS) management business 
process.  Delta automates administrative and management functions that Special Agents
(SAs) and support personnel would normally perform for CHS

of Source-related ac ities, 
electronic approval atures,
a
burdensome paperwork, and increases c
handling CHSs.  In addition, Del
agents and other members of the I
source identities, and improves in
support personnel. 
 
As agreed, this measure is being disco
be rough estimates built upon
proposed alternative "% of Confidentia
demonstrate FBI progress in accompli
 
FY 2010 Target: N/A 
FY 2011 Target: N/A 
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Efficiency Measure:  NEW MEASURE:  % of FBI Confidential Human Sources (CHS) 
validate
 
FY 200
FY 200
 
Discus
The ab
will de
additio
contractor personnel) are authorized and 
approp  the validation 
process vement 
based on new hires, training, and increased 
experience of those on board. 

25% 

The FB
centrali
local pr
collecti
foreign
respons
coordin  
extensi  
duplica
co-loca any 
of the F
each Fi  
agencie 9 of the FBI’s Field Offices, personnel assigned to the FIGs are 
members of primary Fusion Centers, and work alongside members of state and local law 
enforce
commi
betwee
Coordi ional 
Intellig ce Analysis and Production Board (NIAPB), just to name a few.  

d 

9 Target:  25% 
9 Projected Actual: 14% 

sion:   
ility to meet targets for this measure 
velop over the next several years as 
nal resources (government and 

(U) % of FBI Confidential Human Sources 
(CHS) validated

14%

25% 25% 25%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

riated to implement  new 
.  The FBI anticipates impro

FY09 FY10 FY11

Actual Target
 
FY 2010 Target: 25% 
FY 2011 Target: 
 
 
b. Strategies to Accomplish Outcomes 
 

I Intelligence Program was created by Congressional and Presidential mandate to provide 
zed management of the nation’s domestic intelligence efforts; no other federal, state or 
ogram shares the FBI’s specific authorities and responsibilities for domestic intelligence 
on. With respect to broader intelligence collection and analysis authorities, including 
 intelligence and counterintelligence, Executive Order 12333 governs the division of 
ibility between FBI and other Intelligence Community members in order to ensure 
ation and prevent duplication of effort. Managers of the Intelligence Program also work
vely with external partners to ensure that the FBI’s program is not redundant or
tive of other efforts, both public and private. In some instances, this involves the active 
tion of groups so that activities and policies can be better coordinated. For example, m
BI’s Field Intelligence Groups (FIGs), which manage the FBI’s intelligence functions in 
eld Office, include members of state and local law enforcement and other intelligence
s. Additionally, in 2

ment and other intelligence community personnel. In other instances, special inter-agency 
ttees have been created to allow senior leaders to monitor and minimize any redundancy 
n programs. The FBI Director or other senior managers sit on the Justice Intelligence 
nating Council (JICC), GLOBAL Intelligence Working Group, and the Nat
en
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B. Counterterrorism/Coun erintelligen
    
C
COUNTERIN
TOTAL 

t ce Decision Unit 

OUNTERTERRORISM/ 
TELLIGENCE DECISION UNIT Perm. Pos. FTE Amount ($000) 

2009 Enacted with Rescissions 12,480 12,121 $2,884,041
  2009 Supplementals … … 60,480
2009 Enacted w/ Rescissions and Supplementals 12,480 12,121 2,944,521
2010 Enacted 12,646 12,092 3,156,342
Adjustments to Base and Technical Adjustments (39) 276 33,745
2011 Current Services 12,607 12,368 3,190,087
2011 Program Increases 139 69 87,057
2011 Program Offsets … … (7,674)
2011 Request 12,746 12,437 3,269,470
Total Change 2010-2011 100 345 $113,128

 

Counterterrorism/Counterintelligence D
Unit – Information Technology Breakou

ecision 
t  

Perm. Pos. FTE 
Amount 
($000) 

2009 Enacted with Rescissions 365 365 $407,125
   2009 Supplementals … … …
2009 Enacted w/Rescissions and Supplementals 365 365 407,125
2010 Enacted 417 417 396,374
Adjustments to Base and Technical Adjustments 16 16 (10,326)
2011 Current Services 433 433 376,048
2011 Program Increases … … 5,441
2011 Request 433 433 381,489
Total Change 2010-2011 16 16 ($4,885)

 

1. Program Description 

The FBI’s Counterterrorism/Counterintelligence (CT/CI) Decision Unit is comprised of the 
Counterterrorism Program, the Weapons of Mass Destruction Directorate (WMDD), the Fo
Counterintelligence (FCI) Program, a portion of the Cyber Computer Intrusions Program, the 
Critical Incident Response Group, and the portion of the Legal Attaché (Legat) Program that 
supports the FBI’s CT and CI missions.  Additionally, to capture all resources that support these 
programs, a prorated share of resources from the FBI's support divisions (including Train
Laboratory, Security, Information Technology Operations, administrative divisions, and

reign 

ing, 
 staff 

offices) is calculated and scored to the decision unit. 
 
Counterterrorism Program   
The mission of the FBI’s CT program is to prevent, disrupt, and defeat terrorist operations before 
they occur; to pursue the appropriate sanctions for those who have conducted, aided, and abetted 
those engaged in terrorist acts; and to provide crisis management following acts of terrorism 
against the U.S. and U.S. interests.  This mission is accomplished by gathering intelligence from 
all sources and using intelligence and analysis to enhance preventive efforts and exploit links 
between terrorist groups and their support networks.  Threat information is shared with all 
affected agencies and personnel to create and maintain efficient threat mitigation response 
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procedures and provide timely and accurate analysis to the Intelligence Community (IC) and 

stage ting  int
n act of terrorism to investigating the financiers of terrorist operations.  All CT 

BI Headquarters, thereby emp  and ng a n
es on the CT strategy of creating an inhospitable terror nvironmen

to protect the U.S. from terrorist attacks by dis terr ility to
logistical support, pre-attac ning, and

ired components of terrorist operation e re nts cre
BI focuses on creating a comprehensive intelligence base to explo

e intelligence base, the FBI employs odel C erterro
vestigative Strategy, focusing each terrorist case on intelligence, specifically on identification 

ical support, and pre-attack planning.

e FBI has moved aggressively to im me
ndamentally transformed the FB he FBI h erhaul

odernized its business 
ation with its p rs.  The is no lon
rimes after they occur; it is dedicated to 

d.  The FBI’s CT ogram h e prior

d dismantle terrorist sleeper cells in the U.S. before they act; 
 acts of terrorism by individuals wit rrorist a a acting
ismantle terrorist support networks, uding fin al supp

networks; 
ity to quickly ascertain the reliability, implications and details of 
improve the capacity to disseminate threat-related information to local, 

 

 

rrorist threat.  The National Joint 
errorism Task Force (NJTTF) and the around-the-clock Counterterrorism Watch manage and 

Terrorism Financing Operations Section centralizes efforts to stop 

 and 

senior policy makers. 
 
The FBI is committed to stopping terrorism at any 
conduct a

, from thwar  those ending to 

investigations are managed at F loying  enhanci ational 
perspective that focus ist e t. 
 
The FBI aims rupting orists’ ab  
perpetrate harm.  Training, finances, recruiting, k plan  
preparation are all requ s.  Thes quireme ate 
vulnerabilities, and the F it 
these vulnerabilities. 
 
To develop a comprehensiv  its M ount rism 
In
of terrorist training, fundraising, recruiting, logist
 
Under the leadership of Director Mueller, th

 

ple
as ov

nt a 
comprehensive plan that has fu I.  T ed its 
counterterrorism operations, expanded its intelligence capabilities, m
practices and technology, and improved coordin artne  FBI ger 
content to concentrate on investigating terrorist c
disrupting terrorist plots before they are execute  Pr as fiv ities: 
 
 To detect, disrupt, an 
 To identify and prevent
 To detect, disrupt, and d

h a te gend  alone; 
incl anci ort 

 To enhance its capabil
terrorist threats and to 
state, and federal agencies, and to the private sector as needed; and 

 To enhance its overall contribution to the IC and senior policy makers in government by 
providing timely and accurate in-depth analysis of the terrorist threat and other information
of value on an on-going basis. 
 

To implement these priorities, the FBI has increased the number of Special Agents assigned to
terrorism matters. The FBI has also established a number of operational units and entities that 
provide new or improved capabilities to address the te
T
share threat information.  The 
terrorist financing.  The FBI also utilizes document/media exploitation squads to exploit material 
found both domestically and overseas for its intelligence value.  Deployable “Fly Teams” lend 
counterterrorism expertise wherever it is needed.  The 24/7 Terrorist Screening Center (TSC)
Foreign Terrorist Tracking Task Force (FTTTF)1 help identify terrorists and keep them out of 

                                                 
1 Please note that while the TSC and the FTTTF are part of the FBI’s CT Program, their resources are scored to the 
Intelligence Decision Unit. 
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the United States.  Finally, the Counterterrorism Analysis Section “connects the dots” and 
assesses the indicators of terrorist activity against the U.S. from a strategic perspective.   

l 
d hiring 

. 

itiatives to keep its workforce flexible. 

pect 
gents, 

eld 
nce across component lines.  This integration allows for real-time 

sponses to threat information and quick communication with decision-makers and the field. 

nnel 
mong agencies, to joint efforts in specific investigations and in the National Counterterrorism 

 
f 

ination 
d 

s overseas presence and now routinely deploys Special Agents and crime scene experts to assist 
essful 

FBI Headquarters CT management was responsible for a vital disruption of a plot to bomb US-

Cou
wor igence-based 

. 
and
wit
 

ly 
te.  The 

 
 Intelligence  

 
Re-engineering efforts are making the FBI more efficient and more responsive to operationa
needs.  The FBI has revised its approach to strategic planning and refocused recruiting an
efforts to attract individuals with skills critical to its counterterrorism and intelligence missions
The FBI has also developed a comprehensive training program and instituted new leadership 
in
 
The FBI has divided its CT operations into branches, each of which focuses on a different as
of the current terrorism threat facing the U.S.  These components are staffed with Special A
Intelligence Analysts, and subject matter experts who work closely with investigators in the fi
and integrate intellige
re
 
The FBI has also established strong working relationships with other members of the IC.  From 
the Director’s daily meetings with other IC executives, to the regular exchange of perso
a
Center (NCTC), the TSC, and other multi-agency entities, to the co-location of personnel at
Liberty Crossing, the FBI and its partners in the IC are now integrated at virtually every level o
operations. 
 
With terrorists traveling, communicating, and planning attacks all around the world, coord
with foreign partners has become more critical than ever before. The FBI has steadily increase
it
in the investigation of overseas attacks. Their efforts have played a critical role in succ
international operations. 
 

bound airplanes from the United Kingdom (U.K.) in July 2006.  The experience of the 
nterterrorism Field Agents on 18-month temporary (TDY) assignments provided the critical 
kforce at FBI Headquarters that was needed to accomplish the intell

investigations that detected and prevented recent terrorist acts from occurring against the U.S
 its interests.  The disruption and arrests in the U.K. are a testament to the FBI’s partnership 
h British intelligence. 

Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Directorate 
The FBI realigned and consolidated existing WMD and counterproliferation initiatives, former
managed in multiple divisions, under a single organizational entity, the WMD Directora
strategic focus of this Directorate is to prevent and disrupt the acquisition of WMD capabilities 
and technologies for use against the U.S. homeland by terrorists and other adversaries, including 
nation-states. The WMD Directorate integrates and links all of the necessary counterterrorism, 
intelligence, counterintelligence, and scientific and technological components to accomplish the 
FBI’s overall WMD mission. The WMD Directorate is organized to provide a mechanism to 
perform the following essential capabilities: 

 Countermeasures  
 Preparedness  
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 Assessment and Response  
 Investigative  

Science and Technology Support  

 

ies through the establishment of three new sections 
hich reside in the Directorate. These include: Countermeasures and Preparedness Section 

nse 

ell as research and development activities through which the FBI ensures that 
vestigative tools keep pace with evolving investigative requirements and private sector 

Identify, prevent, and defeat intelligence operations conducted by any foreign power within 

 
 entity.  This allows the Cyber Program to coordinate, supervise, and 

cilitate the FBI's investigation of those federal violations in which the Internet, computer 
struments or targets of terrorist 

ritical Incident Response Program 
he ent Response Group (CIRG) facilitates the FBI's rapid response to, and 
an ncidents.  CIRG was established to integrate tactical and investigative 
so rtise for incidents requiring an immediate law enforcement response.  CIRG 

 

 Policy and Planning 
 

The WMD Directorate provides flexibility for growth and development and represents a flexible
structure to leverage federal resources and coordinate with interagency partners. The Directorate 
addresses the identified essential capabilit
w
(CPS), Investigations and Operations Section (IOS), and Intelligence and Analysis Section 
(IAS). The WMD Directorate also has components to address policy, planning, budget, 
administrative, detailee matters and other functions which serve the entire Directorate. A joint 
reporting relationship with the Laboratory Division (LD) and the Critical Incident Respo
Group (CIRG) exists. 
 
Foreign Counterintelligence Program 
Refer to classified version. 
 
Dedicated Technical Program 
The FBI’s Dedicated Technical Program (DTP) administers resources to provide technical 
support as w
in
technologies. In compliance with Executive Order 12333 - United States Intelligence Activities 
and Director of National Intelligence (DNI) requests/guidance, the DTP deploys technical 
systems in support of foreign intelligence requirements of other IC entities.  The DTP provides 
support enabling achievement of the following strategic goals: 
 
 

the U.S. or against certain U.S. interests abroad that constitute a threat to U.S. national 
security. 

 Prevent, disrupt, and defeat terrorist operations. 
 
Cyber Program 
The FBI’s Cyber Program consolidates Headquarters and field resources dedicated to combating
cyber-crime under a single
fa
systems, or networks are exploited as the principal in
organizations, foreign government-sponsored intelligence operations, or criminal activity.  
Included under the purview of the Cyber Program are counterterrorism, counterintelligence and 
criminal computer intrusion investigations; intellectual property rights-related investigations 
involving theft of trade secrets and signals; copyright infringement investigations involving 
computer software; credit/debit card fraud where there is substantial Internet and online 
involvement; online fraud and related identity theft investigations; and the Innocent Images 
National Initiative. 
 
C
T  Critical Incid
m agement of, crisis i
re urces and expe
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fu ishes distinctive operational assrn istance and training to FBI field personnel as well as state, 
ca l and international law enforcement partners.  CIRG personnel are on call 

cidents.   

CIRG’s continual readiness posture provides the U.S. Government with the ability to counter a 

l 
ical 

lements. 

 element of the FBI's international law enforcement effort and often 
rovide the first response to crimes against the U.S. and its citizens that have an international 

 of the Legat Program is comprised of Special Agents 
k closely with their foreign counterparts to prevent terrorism from 

aching into the U.S., help solve crimes, and assist with the apprehension of international 
   

ements 

e 

 

and ensure that adequate resources are available to address 
d law enforcement support responsibilities.  

 prorated share of the resources associated with the Finance Division, Human Resources 
ion Division, Office of Equal Employment Opportunity Affairs, Office of 

e and 
g 

ation 
ps 

es relative to the FBI's security functions and oversees field security 
ctivities.   

ining 

I 

lo l, federal, triba
around the clock to respond to crisis in
 

myriad of CT/CI threats—from incidents involving WMD to a mass hostage taking.  The FBI's 
crisis response protocols are built upon lessons learned from past incidents.  They include a 
tiered response, streamlined command and control, standardized training, equipment, and 
operating procedures, and coordination with other partners.  To counter the range of potentia
crises, an integrated response package that brings command and control, aviation, and techn
and tactical assets under a unified structure is essential; CIRG encompasses all of these e
 
Legal Attaché (Legat) Program 
Legats are the forward
p
nexus.  The counterterrorism component
stationed overseas who wor
re
terrorists who violate U.S. laws.
 
Management and Support Services 
In addition to the CT, FCI, Cyber, CIRG, and Legat Programs, which make up the core el
of the CT/CI Decision Unit, the FBI's various human resources, administrative and security 
programs provide essential support services.  A prorated share of human resources, 
administrative and support services is scored to the CT/CI Decision Unit based on the percentag
of the FBI's core functions that contain CT/CI core elements. 
 
The FBI's human resources and administrative programs lead the FBI through the challenges and
changes that are continuously presented to federal law enforcement; provide direction and 
support to investigative personnel; 
the FBI's criminal investigative, national security, an
A
Division, Inspect
Public Affairs, Office of Congressional Affairs, Office of General Counsel, and Office of 
Professional Responsibility support the CT/CI Decision Unit. 
 
The FBI’s Security Program enables the FBI to serve and protect the American peopl
protecting and keeping secure FBI people, information, operations and facilities by providin
services that enable the FBI to achieve its mission.  The FBI’s Security Program seeks to prevent 
and/or neutralize the possibility of the hostile penetration of the FBI by foreign intelligence 
services (FISs), terrorist groups, or other persons/organizations, and is responsible for the 
oversight and national coordination of the FBI's efforts to protect national security inform
(NSI) and sensitive but unclassified (SBU) information within the FBI.  The program develo
policies and guidelin
a
 
The mission of the FBI’s Training Program is to lead and inspire, through excellence in tra
and research, the education and development of FBI personnel.  The FBI's Training Program 
provides training to FBI personnel and the law enforcement community.  The cornerstone of FB
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ts, 

xaminations of evidence for all duly constituted federal, state, tribal, and local law enforcement 
.  The FBI Laboratory is recognized as the leader in the 

ution 
 

 
 of 

 Technology (IT) Program, which includes the Office of the 

 is 
the FBI's 

nsured that all FBI IT functions 
ork closely with each other in implementing full life cycle management of all FBI IT systems, 

e 
vide timely and relevant criminal 

stice information to the FBI and qualified law enforcement, criminal justice, civilian, 
inal 

nal 
ent 

training efforts is the New Agent training program, which provides comprehensive instruction t
ensure entry level Special Agents possess the basic knowledge and skills required to serve the
American public.   
 
The FBI also recognizes a continuing need to provide training and development courses for FBI
personnel.  This training maintains and enhances the professional skills of FBI personnel in their
current assignments, equips personnel to handle investigative and administrative requiremen
and develops the leadership and management skills of potential managers and executives. 
 
The FBI Laboratory, one of the largest and most comprehensive criminal laboratories in the 
world and the only full-service civilian federal forensic laboratory in the U.S., performs 
e
agencies in the U.S. upon request
scientific analysis and solution of crime in the U.S.  The successful investigation and prosec
of crimes requires the collection, examination, and scientific analysis of evidence recovered at
the scene of the incident and obtained during the course of the investigation.  Prosecutors 
frequently use physical evidence to demonstrate the guilt, either directly or circumstantially, of
the person on trial.  In other instances, evidence can exonerate individuals wrongly accused
crimes.   
 
The mission of the FBI’s Information
Chief Information Officer, the Office of IT Policy and Planning, the Office of the Chief 
Technology Officer, the Office of IT Program Management, and the IT Operations Division,
to provide secure information management and information technology services for 
worldwide operational and administrative activities.  This organizational model, which is based 
on best practices within industry and the federal government, e
w
programs, and projects.  The Information Technology Program develops and procures systems 
capable of performing effective and efficient case management, information analysis, and 
intelligence sharing, both internally and with other law enforcement entities.  The program is 
responsible for maintenance of over 50 FBI computer systems, computer data centers, and 
information technology centers. 
 
The mission of the FBI’s Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division is to reduc
terrorist and criminal activities by maximizing the ability to pro
ju
academic, employment, and licensing agencies concerning individuals, stolen property, crim
organizations and activities, and other law enforcement-related data.  The CJIS Division has 
several major program activities that support this mission including the Integrated Automated 
Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS), National Crime Information Center (NCIC), Natio
Instant Criminal Background Check System, Uniform Crime Reporting, and Law Enforcem
Online (LEO).   



 

PERFORMANCE/RESOURCES  TABLE 

Decision Unit:   Counterterrorism/Counterintelligence 

DOJ Strategic Goal m 1.1, 1./Objective Goal 1: Prevent Terroris and Promote the Nation’s Security (Objectives 2, & 1.4) 

Final Target Actual Projected Changes ed (Request Total) 
 

LOAD/ RESOURCES WORK
FY 2009 FY 2009 2010 Enacted 

Current Services 
Adjustments & FY 2011 Request 

FY2011 Program 
Change 

Number of Cases:  Count , 
Computer Intrusions 

874 erterrorism, Counterintelligence & † 41, † † † 

Positive encounters with ss 043 N/A  20,250 19, N/A N/A subjects through screening proce

FTE $000 FTE $00 FTE $000 FTE 0 $000 FTE $000 
Total Costs and FTE 

100 13 3,269,12,092 3,156,342 345 1 ,128 12,437 12,121 2,944,521 11,710 2,698, 470 
 
TYPE/ 

STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE 

FY 2009 FY 2009 2010 Enacted 

Current Services 
Adjustments & FY 2011 Request PERFORMANCE 

FY2011 Program 
Change 

FTE $000 FTE $00 FTE $000 FTE 0 $000 FTE $000  
Program Activity/ 1.1; 1.2 

104 5, 1,973,
 1. Counterterrorism (CT) 

7,501 1,957,887 6 1 633 7,507 7,011 1,718,225 6,994 1,287, 520 

Workload -- # of cases inv 016 estigated (pending and received) † 24, † † † 

Performance Measure 
(Revised Measure) 0 Catastrophic Acts of Terrorism 0 0 0 -- 

Performance Measure 
TF 

597 4,
Number of participants in the JT

4,450 4, 4,520 405 925 

Performance Measure 
(Renamed Measure) 

areer 

zed C
2% 85% 

Percentage of Counterterrorism C

Path Agents Completing Speciali

Training 

T 
80% 9 85% -- 

Performance Measure 
(Discontinued Measure) 

es 

2% N/A 

Percentage of CTD human sourc

validated 100% 1 N/A -- 

Efficiency Measure 

(Renamed Measure) 
ter ases 

ty 
5% - 50% 

Percentage of Coun terrorism C

targeting Top Priori Groups 
45% 4 50% - 
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PERFORMANCE/RESOURCES  TABLE 

Decision Unit:   Counterterrorism/Counterintelligence 

DOJ Strategic Goal/Objective Goal 1: Prevent Terrorism and Promote the Nation’s Security (Objectives 1.1, 1.2, & 1.4) 

FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 
Program Activity/ 1.4 2. Counterintelligence 

4, 060 3, 228 4, 745 682 7 275 1,004, 718 1,294, 025 1,050, 234 68, 4,259 1,119,42

Workload -- # of eived) This in sified. formation is Clascases investigated (pending and rec

Performance Measure sufficiently identified Foreign 
Intelligence Service (FIS) activities 

 
Percentage of offices that have 

This information is Classified. 

Performance Measure 
Percentage of field offices with adequate 
coverage of known or suspected his informat
intelligence officers 

T ion is Classified. 

Performance Measure 
Percentage of field offices satisfactorily 
engaged in strategic partnerships with 
other USIC entities 

atThis inform ion is Classified. 

Performance Measure 

Percentage of field offices that have 
satisfactori wledge of 

thin 
their domain 

This in sified. 
ly demonstrated kno

and liaison with vulnerable entities wi
formation is Clas

Performance Measure 
Percentage of field offices that have 

iority threat atidentified and documented pr
country operations 

This inform ion is Classified. 

Efficiency  Measure 
Cost savings through the Intera
Multimedia Instruction and Sim

ctive 
ulation 3,2 4,500 500 5,000 52 

Program ($000) 
5,786 

FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 
Program Activity/ 1.1  3. Cyber Program (Intrusions) 

This information is Classified. 

Workload -- # of cases investi † 3,974 † † † gated (pending and received) 

Performance Measure 
f Priority Criminal Computer 
nvestigations Successfully 

Satisfied 
31 24 33 2 35 

Number o
Intrusion I

Efficiency  Measure 
Cost savings from online Cyber tr

($000) 

aining 

596 29 625 567 809 

Performance Measure 
†† †† †† 

Computer Intrusion Program 
Convictions/Pre-trial diversions 

†† 142 
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PERFORMANCE/RESOURCES  TABLE 

Decision Unit:   Counterterrorism/Counterintelligence 

DOJ Strategic Goal/Objective Goal 1: Prevent Terrorism and Promote the Nation’s Security (Objectives 1.1, 1.2, & 1.4) 

Data Definition, Validation, Verification, and Limitations:  

stic or unt separate incidents t olv wfu o lenc nst proper  intim  coer ver
civilian population, or any segment thereof, in furtherance of political or nes a terrorist ac

n aircraft, etc.).  Acts against single targets are counted as s ordinated to have simultaneous impact.  The 
oncerted terrorist attack.  A terrorist incident may consist of ts.  For the purposes of these performance data, a 

catastrophic terrorist act is defi cant loss of life and/or significant property damage (e.g., each of the individual attacks that took place on September 11, 2001, the attack 
eder lahoma on April 19, 1995)." 

 meas ept by the FBI’s Counterterrorism Program, including the T The count of JTTF participants erroneously 
did not include part-time partic nclude them.  No other known data limitations exist. 

asure ounterintelligence Program.  These records are ba views of CI squads done on a periodic basis.  
h 2007, gone at least one CI field review.  Percentages are updated based eview.  IMIS cost savings data are based 

upon estimates of cost saving mpared with an in-service training.  During FY 2009, contracting delays will effect the extent to which all field offices can 
reviewed for up-to-date data. 

cessfu pre-trial diversion data is the FBI's Integrated Stati is Application (ISRAA) database.  The database 
tracks statistical accomplishme ure.  Before data are entered into the system, they are reviewed and approved by an FBI field manager. They are subsequently verified through 
FBI’s inspection process. Insp  cycle. Using statistical sampling methods, data in ISRAA are tracked back to source documents contained in FBI files. FBI field 

 enter e accomplishment or a change in the status of a  resulting from appeals.  Data for this report 
 days y not fully represent the accomplishments during th evious data subject to this limitation were revised 

during FY 2005. 
- Data for the cost savings for yber Education and Development Unit.  These data are based on estimated cost savings for each student taking an online course 

aining.
- Data compiled by the TSC fo tive encounters with subjects through the screening process are accurate as of the date of this report.  However, these data can be revised at a later 
date as additional information ny individual reviewed. 

mber of encing these data, the es not project num  cases. 
††  FBI does not set targets for ut data. 

- "Terrorist "acts," dome  internationally-based, co hat inv
social objec

e the “unla
tives.”  (28 C.F.R. 

l use of f
Secti

rce and vio
on 0.85).  For

e agai
 the purposes of

persons or 
 this m

ty to
easure, the FBI 

idate or
defi

ce a go nment, the 
t as an attack 

against a single target (e.g., a building or physical structure, a
FBI uses the term terrorist incident to describe the overall c

eparate acts, even if they are co
multiple terrorist ac

ned as an act resulting in signifi
al Building in Oklahoma City, Ok
ures are provided through records k
ipants until FY 2008, but will hencef

on the Alfred P. Murrah F
- Other Counterterrorism errorist Screening Center.  

orth i
s are based on records kept by the FBI’s C
all FBI field offices have under
s per student taking an o

- Counterintelligence me
Since the end of Marc

sed upon the results of field re
upon the most recent field r

nline course, co

l computer intrusion cases and conviction/
nts from inception to clos

- The data source for suc stical Reporting and Analys

ections occur on a two to three year
 accomplishment data within 30 days of th
 after the end of the fiscal year, and thus ma

personnel are required to
are compiled less than 30

n accomplishment, such as those
e reporting period.  Pr

Cyber training are maintained by the C
  No known data limitations exist. 
r the number of posi

compared to in-service tr

prompts TSC to revise its finding on a
 external and uncontrollable factors influ
 investigative outp

†    Due to the large nu  FBI do bers of
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Performance Measure 
(Rev

0 0 0 0 0 

FY 2003 FY 2004 FY 2005 FY 2006 FY 2007 FY 2008 FY 2009 FY 2010 FY 2011 
Performance Report and Performance Plan Targets 

 Actual Target  Actual Target Target Actual  Actual  Actual  Actual  Actual

ised Measure) 
Catastrophic Acts of Terrorism 0 0 0 0 0 

Perf N/A 5,396 15,730 19,967 20,500 19,306 20,250 19,043 N/A N/A ormance Measure 
screening process 
Positive encounters with subjects through 

Performance Measure 
Increase the number of participants in the 
JTTF 

2,394 3,163 3,714 3,540 3,600 4,163 4,450 4,597 4,520 4,925 

Perf
(Ren

ormance Measure 
amed Measure) 

Percentage of Counterterrorism Career 
Path Agents Completing Specialized CT 
Training 

3% 10% 15% 74% 77% 80% 80% 92% 85% 85% 

Perf
(Dis

ormance Measure 
continued Measure) 

Percentage of CTD human sources 
validated  
* Historical data for this measure have 
been revised – see Discussion. 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 2%* 7%* 100% 12% N/A N/A 

Effic
(Ren

iency Measure 
amed Measure) 

Percentage of Counterterrorism Cases 
targeting Top Priority Groups 

15% 35% 34% 33% 34% 44% 45% 45% 50% 50% 

Performance Measure 
Percentage of offices that have 
sufficiently identified Foreign 
Intelligence Service (FIS) activities 

This information is Classified. 

Perf
intelligence officers 

ormance Measure 
Percentage of field offices with adequate 
coverage of known or suspected This information is Classified. 

Performance Measure 
Percentage of field offices satisfactorily 
engaged in strategic partnerships with 
other USIC entities 

This information is Classified. 

Perf thin 
their domain 

This information is Classified. ormance Measure and liaison with vulnerable entities wi

Percentage of field offices that have 
satisfactorily demonstrated knowledge of 

Performance Measure 
Percentage of field offices that have 
identified and documented priority threat 
country operations 

This information is Classified. 

Efficiency  Measure 
Cost savings through the Interactive 
Multimedia Instruction and Simulation 
Program ($000) 

272 706 1,210 2,746 4,388 3,871 3,252 5,786 4,500 5,000 

Performance Measure 
Number of Priority Criminal Computer 
Intrusion Investigations Successfully 
Satisfied 

N/A N/A 34 24 27 31 31 24 33 35 

Efficiency  Measure 
Cost savings from online Cyber training 
($000) 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 331 511 567 809 596 625 

Performance Measure 

Computer Intrusion Program 
Convictions/Pre-trial diversions 
* Historical data for this measure have 
been revised – see measure description. 

95* 88* 104* 120* 102* 126* N/A 142 N/A N/A 



 

2. Performance, Resources, and Strategies 
 

/ nte tel n unit contributes to the Departme  S egic 
 and Promote the Nation’s Security, Objectives 1.1, 1.2, & 1.4.  This 

 the top three FBI priorities:  Priority 1 – Protect the United 
ta fro e r at s; P rity 2 – Protect the United States against reig n ige  

the United States again cyber-based attacks 
es. 

 
ance report are proposed as a result of an internal review of the 

ance measures, pursuant to an initiative coordinated by DOJ’s Performance 
provem

 
Counterterrorism

The Counterterro
Goal 1:  Prevent Terrorism
decision unit also ties directly to

rism Cou rin ligence decisio nt’s trat

S
operations and espionage; and Priority 3 – Protect 
and high-technology crim

tes m t rro ist tack rio  fo
st 

n i tell nce

Measure changes for this perform
FBI’s perform
Im ent Officer (PIO) Panel in Spring, 2009. 

 

 
 

d top g t r  at  sta , fro hwa ng se n g t
anc s of rori per ons.  All CT 

investigations are managed at FBI Headquarter her  em yin nd enhancing a national 
er ctive th fo se n th tra  of creating an inhospitable environment for terrorists. 

FBI must understand all dimensions of the threats 
facing the nation and address them with new and innovative investigative and operational 

be able to effectively respond to the challenges posed by 
ethods, such as the use of chemical, biological, radiological, explosive, 

and nuclear m rrorist acts do occur, the FBI must rapidly identify, locate, and 
pp end.  A a f CT ssion, the FBI will continue to combat te rism y est

 finance terrorist acts.   
 

n  the lea s  o irec  M ler, the FBI has moved aggressivel  im em t a
om mentally transformed the FBI.  The FBI has overhauled its CT 

operations, expanded its intelligence capabilities, modernized its business practices and 
technology,  rtners.  The FBI is no longer content to 
concentrate on investigating terror s c to u ng te st 

ts befo y e u

e FBI o t onship r h n e 
mmun r B c s  
change n
tional r n
tities, t  
w integ
elligence base, the FBI will employ its Model Counterterrorism Investigative Strategy 
using ch rr s se elligen  spe ica on i tific on of terrorist training, 
drais u is s r

 
 

 
a. Performance Plan and Report for Outcomes

The FBI is comm
conduct an act of terrorism to investigating the 
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ier
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rti
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5,396

15,730

19,967
21,041

19,306 19,043

20,250

0

4,000

8,000

12,000

20,000

24,000

16,000

FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07 FY08 FY09

(U) Positive Encounters Through Screening

Actual Target

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0

1

2

3

4

FY03 FY05 FY07 FY09 FY11

(U) Catastrophic Acts of Terrorism

Target Actuals

E:  Catastrophic acts of terrorism 

 and 
international terrorist acts, and 

nationals within U.S. borders, 
 scope.  For the 

purpose of this performance report, 

defined as an act resulting in significant loss of life and/or significant property damage 
 on 

1995)."  

 

eland 

encountered individual is positively matched with an identity in the Terrorist Screening 
Data Base (TSDB).    
 

Performance Measure:  REVISED MEASUR
 

FY 2009 Target:  Zero terrorist 
acts. 
FY 2009 Actual:  Zero 
Discussion:   
This measure was revised to 
include both domestic

replaces a similar measure 
reporting all acts of international 
terrorism committed by foreign 

regardless of

a catastrophic terrorist act is 

(e.g., each of the individual attacks that took place on September 11, 2001, the attack
the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma on April 19, 
Using this determination, in FY 2009, there were no catastrophic acts of terrorism 
perpetrated on American soil.  
FY 2010 Target:  Zero terrorist acts. 
FY 2011 Target:  Zero terrorist acts. 
 
 

Performance Measure: Positive encounters with subjects through screening process. 
 

FY 2009 Projection: 20,250 
FY 2009 Actual: 19,043 
 
Discussion: Identifying terrorists and 
facilitating the prevention of their 
entry into the U.S. is the function of 
the Terrorist Screening Center (TSC), 
a joint Department of Justice venture 
with the Department of Hom
Security (DHS), the Department of 
State, the Department of Defense, and 
other stakeholders.  The TSC was 
started in December 2003, and 
consolidates the U.S. Government's 
approach to screening for individual 
terrorists by creating a single 
comprehensive database of known or 
appropriately suspected terrorists.  A 
positive encounter is one in which an 
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(U) Joint Terrorism Task Force Participants

2,394

3,163

3,714
3,540 3,557

4,163

4,597 4,450
4,520 4,925

0

1,000

3,000

4,000

2,000

5,000

FY03 FY05 FY07 FY09 FY11

Actual Target

r the trend 
projection of 20,250 positive matches.  There are no empirical data indicating a 

al issue with the actual data deviation from the trend 
tion.  The TSC simply processes submissions resultant from encounters by law 

ng agencies domestically and internationally.  The more 
tities increases the probability of more positive encounters. 

ith this particular measure, FBI will report this measure as a 
and not as a targetable performance measure. 

Perform ants in the Joint Terrorism Task Force. 

f the 

artner FBI personnel with hundreds 
f investigators from various federal, 

offices across the country and are 
ing 

e of addressing a wide variety of terrorism matters. 
tic structure designed to bring all available assets to 
using existing domestic and international law 

 intelligence community assets. 
n exceeded it target for number of full-time and part-

in a 3.3% increase over the target.  

The TSC’s FY 2009 actual data for positive encounters was 19,043, unde

technological, policy or procedur
projec
enforcement and screeni
encounters by these en
 
Due to the trending issues w
workload activity in the future, 
 
FY 2010 Projection: N/A 
FY 2011 Projection: N/A 
 
 
ance Measure:  Number of particip

FY 2009 Target:  4,450 
FY 2009 Actual:   4,597 
 
Discussion: The FBI's Joint 
Terrorism Task Force participants 
serve as the "operational arm" o
U.S. Government's domestic 
Counterterrorism strategy, and 
p
o
state, and local agencies in field 

important force multipliers aid
our fight against terrorism.   
 
The JTTF is focused on maximizing 
interagency cooperation and 
coordination by employing cohesive 
units of full and part-time Federal, 
state, and local officers that are capabl
The JTTF has developed a synergis
bear in the War on Terrorism by foc
enforcement capabilities in concert with
During FY 2009, JTTF participatio
time members by 147 resulting 
 
FY 2010 Target:   4,520 
FY 2011 Target:   4,925 
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ng (U) Percent CT Career Path Agents Completi
Specialized CT Training

Actual Targetcourse for CT agents after they 

Perform
MEAS
Counte
comple
(former
personn
profile training”). 
 

Y 2009 Actual:  92% 

TD 
eveloped the Counterterrorism 
vestigations and Operations 

e C r 
 co s designed to enhance the SA's awareness of the CT 

rogram's policies, procedures and strategy for conducting counterterrorism 
l Agents are required to complete CT courses with a passing 

e CT Career Path before being considered “CT 

e CT Career Path.  Director Mueller and Congress have 
l CT training to FBI personnel.  CTD has 
rses to be developed and implemented for all CTD 

 been developed they will be incorporated into the 
 and the CT proficiency levels will be revised once 

he CTD reports that 92% of CT Career Path agents budgeted to complete the CT 
S) course were certified by the end of FY 2009.  

ished target.  The CEPDU developed CTIOPS to replaced 
f the course was rolled out in January 2009. 

Perform man sources 
validate
Note:  H
 

iscussion: Gathering intelligence from all sources to stop terrorism requires the FBI to 
ensure the validity, reliability, and productivity of all human sources.  Source validation 
is a process which allows the FBI to measure value and manage risks associated with the 
operation of a confidential human source.   
 

ance Measure:   RENAMED 
URE:  Percentage of 
rterrorism Career Path Agents 
ting specialized CT training 
ly named “Percent of CTD 
el having completed competency 

FY 2009 Target:  80% 
F
 
Discussion:  In FY 2009, C
d
In

reach Stage II of th T caree
path.  The CTIOPS urse wa
P
investigations. All CT Specia
grade in Stage II and Stage III in th
proficient.”   
 
There are currently 4 stages in th
mandated the FBI to provide additiona
identified a need for additional CT cou
personnel. Once the courses have
Special Agent Career Path Program
again.   
 
T
Investigations and Operations (CTIOP
This figure exceeds the establ
Stage II Academy; the first iteration o
 
FY 2010 Target:  85% 
FY 2011 Target:  85% 
 
ance Measure:  DISCONTINUED MEASURE:  Percentage of CTD hu

d. 
istorical data for this measure have been revised. 

FY 2009 Target: 100% 
FY 2009 Actual: 12.4%  
 
D
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On December 13, 2006, the 
Attorney General issu
guidelines concerning use of 
confidential human sources 
(CHSs).  These new guidelin
require all CHSs go through an 
annual valid

2%
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FY07 FY09

(U) Percentage of CTD Human Sources 
Validated

Actual Target

ed new 

es 

ation process.  The 
FBI Human Source Validation 

 2006 
ing a 

alidation Review of every 

process through new Delta program.  Also, the source 
 the 

HVU) 
 to several changes in policy.  The DI, CT-HVU originally reported this 

erformance measure as a total percentage of sources validated compared to the new 

ew that 

f activity has increased substantially. 

n 

 in FY 
009, compared to 48 in FY 2007 and 164 in FY 2008.  This trend is expected to continue 

11 until the CHS validation backlog has been eliminated.  
I now proposes that it track CHS validation on an FBI-wide level 

ee Intelligence Decision Unit performance measures), the FBI proposes that this 

FY 2011 Target: N/A 
 
 
Efficiency Measure:  RENAMED MEASURE:  Percentage of Counterterrorism cases targeting 
Top Pr
groups
 

Y 2009 Actual:    45% 

program was initiated in
with the goal of conduct
V
CHS.  This required the 
establishment of new Human 
Source Validation Policy, the 
training of new personnel, and 
the application of the validation 
validation function was transferred at FBIHQ from operational program divisions to
authority of the Directorate of Intelligence (DI). 
 
Over the past three years, the DI, Counterterrorism HUMINT Validation Unit (CT-
had to respond
p
sources being submitted in Phase I of the new Human Source Validation program, and 
met those annual performance goals.  However, this program is now taking the vi
its progress should be tracked against its overall CT CHS backlog.  Thus, because the 
previous FY 2009 target was established against a single-year influx of CHS’s, the 
current data show a much smaller proportion of validations completed, even though the 
amount o
 
As the DI, CT-HVU developed the unit has completed a greater number of validatio
reviews.  During FY2009, the unit more than doubled the productivity of the previous 
two years combined, in part due to the assistance of the new Delta system.  The total 
volume of CT CHS’s is 3,078; of this total, the DI, CT-HVU validated 542 sources
2
into FY 2010 and FY 20
Nonetheless, since the D
(s
measure be discontinued. 
 
FY 2010 Target: N/A 

iority Groups (formerly named “Percentage of human sources reporting on Tier 1 
”). 

FY 2009 Target:    45% 
F
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(U) Percentage of Counterterrorism Cases 
Targeting Top Priority Groups
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Discussion:  In December 20
FBI’s Counterterrorism Divisi
(CTD) completed a comprehe
national assessment of the te
threat to the U.S. homeland base
comprehensive intelligence and 
priority groups were identified.  
groups were prioritized by their 
to harm the US homeland, their
to al-Qa'ida, and their capabili
 
In 2009, the Counterterro
met its target for the percentag
cases targeting top priority gro
Using a five-tiered ranking syst
FBI continues to focus it resources on 
issues, opportunities or threats that 
pose a clear and intermediate threat to the U.S. pe

02, the 
on 
nsive 

rrorist 
d on 

The 
intent 

 links 
ties.  

rism Program 
e of 
ups. 
em, the 

rsons and interests.  Additionally, the 
BI continues to use best practices to uncover the identities of heretofore unknown 

b. Stra
 
As the he FBI must understand all dimensions of 
the threats facing the nation and address them with new and innovative investigative and 
operati
threats 
effectiv se 
of chem
occur, t
of its co those 
persons
launder t 
organiz ork to effectively and efficiently utilize the tools authorized 
by Congress.  While the ultimate goal is to prevent a terrorist act before it occurs, the FBI must 
be able to respond should an act occur.  The FBI’s efforts in this area include improved 
intellig ing, improved analytical capabilities, and enhanced training and 

aison. 

F
terrorist organizations. 
  
FY 2010 Target:  50% 
FY 2011 Target:  50% 
 
 
tegies to Accomplish Outcomes 

leader of the nation’s counterterrorism efforts, t

onal strategies.  The FY 2011 budget request will continue to directly address these 
and assists in pursuing the FBI’s missions and objectives.  The FBI must be able to 
ely respond to the challenges posed by unconventional terrorist methods, such as the u
ical, biological, radiological, explosive, and nuclear materials.  When terrorist acts do 
he FBI must rapidly identify, locate, apprehend, and prosecute those responsible.  As part 
unterterrorism mission, the FBI will continue to combat terrorism by investigating 
 and countries that finance terrorist acts.  The FBI will aggressively use the money 
ing and asset forfeiture statutes to locate and disrupt the financial sources of terroris
ations.  The FBI will also w

ence gathering and shar
li
 
 



 

Counterintelligence 

 FY 2005, the Counterintelligence prog
ement in conjunction with a prog
ance measures related to the review o

rintelligence Program.  As of March 31
at least once.  Data will be updated as 

 
a. Performance Plan and Report for Outcomes 
 
During ram underwent a review of its performance 
measur ram review by OMB.  The FBI has adopted several 
perform f field operations conducted by the 
Counte , 2007, all FBI field offices have gone through this 
review field offices undergo reevaluations.   
 
The CI Program conducts field office reviews to assist field offices in understanding their 
domain e, and providing recommendations and guidance 
that spe ice’s requirements. 
 
Earlier es that affected its ability to schedule on-site 
Counte eld offices with an independent contractor.  These 
reviews  Counterintelligence performance measures.  The 
contrac
their st  on-
site pro fices, combined with the newer reviews, until the full schedule 
can be completed. 
 
Perform rce of field offices that have sufficiently identified Foreign 
Intellig ce Service (FIS) activities 
 

 

classified version. 
 
 

Performance Measure:  Percentage of field offices that have identified and documented priority 
threat country operations  
 
Refer to classified version. 
 

, identifying the gaps in their performanc
cifically addresses an individual off

in FY 2009, the FBI had contracting issu
rintelligence program reviews at FBI fi
 are necessary for compiling various
ting issues have been resolved at this time, and the reviews are now being conducted at 
andard pace.  The percentages reported here will include the ratings from some older
gram reviews of field of

ance Measure: Pe ntage 
en

Refer to classified version. 

Performance Measure: Percentage of field offices with adequate coverage of known or 
suspected intelligence officers 

 
Refer to classified version. 

 
Performance Measure: Percentage of field offices satisfactorily engaged in strategic 
partnerships with other U.S. Intelligence Community (USIC) entities 
 
Refer to classified version. 
 

 
Performance Measure: Percentage of field offices that have satisfactorily demonstrated 
knowledge of and liaison with vulnerable entities within their domain 
 
Refer to 
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E
through the Interactive Multimedia 
In

5,786
6000

209 272
706

1,210

2,746

4,388

3,871

3,043 3,252

4,500
5,000

0

2000

4000

FY02 FY04 FY06 FY08 FY10

(U) Cost Savings Through the IMIS Progam ($000)

Actual Targetin-service platform instruction.   
 
In FY 2009, cost-saving for virtual or computer-based training enabled more employee
to be trained, thereby providing an opportunity to improve performance across all 
program strategy measures. CD has exceeded the target because the target number did no
originally reflect the fact that the IMIS courses would later be designated as mandatory 
for all new a

fficiency Measure: Cost savings 

struction and Simulation (IMIS) 

Discussion:  

incurred from traveling to attend 

s 

t 

gent trainees. 
 

b. Strategies to Accomplish Outcomes 

CI) Program continues to execute a comprehensive National 
Strategy for CI.  This strategy is predicated on the need for a centralized national direction that 

n priorities and specific objectives in all areas of the country.  It also 
recognizes the need for collaboration and strategic partnerships both within the U.S. Intelligence 

abled the 
 U.S.  The FBI needs to 

aintain its resources that are currently directed against the CI symmetrical threat, while 
rce enhancements to deploy against the CI asymmetrical threat 

roughout the CI domain fieldwide. 
 

Program ($000) 
 
FY 2009 Target:  3,252 
FY 2009 Actual:  5,786 
 

Cost savings based upon number 
of students completing online 
course, compared to costs 

FY 2010 Target: 4,500 
FY 2011 Target: 5,000 

 
 

 
The FBI’s Counterintelligence (

facilitates a focus on commo

Community as well as within the Business and Academic sectors.  This strategy has en
program to more effectively combat the intelligence threats facing the
m
concurrently obtaining resou
th

Computer Intrusions 
 
a. Performance Plan and Report for Outcomes 

The Computer Intrusion Program (CIP) is the top priority of the FBI’s Cyber Division.  The 
mission of the CIP is to identify, assess and neutralize computer intrusion threats emanating from 

  New performance measures for computer intrusions were created in 
Y 2008. 

 

terrorist organizations, state sponsored threat actors, and criminal groups targeting the national 
information infrastructure.
F
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(U) Priority Criminal Computer Intrusion 
Investigations Successfully Completed

Actual Target

Performance Measure:  Number of Criminal Computer Intrusion Investigations Successfully 

Actual:   24 

target for 
is measure.  The drop is partially 

 a shifting paradigm in 
at.  

s are 
r 

wn 
ountries rather than extraditing for U.S. prosecution. Reporting metrics will be modified 

 

ation, alteration of information, theft of information, denial of 
service. 

t 

. 

e the basis of the baseline data for this measure. As the 
 reporting of these accomplishments through use of the FD-801 form, 
 determining the successful completion of a case based on a §1030 

Completed 
 

FY 2009 Target:   31 
FY 2009 
 
Discussion:  
The FBI did not meet its 
th
attributable to
the neutralization of the cyber thre
Increasingly, cyber threat actor
attacking from abroad.  Ou
international law enforcement 
partners are prosecuting in their o
c
to capture these successes.  This measure counts the amount of times where the FBI has 
achieved a successful result in a case primarily involving a computer intrusion, in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. §1030.  This type of investigation relates to computer intrusions 
that occur under the following circumstances, using the following methods or having the
following characteristics:  
 
Attack Impact:  
 Destruction of inform

 
Special Circumstances: 
 Computer affecting the administration of justice or national security, threat to public 

health or safety, causation of physical injury, impaired or modified medical treatmen

 
Method: 
 Unauthorized access, exceeding authorized access, malicious code, denial of service, 

botnets, phishing, illegal wiretap, social engineering, physical access, network recon

 
Currently, FBI Cyber Division reports automated conviction data for these 
accomplishments, which will b
FBI implements
other criteria for
violation will be defined. 
 
FY 2010 Target:  33 
FY 2011 Target:  35 
 

Efficiency Measure:  Cost Savings from Online Cyber Training 
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FY 2009 Target:    $567,189 
FY 2

331
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(U) Cost Savings from Online Cyber Training 
($000)

Actual Target

009 Actual:   $808,867 
 

og is 
rogressing towards providing 

nducting cyber 

 
r Path, 

 the FBI, aids the program.   

ering online training via the FBI Virtual Academy (the FBI's closed 
 

Server.  These online training options allow the FBI to offer courses to employees in 
mote locations, to state and local investigators with little or no cost, and to FBI 

t ordinarily have been selected for attendance at classroom-

 
Y 2010 Target:  $595,548 

Target:  $625,326 

Performance Measure: Computer Intrusion 
Program
 

. 

s and 
d to 

 

Discussion:  
The FBI's Cyber Pr ram 
p
training for co
investigations via online training 
courses.  The student population 
for the majority of these classes is 
quite broad, including FBI Special 
Agents, support employees and 
state and local law enforcement or 
intelligence partners.  These 
classes are primarily introductory-
level training classes that provide students with basic cyber concepts and investigative 
strategies.  Introductory-level classes do not involve significant hands-on interaction with
hardware, software or networking devices.  For Special Agents on the Cyber Caree
there are core classes which are required before continuing on to take more technically 
advanced courses.  Knowledge of cyber basics, and the mission and priorities of the 
Cyber Division throughout
 
In addition to off
system intranet training system), training is also offered over the Internet, via a CENTRA

re
employees who would no
based training due to prohibitive travel costs or a low selection priority for available 
seats. 

 F
FY 2011 
 

 

 Convictions/Pre-Trial Diversions 

FY 2009 Target:  In accordance 
with Department guidance, targeted 
levels of performance are not 
projected for this indicator
FY 2009 Actual:   142 
* Actual number of conviction
pre-trial diversions were revise
reflect criminal computer intrusion 
ases only. c
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Convictions/Pre-Trial Diversions
(U) Computer Intrusion Program 

Actual



 

Discussion: Compu  intrusion c
investigations and level of agent 

ter onvictions are expected to rise as a result of increased 
expertise. 

et: N/A 

b. Stra
 
In FY 2011, the FBI anticipates addressing an ever-increasing caseload and hence changes in the 
amount diversions. The strategies to accomplish these 
outcom ncing the alliances with cybersecurity community 
members, the coordination of intelligence, both criminal and national security in nature, and the 
most cr l liaison and partnerships. This key factor includes 
initiativ rcement strategy, leverage international cooperation 
betwee
share a
crime, 
and con
enforce  
borders ation of offences, and agencies 
seek (or provide) international assistance only when a crime impacts their interests.  A lack of 
staff wi nds 
this situ
 
 

 
FY 2010 Targ
FY 2011 Target: N/A 
 
 
tegies to Accomplish Outcomes 

 of subsequent convictions/pre-trial 
es include:  continuing and enha

itical – increased internationa
es to develop cyber crime law enfo

n governments, law enforcement, and private industry, share information and training, 
nd develop new tools, and educate the public. Given the transnational nature of cyber 
it is imperative to establish effective international cooperation and develop appropriate 
sistent legislation.  As cyber crimes cross national boundaries, international law 
ment cooperation is crucial.  Because most laws and agencies operate within national
, gaps exist in international legal coverage and harmoniz

th sufficient technical skills to effectively assist in investigating cyber crimes compou
ation. 
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C.  Cri
 
CRIMINAL ENTERPRISES AND FEDERAL 
CRIMES DECISION UNIT TOTAL 

Perm. Pos. FTE 
Amount 
($000) 

minal Enterprises and Federal Crimes Decision Unit   

2009 Enacted with Rescissions 10,850 10,596 $2,275,754
  2009 Supplementals … … 35,473
2009 Enacted w/ Rescissions and Supplementals 10,850 10,596 2,311,227
2010 Enacted 11,484 11,090 2,471,964
Adjustments to Base and Technical Adjustments 10 270 89,253
2011 Current Services 11,494 11,360 2,561,217
2011 Program Increases 406 307 86,813
2011 Program Offsets … … (6,122)
2011 Request 11,900 11,667 2,641,908  
Total Change 2010-2011 416 577 $169,944
  
Criminal Enterprises and Federal Crimes 
Decision Unit – Information Technology 
Breakout  

Perm. Pos. FTE 
Amount

($000) 
* 

2009 Enacted with Rescissions 301 301 $283,816
   2009 Supplementals … … …
2009 Enacted w/Rescissions and Supplementals 301 301 283,816
2010 Enacted 660 660 666,212
Adjustments to Base and Technical Adjustments 7 7 (57,655)
2011 Current Services 667 667 608,557
2011 Program Increases … … 6,301
2011 Request 667 667 614,858
Total Change 2010-2011 7 7 ($51,354)

*Includes both direct and reimbursable funding 

 

1.  Program Description 

The Criminal Enterprises and Federal Crimes (CEFC) decision unit (DU) comprises all 
headquarters and field programs that support the FBI's criminal investigative missions.  The DU 
includes: 
 
 The FBI’s Organized Crime, the Gang/Criminal Enterprise (G/CE), and the Criminal 

Intelligence programs; 
 The Financial Crime, Integrity in Government/Civil Rights, and Violent Crime programs; 
 The Public Corruption and Government Fraud programs which investigate state, local and 

federal government acts of impropriety, including the rising level of federal and state 
legislative corruption; 

 The criminal investigative components of the Cyber Division's programs, such as the 
Innocent Images National Initiative (IINI) and the Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3); 
and 

 A share of the FBI's Legal Attaché (Legat) program.   
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Additionally, the decision unit includes a prorata share of resour  fces rom the FBI's support 
ivisions (including Training, Laboratory, Security, Information Technology Operations, and the 

ntelligence Program ma  the eness
vestigation and intelligence gathering processes, focuses on threats f

exchange a emi  intelli
 FBI and other authorized agencies. 

l Rights 
d Government Fraud programs involve sensitive and complex

ent agency primarily charged with investigating 
udicial, and significant law enforceme ptio FBI is 

at targets federal campaign finance violations ot frau
ions, and Foreign Corruption Practic ct (FPC iolation

Criminal E gra  FBI see
 by employing the enterprise theory of inve tion to
ers of the groups.  Within these programs, the FBI’s 

he local, regional, national, and transna
to the econom d nation curity o

and Major Theft programs have combined efforts to increase th
and cases, sharing equitable intelligenc sources i ilar areas

viding leadership to state and local law enforce  agencie

n controlled by violent gang elements, the FBI 
rovides resources to major Department of Justice (DOJ) initiatives such as the Organized Crime 
rug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) program and the High Intensity Drug Trafficking 

oth programs work closely with other federal law enforcement 

 illegal drug traffickers and distributors, reduce drug related crime and violence, 
ation.  

The strategy focuses the FBI'

traf    
 

he an 
crim ; 
Balkan/Albanian organized crim

roups are engaged in a myriad of 
rim oney laundering, 

an trafficking, alien smuggling, and drug trafficking.   
 

d
administrative divisions and offices). 
 
The structure of the FBI’s Criminal I ximizes  effectiv  of 
resources, improves in rom 
criminal enterprises, and promotes the collection, nd diss nation of gence 
throughout the
 
Public Corruption/Civi
The Public Corruption an

ly law enforcem
 cases 

where the FBI is the on
cutive, jlegislative, exe nt corru n.  The 

 an
the only 

law enforcement agency th
ustice violat

d ball
A) v

d, most 
s.     obstruction of j es A

 
Criminal Enterprises 
Through the Organized Crime and the Gang/ nterprise pro ms the ks to 
dismantle criminal organizations

te memb
stiga  identify, 

investigate, and prosecu
investigative mission is to disrupt and dismantle t

rises that pose the greatest threats 
tional 

criminal enterp
United States. 

ic an al se f the 

 
The FBI’s Violent Gang 
number of investigations 

e 
e re n sim  of 

interest and pro ment s.   
 
To challenge the growing narcotics industry, ofte
p
D
Area (HIDTA) initiative.  B
agencies in addition to state and local government authorities.  
 
The FBI has developed a comprehensive counter-drug strategy designed to investigate and 
rosecutep

provide assistance to other law enforcement agencies, and strengthen international cooper
s counter-drug resources on 52 international organizations 

identified on DOJ’s Consolidated Priority Organizational Targets (CPOT) list.  These 
organizations are associated primarily with the Colombian, Mexican, and Caribbean drug 

ficking organizations that have the most adverse impact on United States national interests.

T  FBI will maintain focus on organized criminal enterprise groups, including the Eurasi
inal enterprises; Asian criminal enterprises; La Cosa Nostra/Italian organized crime groups

e groups; Middle Eastern criminal enterprises; and African 
criminal enterprises.  These organized criminal enterprise g

inal activities including racketeering activity, extortion, murder, mc
prostitution, hum
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Violent Crime  
Through the Violent Crime Program, the FBI investigates a wide range of federal criminal 
violations, including crimes against children; crimes on federal reservations/property (including 

dian reservations); assaults against public officials; unlawful flight to avoid prosecution; and 

t agency violent crime Safe Streets Task 
orces; wire intercepts; the Indian Gaming Working Group; and undercover operations.  The 

he Violent Crime Program are crimes against children and child 

curities and commodities fraud, telemarketing fraud, bankruptcy fraud, money laundering, and 
hts violations.  In addition, the program facilitates the forfeiture of assets 

als 

f criminal organizations have resulted in annual increases in the number of illegal 
cts characterized by deceit, concealment, or violations of trust.  The loss incurred as a result of 

and 

he scope and impact of these financial crimes has become more evident with the economic 

b-
5 in 

estment schemes and Ponzi 
hemes have been exposed and fraud cases involving the tens of billions of dollars are now 

ured 

 
ed 

d 

vity.  
are criminal computer 

trusion investigations; intellectual property rights-related investigations involving theft of trade 

In
manufacturing and distribution of child pornography.   
 
In addition to responding to reports of individual crimes, the FBI participates in groups that 
employ proactive investigative techniques, such as join
F
current major areas of focus for t
abductions.   
 
Financial Crime 
Through the Financial Crime Program, the FBI investigates a myriad of financial crimes 
including health care fraud, public corruption, financial institution fraud, insurance fraud, 
se
intellectual property rig
from those engaging in federal crimes.  
 
In the United States, citizens and businesses lose billions of dollars each year to crimin
engaged in non-violent fraudulent enterprises.  The globalization of economic and financial 
systems, advancement of technology, decline of corporate and individual ethics, and 
sophistication o
a
these crimes is not merely monetary.  These crimes also contribute to a loss of confidence 
trust in financial institutions, public institutions, and industry. 
 
T
downturn that began in 2007. The economic downturn revealed significant criminal activity in 
regards to the sub-prime mortgage industry with mortgage fraud Suspicious Activity Reports 
(SAR) expanding to 67,190 at the end of FY2009 from 35,617 in FY 2006. The number of su
prime related corporate fraud investigations has also grown from 28 in October of 2008 to 4
December of 2009. With the economic downturn, high yield inv
sc
being investigated. These three major areas of financial crimes have resulted in losses meas
in the hundreds of billions of dollars.  
 
The FBI also recognizes the risks of fraud and abuse associated with the various Federal
economic recovery programs. The Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) and the Term
Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF) each pose risks of corporate fraud and 
malfeasance requiring additional attention by law enforcement and regulators. 
 
Cyber Program 
The FBI’s Cyber Program consolidates Headquarters and field resources dedicated to combating 
cyber crime under a single entity.  This allows the Cyber Program to coordinate, supervise an
facilitate the FBI’s investigation of those federal violations in which the Internet, computer 
systems, or networks are exploited as the principal instruments or targets of criminal acti
Included under the purview of the Cyber Program within the CEFC DU 
in
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secrets and signals; copyright infringement investigations involving computer software; 
ud 

egats are the forward element of the FBI's international law enforcement effort, and often 
.  

f 
ve 

anagement and Support Services 
riminal Investigative, Cyber, and Legat programs that make up the core 

rovide 

credit/debit card fraud where there is substantial Internet and online involvement; online fra
and related identity theft investigations; and the Innocent Images National Initiative. 
 
Legat Program 
L
provide the first response to crimes against the United States that have an international nexus
The criminal component of the Legat program provides for a prompt and continuous exchange o
information with foreign law enforcement and supports the FBI's efforts to meet its investigati
responsibilities.   
 
M
In addition to the C
elements of the CEFC DU, the FBI's various administrative and other security programs p
essential support services.   
 
Program Objectives 
 
 Provide a rapid and effective investigative response to reported federal crimes involving the 

ion 
and 

ning 

Reduce the economic loss associated with the theft of United States intellectual property by 

 

ude; 
g, 

 the training of local law enforcement in civil rights 
matters. 

nt 

s on the 

Reduce the amount of economic loss and market instability resulting from corporate fraud 
 both individuals and enterprises. 

victimization of children; reduce the vulnerability of children to acts of sexual exploitat
and abuse; reduce the negative impact of domestic/international parental rights disputes; 
strengthen the capabilities of federal, state and local law enforcement through trai
programs and investigative assistance. 

 Infiltrate, disrupt and dismantle violent gang activities by targeting groups of gangs using 
sensitive investigative and intelligence techniques to initiate long term proactive 
investigations.   

 
criminals. 

 Reduce the incidence of public corruption within targeted sectors of local, state, and federal
government. 

 Deter civil rights violations through aggressive investigation of those crimes wherein the 
motivation appears to have been based on race, color, religion, or ethnic/national origin; 
reports of abuse of authority under color of law; reports of slavery and involuntary servit
and reports of the use of force or the threat of force for the purpose of injuring, intimidatin
or interfering with a person seeking to obtain or provide reproductive health services and 
through proactive measures such as

 Identify, investigate, disrupt, and dismantle major criminal enterprises, including viole
gangs. 

 Continue to support the Southwest Border Initiative, which focuses the FBI's effort
most significant criminal enterprises operating along the southwest border. 

 
committed by

 Minimize the economic loss due to mortgage fraud by identifying, investigating, and 
disrupting fraudulent activity. 

 Minimize the amount of economic associated with fraud related to Federal economic 
recovery programs. 

 Identify, disrupt, and dismantle money laundering industries and confiscate criminal assets 
associated with said industries. 
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 and 

banking 
fraud in federally-insured financial institutions. 

mount of reported economic loss due to fraud and abuse in federally funded 

d 

 Internet fraud. 
Reduce the amount of United States economic loss due to national and international 

raud. 
t the 

inated responses to violent and serious crimes in connection with 
the FBI's investigative mandate in Indian Country and strengthen the capabilities of Indian 

ement investigators through training programs and investigative 
assistance.

 Reduce the economic loss attributable to fraudulent billing practices affecting private
public health care insurers. 

 Minimize economic loss due to crimes such as check fraud, loan fraud, and cyber-

 Reduce the a
procurement, contracts, Electronic Benefits Transfer, and entitlement programs. 

 Reduce the amount of economic loss to the insurance industry due to fraud, both internal an
external. 

 Reduce economic loss to investors due to fraud in the investment marketplace, bogus 
securities, and

 
telemarketing fraud and Internet f

 Reduce the amount of economic loss caused by fraudulent bankruptcy filings throughou
United States. 

 Provide timely and coord

Country law enforc



 

PERFORMANCE/RESOURCES TABLE 

Decision Unit:  Criminal Enterprises/Federal Crimes 

DOJ Strategic Goal/Objective Goal 2:  Prevent Crime, Enforce Federal Laws, and Represent the Rights and Interests of the American People, Objectives 2.2-2.6. 

Final Target Actual Projected Changes Requested (Total) 

WORKLOAD/ RESOURCES 

FY 2009 FY 2009 0 Enacted 

Current Services 
A

201
djustments & 

FY2011 Program 
Changes 

FY 2011 Request 

Workload  -- # of cases investigated (pending and received)  † 90,824 † † †

FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 

Total Costs and FTE  
10,596 2,311,227 10,076 2,698,140 11,09  60 2,471,964 567 1 6,035 11,667 2,641,908 

TYPE/ STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE 

PERFORMANCE FY 2009 FY 2009 0 Enacted 

Curr rvent Se ices 
Adju tsstmen  & 

FY
201 FY 2011 Request 

20 g11 Pro ram 
Change 

FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 Program Activity/ 2.3, 
2.5  1.  White-Collar Crime/Cybercrime 

4,874 1,073,664 5,333 1,292,919 5,539  7 2 35 1,225,060 44 1 3,236 5,996 1, 2,205 

Workload  -- # of cases investigated (pending and received) † 35,594 † † †

Performance Measure  Restitutions & Recoveries / Fines ($000) 
 Intellectual Property Rights Violations 
 Public Corruption 
 White-Collar Crimes (all other) 

††

 
5,389 / 3,346 

220,787 / 887,672 
15,956,528 / 1,134,306 

†† †† ††

Performance Measure   Convictions/Pre-Trial Diversions (total) 
 Intellectual Property Rights Violations 
 Public Corruption 
 White-Collar Crimes (all other) 

††

 
88 

981 
2,910 

†† †† ††

Performance Measure Number of Criminal Enterprises Engaging in 
White-Collar Crimes Dismantled 

160 250 160 40 200

Performance Measure 
(Discontinued Measure) Number of Major Corporate Fraud Cases 

Successfully Investigated 
55 N/A N/A -- N/A

Efficiency Measure 
% of Major Mortgage Fraud  Investigations to 
all pending  

65% 66% 67% 1% 68%
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TYPE/ STRATEGIC 
 
 
 
 
 

OBJECTIVE 
PERFORMANCE FY 2009 FY 2009 

Current Services 
Adjustments & 

2010 Enacted FY 2011 Request 
FY2011 Program 

Change 
Performance Measure 
(Renamed Measure) 

Number of Children Depicte
Pornography Identified by

d in Child 
 the FBI 

150 118 130 10 140

Performance Measure Number of high-impact Internet fraud 
13

targets neutralized 
12 13 13 --

FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 
Program Activity/ 2.2, 2.4, 
2.6 

 2. Criminal Enterprises/Civil Rights 
/Violent Crimes 5,722 4,743 1 5,55 04 1 9 5,1,237,563 1,405,22 1 1,246,9 20 9 42,7 671 1,289,703 

Workload  -- # of   † 230 † cases investigated (pending and received) 55, † †

Performance Measure sions 
 Organized Criminal Enterprises  
 Gangs/Criminal Enterprises 
 Crimes Against Children 

††

 
95 

2,136 
270 

†† ††

 Convictions/Pre-trial Diver
3

††

222 Civil Rights 

Efficiency Measure 
% of FBI OCDETF Investigations with 
links to CPOT-linked DTOs 

12% 14% 12% -- 12%

Performance Measure CPOT-Linked DTOs 
 Disruptions 
 Dismantlements 15 15

 
30 

 
35 

 
30 

 
-- 

 
30 

15 20 --
Performance M  easure Number o  

Enterprise Dis
f Organized Criminal

mantlements 
36 43 36 1 37

Performance Measure Number of Gangs/Criminal Enterprises 
99 135 99 -- 99

Dismantlements* 

Data Definition, Validatio
 Disruption means impeding the normal and effective operation of the targeted organization, as indicated by changes in organizational leadership and/or changes in methods of operation, including, 

ns or drug production.  Dismantlement eans destroying t ization’s leadership, financial base, and supply network such that the 
able 

 tions/dismantlements data after submission of the President’s Budget Submission to Congress.  These changes are reflected in 
the current tables. 

 Accomplishment and cas BI’s Resource Management Informat n S ouses the  Integrated Statistical Reporting sis Application 
(ISRAA) and Monthly A ations that report these data.  Data are ver nager before being entered into that system and are subsequently 

BI’ ed data are maintained in files by their respective FBIH programs. 
FBI field personnel are r in 30 days of the accomplish nt or a change in the status of an accomplishme uch as those resulting m appeals.  Data for 
this report are compiled l ter the end of the fiscal year, and thus may not fully r present the accomplis ts when reported close t  the end of the fis   

 The data source for I ned by FBI personnel detailed to the National Center for M and Exploited Children, as well as statistics derived by the FBI’s Cyber 
rs n the Discussion of the measure. 

 Internet Fraud data come   The list of targets is updated each year.  Targets termined by subjec tter expert teams at th 3 and approved by t
Unit Chief.  IC3 staff ma en a target has been the subject of a take-down. There is some possibility of underreporting of accomplishments resulting from referrals to 

nderreporting is possible where investigations resul rom IC3 referrals do not involve the FBI.  
 

 †† FBI does not set targ  

n, Verification, and Limitations:  

for example, financing, trafficking patterns, communicatio m he organ
organization is incap

 The Executive Office of
of operating and/or reconstituting itself. 

OCDETF may sometimes edit CPOT disrup

eload data are obtained from the F
dministrative Report (MAR) applic

io ystem
ified by an FBI field ma

 (RMIS), which h and Analy

verified through the F s Inspection process. Other non-standardiz Q 
equired to enter accomplishment data with me

e
nt, s

o
 fro

cal year.ess than 30 days af hmen
 IIN

Division’s program pe
program data is a database maintai issing 

onnel.  Limitations on these data are explained i
 from a record system maintained by the IC3.
intains the list and determine wh

 are de t ma e IC he 

state, local, and other fed
  †   FBI does not project

eral law enforcement organizations.  This u
targets for case workload data. 

ets for investigative output data.

ting f
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FY 2003 FY 2004 FY 2005 FY   2006 FY 2007 FY 2008 FY 2009 FY 2010 FY 2011 

 

Actual  Actua Actual  Actual ctual Actual Target  Target  Target  l  Actual  A
 R
 
 
 es (all other) 

205,120   
1,631,692 
8,43

115,96
101,64

7,8

432,316   
1,116,266 

13, 37 

111, 7  
321, 5   

218 

238,832 
157,440 

16,40

260,219 
676,889 

18,502,

N/A 
N/A 
N

 
5,389 

220,787 
15,956,

N/A 
N/A 

/A 
/A 

N/A 

estitutions & Recoveries ($000) Performance Measure 
Intellectual Property Fraud 
Public Corruption 
White-Collar Crim

7   
7 

87
81

N
N

528 3,421 81,151 056,9 7,799, 19,5 6 N/A /A 635 
 F
 
 Public Corruption 

 
3,293 

362,396 
22,657 

532,496 

8   
25,500 

757,113 

 
29,542 

1, 1 

6,
73,710 

1,252,963 
37,136 

114,424 
N/A 
N/A 

887,
134,306 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

ines ($000) 
Intellectual Property Fraud 

Performance Measure  

 White-Collar Crimes (all other)

1,053   208   53 1,005

363,71

587 320 

2,

N/A 3,346 
672 

1,

N/A 

Performance Measure  C
(to
 
 
 

110   
579 

5,022 

11
661 

4,368 

121 
812 

3,976 

 
 
 

136 
943 

3,347 

116 
987 

3,834 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

 
88 

981 
2,910 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

onvictions/Pre-Trial Diversions 
tal) 

Intellectual Property Fraud 
Public Corruption 

mes (all other) White-Collar Cri

6 194
929

73,70
Performance Measure N

E
antled 73 137 163 231 277 211 160 160 200 

umber of Criminal Enterprises 
ngaging in White-Collar Crimes 

Dism 250 
Performance Measure 
(Discontinued Measure 

N rate Fraud 
 Investigated 

58 46 35  64 57 N/A N/A 
umber of Major Corpo

Cases Successfully
45 55 N/A 

%  Fraud 
In

N/A N/A N/A N/A 56% 63% 65% 66% 68% 
 of Major Mortgage

Efficiency Measure  vestigations to all pending  
67% 

Performance Measure 
(Renamed Measure) 

N
C
F

N/A N/A N/A * 73 187 150 118 140 

umber of Children Depicted in 
hild Pornography Identified by the 
BI (*only partial year data 

available for FY06) 

37 130 

Performance Measure targets neutralized 
5 7 10 9 11 11 12 13 13 

Number of high-impact Internet fraud 
13 

Performance Measure  Gangs/Criminal Enterprises 
824 

4,089 
572 

2,923 
897 

4,292 
674 

2,070 
693 

2,218 
595 

2,242 
N/A 
N/A 

395 
2,136 

N/A 
N/A 

 Convictions/Pre-Trial Diversions: 
 Organized Criminal Enterprises 

    

 Crimes Against Children 
 Civil Rights 

154 
163 

145 
155 

164 
139 

170 
195 

207 
207 

246 
208 

N/A 
N/A 222 

N/A 
N/A 

270 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

E 12% 12% fficiency Measure  
% of FBI OCDETF Investigations 
with links to CPOT-linked DTOs 

N/A N/A 11% 13% 14% 15.47% 12% 14% 

Performance Measure 
CPOT-Linked DTOs  
 Disruptions 
 Dismantlements 

41 
15 

27 
12 

25 
18 

36 
17 

45 
15 

50 
18 

30 
15 

35 
20 

30 
15 

30 
15 

Performance Measure 
Enterprise Dismantlements 

17 29 34 36 43 38 36 43 36 
Number of Organized Criminal 

37 

P 135 99 99 erformance Measure 
Number of Gangs/Criminal 

138 112 138 119 144 114 99 
Enterprise Dismantlements 
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2. P
 
The Crim

er es, ra  

inal Enterprises/Federal Crimes decision unit contributes to the Department’s Strategic 
l 2 r r nfo er nd pre t s  the 
erican People, Objectives 2.2-2.6.  This decision unit also ties d iorities: 

t the United States against cyber-based attacks and high-technology crimes; 
Priority c n e ; Priorit  l r ty 6 – 
Comba a on  nation riminal organizations and enterprises; bat 

rim  and Priority 8 – Combat significant violent crime. 

Measu h f er ce ort pr sed as a  internal review of the 
FBI’s performance measures, pursuant to an initiative coordinated by DOJ’s Performance 
Im me c ) P  S 2 . 

an d Cr nal E s & Gangs/Criminal Enterprises

formance, Resourc  and St tegies

Goa
Am
Priority 3 – Protec

:  P event C ime, E rce Fed al Laws, a  Re sen the Rig
ire

ht
ctly to six FBI pr

s and Interest  of

 4
t tr

 – C
ns

o
n

mb
ati

at p
al

u
 a

bli
nd
e;

corruptio
al c

at all l vels y 5 – Protect civi
 Priority 7 – Com

ights; Priori

major white-collar c
 

re c anges or this p forman rep are opo  result of an

prove
 
Org

nt Offi

imi

er (PIO

nterprise

anel in pring, 009

ize  
 

ters of FY 2005, the Criminal Investigative Division (CID) at 
FBI Headquarters reorganized several of its programs.  Future performance data will be reported 

le h us B r f er I ay 
e of the Transnational Criminal Enterprises Program back to its 

original name, the Organized Crime Program, and the Americas Criminal Enterprises Program to 
Gan / a ris ram

al Enterprises

a. Performance Plan and Report for Outcomes 
 
In FY 2004 and the first three quar

to ref
2006, CID changed the nam

ct t e realigned foc of the F I towa ds these types o criminal ent prises.  n M

the 
 
Organized C

gs Crim

rim

in

in

l Enterp e Prog . 

 
 

esti iv r inal enterprises involved in sustained racketeering 
comprised of ethnic groups with ties to Asia, Africa, the Middle 

East, and Europe are consolidated into the Organized Criminal Enterprise program.  Organized 
inal enterprise investigations, through the use of the R

an io te, target the entire entity responsible for the crime problem.  With respect to 
groups involved in racketeering activities, the FBI focuses on: the La Cosa Nostra and Italian 
organized crime groups, Russian/Eastern European/Eurasian organized crime groups, 
Balkan/Albanian Organized crim dd ter r al en ses, Asian criminal 
enterpris d g a
criminal p e f e p
engaged a i
 
Perform a
Enterpris
 

FY 2009 Target:  36 
FY 2009 Actual:  

D ussio     
The FBI’s Organized Crime og
surpassed its targ or this asu

Inv
activities and that are mainly 

gat e subp ograms that focus on crim

crim
Org

acketeering Influenced Corrupt 
izat n statu

e g
fri
se
ct

d
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can 
 grou
ivitie
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Notable case accomplishments for FY 

in producing false identification documents, mortgage fraud, identity theft, and 
money laundering.  The ring leader, Alaa Koubayssi, was arrested and 
subsequently cooperated which led to the discovery of a wider-scale identity thef
and mortgage fraud ring, responsible for over millions of dollars in fraud.  To 
date, there have been six federal indictments; three Federal complaints and three 
Federal informations; five Federal convictions (one of the defendants, Somail 
Aoun, is a fugitive believed to be hiding in Lebanon), $1,000,0

2009 are described below: 
 The FBI’s Detroit office investigated a Lebanese criminal enterprise that engaged 

t 

00 in federal 
restitution and two asset forfeitures.  This investigation also led directly to the 

a.  

, along with the Bureau of Immigration and 
’s Office of the Inspector 
stigative Division (IRS-

 Revenue obtained a 45 count RICO 
d three corporations.  The charges include 

 

nity to obtain high-paying jobs in the United States.  
e United States, workers were forced into low-paying jobs and 
t fees for substandard housing, food, and transportation.  

 

opening of an identity theft and mortgage fraud investigation into a second 
Lebanese criminal enterprise that is operating in the Dearborn, Michigan are

 The Kansas City Division of the FBI
Customs Enforcement (ICE), the Department of Labor
General, the Internal Revenue Service’s Criminal Inve
CID), and the Kansas Department of
Indictment against 12 individuals an
forced labor trafficking, fraud in foreign labor contracting, aggravated identity 
theft, marriage fraud, visa fraud, money laundering, mail fraud, wire fraud, and 
extortion.  The indictment included a $6 million forfeiture count.  This three-year 
joint investigation targeted both Uzbekistan foreign nationals and U.S. citizens
associated with Giant Labor Solutions and their affiliated corporations.  The 
organization recruited primarily Uzbekistani and other Eastern European workers 
to pay fees for the opportu
Upon arrival in th
charged exorbitan
Occasionally, the use of force or threat of force was utilized to keep workers from
contacting and cooperating with law enforcement officials.  To date, more than 
one hundred victim/workers have been recovered and placed into the care of the 
victim witness program.   

 
FY 2010 Target:  36 
FY 2011 Target:  37 

 
 

Gang/Criminal Enterprises 
 
T
domestic cells (local, regional, national, and t
whom have ties to North

he mission of the FBI’s Gang/Criminal Enterprise Program is to disrupt and dismantle the 
ransnational) of criminal enterprises, some of 

, Central, and South America that pose the greatest threats to the 
conomic and national security of the U.S.  This will be accomplished through the FBI’s Violent 

Gang a reased involvement in the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement 
Task F F), and support and leadership of HIDTA initiatives.  The FBI has 
concentrated anti-gang efforts in four arenas; neighborhood based gangs, prison gangs, Mara 
Salvatrucha (MS-13) National Gang Task Force, and outlaw motorcycle gangs, which supports, 
coordin f local, state, federal, and international 
investig
  

e
nd Drug Programs, inc
orce Program (OCDET

ates, and facilitates the development o
ations. 
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The Na haring, and 
coordinatin n
enforcement ag  
migration patte
 
The Gang Targ
investigations t 
facilitates oper l 
and trans-natio
enforcement ag
 
Performance M
Note:  This me

tional Gang Intelligence Center (NGIC) supports this mission by s
g i formation with both state and local law enforcement, as well as other federal law 

encies. The NGIC analyzes gang information from a broad spectrum to identify
rns and current trends involving gangs. 

eting and Coordination Center (GangTECC) focuses on enhancing gang 
of all federal agencies by acting as a deconfliction and case coordination center.  I
ations across agency lines and promotes the complete dismantlement of nationa
nal violent gangs.  Tactical and strategic intelligence is shared between law 
encies in conjunction with the NGIC and the Safe Streets and Gang Unit. 

easure:  Gang/Criminal Enterprises Dismantled 
asure does not include 

ed ismantlements, which 
low. 

9 Target:    99 
9 Actual:  135 

sion:   
I has exceeded its target 
 measure.  The FBI has 
ed the following recent 
n its investigations of 
d national gangs: 
Conversion of 
neighborhood-based 
gang members to national gangs after serving prison sentence. 
Use of codes and cryptology. 
Use of Internet (e.g., MySpace, instant messaging, online chat) and other 
communication techniques

CPOT-link d
are recorded be
 

FY 200
FY 200
  
Discus
The FB
for this
identifi
trends i
local an

 

 
 

 (VOIP, texting). 
 ities to smaller communities. 
  gangs and International Drug Trafficking Organizations. 

 

mong its notable accomplishments during FY 2009, the FBI established eight new Safe 
cross the country.  In the Columbia Division, the Dark Knight 

tion and other local gangs in the Columbia 

d 
bia 

erous disruptions and $588,000 in seizures in this case.   

Migration from larger c
Ties between Hispanic

A
Streets Task Forces a
investigation began by targeting the Folk Na
area.  It progressed into Title III coverage that advanced up the chain from four wire 
intercepts to a total of 27 separate lines intercepted, beginning in September 2008 an
ending in March 2009.  There have been 51 Title III court orders in the case.  Colum
identified over 150 gang members and gang related subjects through these sophisticated 
techniques and indicted 112 of those subjects on 07/12/2009.  The Columbia Division 
moved up the chain of suppliers and intercepted Spanish language lines that identified the 
hierarchy of the Mexican-based suppliers.  The investigation was linked through wire 
intercepts and SOD analysis to several CPOTs including the Gulf Cartel Trio, El Mayo 
and the Sinaloa Cartel.  The Mexican supplier section of the case was indicted in April 
2009.  There were 19 indictments and 16 arrests of the suppliers.  To date, there have 
been 86 gang arrests, num

185

138

112

138

119

144

114

135

99 99 99

0

50
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150

FY02 FY04 FY06 FY08 FY10

(U) Gang/Criminal Enterprises 
Dismantled

Actual Target
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FY 2010 Target:  99 
FY 2011 Target:  99 
 
 

Gang/Criminal Enterprises - Consolidated Priority Organization Targets (CPOT) 
 
With respect to criminal enterprises engaged in drug trafficking, the DOJ has developed a single
national list of major drug trafficking and money laundering organizations.  This list of targ
known as the CPOT list, reflects the most significant international narcotic supply and rela
m

 
ets, 

ted 
oney laundering organizations, poly-drug traffickers, clandestine drug manufacturers and 

I tracked its own priority list, 
L), before DOJ established the CPOT list in FY 2003.  

ed a comprehensive counter-drug strategy that is designed to investigate and 
rosecute illegal drug traffickers and distributors, reduce drug related crime and violence, 

provided assistance to other law enforcement agencies, and strengthen international cooperation.  
The str counter-drug resources on 59 identified CPOTs associated 
primarily with Colombian, Mexican, and Caribbean drug trafficking organizations that have the 
most ad n U.S. national interests.   
 
Perform rug Trafficking Organizations (DTOs) dismantled 
 

 
Discus
The FB
mea r
inv ig
The FB
kno  
whi  c
transpo

 

e 
 

producers, and major drug transporters supplying the U.S.  The FB
the National Priority Threat List (NPT
  
The FBI has develop
p

ategy focuses the FBI's 

verse impact o

ance Measure: CPOT-linked D

FY 2009 Target:  15 
FY 2009 Actual:  20 

sion:   
I has exceeded its targets for both 

su es regarding OCDETF 
est ations of CPOT-related targets.  

I’s leading OCDETF initiative is 
wn as “Operation Panama Express,” 
ch oncentrates on maritime drug 

rtation.  The FBI’s effectiveness is 
largely attributable to its partnership in 
this initiative with the DEA, Immigration 
and Customs Enforcement (ICE), the 
United States Coast Guard and the Joint 
Interagency Task Force-South, which is 
comprised of both law enforcement and 
Department of Defense counterparts. 

During FY 2009, Operation Panama Express (both North and South components) 
conducted over 50 successful interdiction operations in the Eastern Pacific Ocean and 
Caribbean.  These efforts resulted in the loss of approximately 120 tons of cocaine that 
were seized, scuttled at sea, or turned over to foreign governments. During those 
interdiction events, 211 suspect subjects were detained at sea.  Of that number, 119 wer
brought to the U.S. for prosecution while the remaining 92 were turned over to foreign
governments.  These "at sea" interdiction efforts, when combined with the much 

18
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enhanced second tier prosecution emphasis, resulted in 136 indictments, 132 arrests, 143 
ntencing’s.  The afore-mentioned emphasis on second tier strategic 
ficant increase in second tier subject prosecutions and led to 

ultiple disruptions and dismantlements, including that of the Daniel Segura-Rodriguez 
TO.  

Other initiatives implemented by the Strike Force during FY 2009 include the successful 

e 

cocaine in the U. S.  Intelligence reporting indicates that there has been a definite 

 

rafficking Organizations (DTOs) disrupted 

Y 2009 Actual:  35 

T 

Perform ETF 
Investig  
 

FY 2009 Actual:  14% 

convictions and 122 se
targeting led to a signi
m
D
 

use by prosecutors of the newly implemented "Drug Trafficking Vessel Interdiction Act" 
and the advancement of CPOT and RPOT designations for numerous DTO members.  
The amount of cocaine seized in this investigation has increased steadily over time and 
the operation has also produced numerous second and third-tier indictments due to th
cooperation obtained from many of the defendants.  The stellar results of Operation 
Panama Express have had a direct impact on criminal organizations who distribute 

disruption to cocaine availability in many U.S. drug markets, resulting in higher prices 
for cocaine. 
 
FY 2010 Target:  15 
FY 2011 Target:  15 
 

Performance Measure:  CPOT-linked Drug 
T
 

FY 2009 Target:  30 
F
  
Discussion:  
See the measure related to CPO
dismantlements, above, for a discussion 
of the impact of budget changes upon 
this measure. 
  
FY 2010 Target:  30 
FY 2011 Target:  30 
 
 
ance Measure:  Percentage of FBI OCD
ations with Links to CPOT-linked DTOs

FY 2009 Target:  12% 

  
Discussion:  The FBI has exceeded its targeted 
proportion of CPOT investigations.  The FBI, in 
conjunction with the Drug Enforcement 
Administration (DEA) and the Executive Office 
of Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task 
Forces (OCDETF) strives to increase the 
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proportion of investigations that are linked to CPOT targets.  Reclassification of 
organizations listed on the CPOT list can potentially have an impact on the 
accomplishments reported.  The CPOT Working Group diligently reviews proposal
the OCDETF member agencies for additions to and deletions from the CPOT list. 
 

s from 

Y 2010 Target:  12% 

b. Stra
 
Asian c  
crime a  
counter d 
various
sophisticated, diverse, and aggressive in directing their activities, and profiting through 
legitim nd illegitimate businesses to avoid law enforcement attention and scrutiny.  
Russian rasian criminal enterprise groups (ECEs) in the U.S. are engaged in 
traditio ch as extortion, murder, prostitution, and drugs.  Both ECEs 
and Middle Eastern criminal enterprise organizations are also deeply involved in large-scale 
white-collar crimes, such as gasoline excise tax scams, fraudulent insurance claims, stock fraud, 

iminal Enterprise Program, encompassing both the 
s, emphasizes the development and 

cusing of resources on national targets, the use of the Enterprise Theory of Investigations, the 
enhanced use of intelligence, and the exploitation and development of FBI technical capabilities.   
 
To address the threat that violent urban gangs pose on a local, regional, national and even 
international level, the FBI established a National Gang Strategy to identify the gangs posing the 
greates , to combine and coordinate the efforts of the 158 local, 
state, a ng Safe Streets Task Forces throughout the U.S., 
and to u sed against organized criminal enterprises.  The 
increasingly violent activity of MS-13, a primarily El Salvadorian gang, has prompted an FBI 
initiative that will assure extensive coordination between all field offices involved in the 
investig s.  Additionally, due to a significant number of MS-13 gang 
membe merica and Mexico, liaison with international law enforcement 
partners abroad will be a key part of the FBI’s strategy against this gang threat.  In FY 2005, 
Congress approved funding for a National Gang Intelligence Center, which is being used as a 

 2006, DOJ and DHS established the 
ti-gang enforcement, deconfliction, 

oordination and targeting center headed by an experienced DOJ criminal division prosecutor 
staffed with representatives from ATF, BOP, DEA, FBI, ICE and the USMS.   
 
In order to make the most progress with the resources available, the FBI concentrates counter-
narcoti e drug networks in the U.S.  As entire 
drug tra h the transporters/distributors are 
disrupt  within the U.S. will be reduced.  To assess its 
perform e in drug trafficking, the 
Gang/C ith DEA and the Executive Office for 

F
FY 2011 Target:  12% 
 
 
tegies to Accomplish Outcomes 

riminal enterprises (ACEs) are involved in criminal violations that include organized
ctivities, such as murder, alien smuggling, extortion, loansharking, illegal gambling,
feit currency and credit cards, prostitution, money laundering, drug distribution, an
 acts of violence. Loosely knit, flexible and highly mobile, ACEs have become more 

ate a
/Eastern European/Eu

nal racketeering activity su

and bank fraud.  The strategy for the FBI’s Cr
Organized and the Gang/Criminal Enterprise Program
fo

t danger to American communities
nd federal law enforcement in Violent Ga
tilize the same techniques previously u

ation of MS-13 matter
rs residing in Central A

mechanism for gathering data on violent gangs.  In FY
National   GangTECC, a multi-agency initiative an
c

cs resources against DTOs with the most extensiv
fficking networks, from sources of supply throug

ed or dismantled, the availability of drugs
ance in combating criminal enterprises that engag
riminal Enterprise Program works in tandem w
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F to track the number of organizations linked to targets on DOJ’s CPOT list. 
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a. Performance Plan and Report for Outcomes 
 
To trac hite-Collar Crime (WCC) program uses performance measures 
that con riority programs such as Mortgage Fraud, as well as traditional 
accomp shment data such as convictions and pre-trial diversions and the level of recoveries, 

CC program. 

prominent Beverly Hills 

 
l 

oans 

d 
ge 

ly 
ad 

elopers who 
masterminded the fraudulent scheme. 

r of 

ire fraud, 
the 

k its performance, the W
centrate on p
li

restitutions, and fines generated by the W
 
Performance Measure: Number of Criminal Enterprises Engaging in White-Collar Crimes 
Dismantled. 
 

FY 2009 Target: 160 
FY 2009 Actual: 250 
 
Discussion:    
The FBI surpassed its target for 
this measure in FY 2009.  
Following are examples of notable 
cases resolved during this time 
period: 

 On August 10, 2009, a 
federal jury convicted a 

real estate agent, Kyle 
Grasso, and a licensed real 
estate appraiser, Lila Rizk, on federal charges resulting from an FBI investigation 
for their roles in a massive mortgage fraud scheme that caused more than $40 
million in losses to federally insured banks.  The intended loss was calculated at 
$242 million, but was mitigated by recoveries after the sale of approximately 80
properties that were funded by bogus loans.  The evidence presented at tria
showed that a group of real estate professionals obtained inflated mortgage l
on homes in some of California’s most expensive neighborhoods.  Members of 
the conspiracy sent false documentation, including bogus purchase contracts an
appraisals, to the victim banks to deceive them into unwittingly funding mortga
loans that were hundreds of thousands of dollars higher than the homes actual
cost.  Eight other real estate professionals who were part of the scheme h
previously pleaded guilty to federal felony charges for their roles, including 
Charles Elliott Fitzgerald and Mark Abrams, both real estate dev

 
 On March 27, 2009, Lance Poulsen, former co-owner and CEO of National 

Century Financial Enterprises (NCFE), and Rebecca Parrett, former co-owne
NCFE, were sentenced for their roles in perpetrating a $2.34 billion investment 
scheme where they were charged with securities fraud, mail fraud, w
money laundering, and conspiracy.  The investigation of this crime was led by 
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o investors 
about how their funds would be used, diverting the funds, and then hiding the 

l by shuffling the money between subsidiaries' bank accounts.  NCFE 
operated as a financial service holding company organized to buy accounts 

rs.  As a result, this fraud scheme led to 
bankruptcies of numerous health care providers.  Although Parrett fled following 

rl Demmler was also sentenced on 
March 27, 2009 for charges of witness tampering and obstruction of justice for his 

executive and witness.  Demmler, on behalf of Poulsen, approached a previously 
convicted subject in this case and offered to pay her money to alter or restrict her 

n. 

 light of the growing crime problems associated with White-Collar Crimes, to include 
rise in the number of Mortgage and Corporate Fraud investigations, the 

ancement request for FY 2011.  The current FBI 
nt to address the burgeoning crime problem as the average 

nsive investigations per Agent rapidly increases.  In 
t and Wall Street firms are examined with additional 

from regulators and independent accountants, it is believed further corporate 
mal s   The number of investigations, and corresponding 
accomp provided the resources are available. 
 
FY 201
FY 201
 
 

Performance M
MEASURE:  N
Cases Success

 
FY 200
FY 200

  
Discus
While t
overall
investig
Section
internal management purposes, and wishes 
to d o
 
FY 201
FY 201

 
 

FBI’s Cincinnati office.  Poulsen and Parrett were convicted for lying t

shortfal

receivables from health care provide

her conviction and her current whereabouts are unknown, her sentencing will 
proceed.  

 
As part of a related FBI investigation, Ka

role in conspiring with Poulsen to influence the testimony of a former NCFE 

testimony against Poulse
 

In
an exponential 
FBI’s has submitted a budget enh
personnel level is insufficie
case inventory of complex, time-inte
addition, as the mortgage marke
scrutiny 

fea ance will come to light.
lishments, will increase, 

0 Target:  160 
1 Target:  200 

easure:   DISCONTINUED 
umber of Major Corporate Fraud 

fully Investigated. 

9 Target:  55 
9 Actual:  N/A 

sion:    
he FBI continues to track the 
 progress of its Corporate Fraud 
ations, the Financial Crimes 
 no longer tracks this measure for 

isc ntinue its use. 

0 Target:  N/A 
1 Target:  N/A 
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(U) % of Major Mortgage Fraud 
Investigations 
to All Pending

56%
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Actual Target

stability of the economic markets.  In 
some regions of the country, foreclosures 
have increased over five times what they 
were in the previous year.  Government 
and industry sources agree, mortgage 
fraud is a significant crime problem and a major contributing factor in the amount of 
foreclosures and bad loans involved in the ongoing housing crisis.  This measure track
the proportion of all “major” mortgage fraud investigations (i.e.., those with the hig
level of dollar loss tracked by the FBI) to the total pending mortgage f

Efficiency Me
 

FY 200
FY 200
 
Discus
2009 ta
Crime p odified this efficiency 

easure to concentrate specifically on a 
subclas
(FIF), m
2007, t
States h
problem
foreclo .  For 
several months, this has threatened the 

s 
hest 

raud caseload. 

est ns are overwhelming many FBI field offices.  While the 
olla e enhancements will affect the level of accomplishments 

easured for mortgage fraud investigations, the FBI still expects the proportion of its 
aseload dedicated to the highest category of economic loss to remain constant. 

 
  

 
b. Strategies to Accomplish Outcomes 

In FY 2011, the FBI will continue to pursue mortgage fraud and other types of financial 
institut ndering, insurance fraud, and 
securiti  undermine our nation's financial institutions.  
The FB laundering and asset forfeiture statutes to ensure that 
fraudul r restitution is made to the victims of fraud.  
The en  whereby the FBI will continue to work with 
other federal agencies to identify and target fraud schemes by successfully investigating, 
prosecuting, and obtaining judgments and settlements. 
 
 

asure:  Percentage of Major Mortgage Fraud Investigations to all Pending 

9 Target: 65% 
9 Actual: 66% 

sion:  This measure met its FY 
rget.  The FBI’s White-Collar 
rogram m

m
s of Financial Institution Fraud 
ortgage fraud.  Since the spring of 

he mortgage industry in the United 
as been experiencing severe 
s, with late payment defaults and 

sures significantly increasing

 
Mortgage fraud inv igatio
requested White-C r Crim
m
c
 
 FY 2010 Target: 67% 
 FY 2011 Target: 68%

 

ion fraud, health care fraud, money lau
es/commodities fraud, which threaten to
I will aggressively utilize the money 
ently obtained funds are located and prope
forcement strategy is a coordinated approach
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Cyber Crime 
 
a. Performance Plan and Report for Outcomes 
 
The changing economy and the emergence of Internet technology have created an unprecedented 
flow, exchange, and production of data.  They have also created new arenas and techniques for 
crimina concern with the new vulnerabilities in the era of 
the Inte on of children, computer facilitated theft of 
intellec 2002, Director Mueller approved the 
organiz ion.  The Cyber Division addresses cyber threats 
in a coo chnologically one step ahead of the cyber 
adversa
 
Innocen

l transactions.  Three priority areas of 
rnet’s emergence are the online exploitati
tual property, and Internet fraud.  In June 
ational structure of the new Cyber Divis
rdinated manner, allowing the FBI to stay te
ries threatening the U.S.   

t Images National Initiative 

ound/Program Objectives:    Facilitatio
er and the Internet is a national crime problem
t Images National Initiative (IINI), part of
ance measure to track its progress in com

t.  The FBI will continue to make efforts 
ation offenses against children, includin

secutorial Remedies and Other Tools to End the Exploitation of Children Today Act of 
he “PROTECT Act”), Pub. L. No. 108-066, 117 Stat. 650, was signed into law by 
nt Bush on 04/30/2003 to enhance federal child exploitation laws in several significan

 
Backgr n of crimes against children through the use of a 
comput  that is growing dramatically.  The 
Innocen  the Cyber Division, uses the following 
perform bating the exploitation of children through the 
Interne to apprehend those who commit sexual 
exploit g those who traffic in child pornography.   
 
The Pro
2003 (t
Preside t 
ways.  This law updated Title 42 USC §13032 - Reporting of Child Pornography by Electronic 
Commu
electron
comput  
enforce MEC).  
This law comes with a penalty of civil fines up to $50,000 per day per infraction that is not 
reporte
 
Performance Measure:  RENAMED 

EASURE:  Number of children depicted in 
e 

BI (formerly “Number of children depicted 

Discussion:   
This measure is being renamed to 
indicate that the data record all 
children identified through FBI 

nication Service Providers, which created a mandatory reporting requirement for 
ic communication service providers, Internet Service Providers (ISPs), and remote 
ing service providers, to report violations of federal child pornography laws to any law
ment agency and/or the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NC

d.   

M
child pornography that are identified by th
F
in child pornography that are rescued by the 
FBI”) 
Note:  FY 2006 data in chart are incomplete: 
data were only collected for part of that year. 
 

FY 2009 Target:  150 
FY 2009 Actual:  118 
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investig

 

ations of child pornography, as well as through partnerships with organizations 
such as its work with NCMEC.   

FBI has not met its target for this measure.  While the FBI always makes every effort to 

e 

n 
ctim 

 NCMEC/CVIP serves as the national clearinghouse for child pornography cases 
contact to international agencies regarding victims of child 

pornography. 

006 
s.  

 ECAP, an aggressive approach to identify unknown individuals involved in the 

 

 
cts, 

d to 

at 
equested FY 2011 enhancement for the IINI program will have a positive effect on 

the number of potential identifications, through increased activity in these investigative 
hose expected for the current fiscal year. 

t Fraud

identify/rescue victimized children, the FBI cannot directly control the number of 
children identified and/or rescued at any given time through investigative techniques, du
to the reactive nature of this measure.  The FBI has, however, taken definitive action to 
negate data limitations associated with this measure through its continued collaboratio
with the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children (NCMEC)/Child Vi
Identification Program (CVIP) and successful initiatives such as, the Innocent Images 
International Task Force and the Endangered Child Alert Program (ECAP): 
 

and the main point of 

 
 Innocent Images International Task Force became operational in October 2

and includes law enforcement officers from more than 20 different countrie
This task force successfully brings together law enforcement from around the 
world to address the global crime problem of online child exploitation. 

 

sexual abuse of children and the production of child pornography, became 
operational in February 2004.  ECAP uses national and international media
exposure of unknown adults featured in child pornography and displays their 
faces on the “Seeking Information” section of our website in hopes that someone
can identify them.  To date, ECAP has successfully identified twelve subje
with eight of those twelve pending prosecution.  These investigations have le
the identification of at least 37 child victims. 

 
Although precise targets are difficult to establish for this measure, the FBI expects th
the r

efforts, to raise results beyond t
 
FY 2010 Target:   130 
FY 2011 Target:   140 
 

Interne  

ternet fraud is any scam that uses one or more components of the Internet to present fraudulent 
solicitations to prospective victims, conduct fraudulent transactions, or transmit the proceeds of 

r others that are connected with the scheme.  Identity theft and 
n uction fraud are problems that plague millions of U.S. victims, and the threat of 

illegitim rmacies exposes the American public to unregulated, often dangerous 
drugs. 
 

 
Background/Program Objectives: 
In

fraud to financial institutions o
Inter et a

ate online pha
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The FB
Crime C l repository for receipt and exchange of consumer, 
federal, and industry Internet crimes data.  The IC3 allows for an enhanced capability for 
intellig  
data to ncial 
impact,
synchro
seizure
the mos
scheme
problem
 
Performan  M
Internet fraud t
 

FY 2009 Target:  12 
FY 0
 
Discus
The FB

easure in FY 2009.  Among the notable cases of Internet fraud cited here: 
 

adv he 
sub urth 
is a

 A s
$2.  
Veg
bee eral court and two in state court. 

y had died or 
the father would not agree to the adoption. 

1 Target:   13 

mes 

d 
ses.  The FBI also will develop and implement proactive initiatives designed to identify 

hild victims and prevent exploitation before it can occur. 

I and National White Collar Crime Center partnered in May 2000 to create the Internet 
omplaint Center (IC3), a nationa

ence development to assist in these multi-divisional investigations.  The FBI uses the IC3
develop law enforcement referrals focusing on Internet crimes with significant fina
 large numbers of victims and/or social impact on Internet users.  Periodically, the FBI 
nizes nation-wide takedowns (i.e., arrests, 

s, search warrants, indictments) to target 
t significant perpetrators of on-line 
s and draw attention to an identified crime 
s. 

(U) Number of High-Impact Internet Fraud
Targets Neutralized

 

ce easure:  Number of high-impact 
argets neutralized 

 20 9 Actual:  13 

sion:   
I exceeded its target for this 

m
The FBI provided assistance in the international investigation of a $1.4 million 

anced fee scam involving four individuals from the Netherlands.  Three of t
jects have been extradited to the U.S. and are awaiting sentencing, and the fo
waiting extradition. 

cam involving sales of undelivered vehicles for a combined loss of approximately 
5 million that originated in Romania, with many operatives working out of the Las
as area.  After an investigation by the FBI’s Las Vegas office, four subjects have 

n convicted in relation to this crime, two in fed

 Following an investigation by FBI’s Milwaukee Division, a woman pled guilty to 
four charges of wire fraud after it was discovered that she fraudulently convinced at 
least four different families that she was pregnant and wanted each family to adopt 
the unborn child.  In each case, she later told the family either the bab

 
FY 2010 Target:   13 
FY 201

 
b. Strategies to Accomplish Outco
 
In its effort to thwart the online exploitation of children, the FBI will prioritize those 
investigations involving organizations, e-groups, or enterprises that exploit children for profit.  
The second priority will be cases involving travelers.  The third priority will be the producers, 
distributors, and possessors of child pornography.  These priorities will be addressed by 
expanding current UCOs and undercover techniques to target and identify sexual predators an
enterpri
c
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The FBI has formed the Innocent Images International Task Force (IIITF), where investigato
from more than five countries are assigned to the Innocent Images program within the US.
These international investigators are helping the FBI address this global crime problem.  The 
current focus on several large international cases draws upon extensive resources, thus 
potentially diminishing the attention to shutting down individual websites.   
 
The FBI’s IPR program is in the process of build
divisions with HQ-driven undercover opera
problem where it exists, this centralization will allo
that have te

rs 
  

ing the FBI HQ capacity to support field 
tions.  While field offices should tackle the IPR crime 

w the FBI to target the heads of organizations 
ntacles throughout the U.S. and the world, and then give those cases back to the 

ivision or country with jurisdiction.   

ress Internet fraud is the Internet Crime Complaint Center 
C3).  The IC3 receives and analyzes Internet fraud complaint data and serves as a “one-stop-

shop” f rals.  IC3 started strongly, and needs to continue building on its 
strength y growing criminal activity on the Internet.  By acting as a central 

b links the FBI to the American public to private industry to local law enforcement, the 
ng an invaluable tool for sharing and relaying information among these 

 accumulating a tremendously valuable asset: a 
his body of 

 
com

d
 
The FBI’s main mechanism to add
(I

or Internet crime refer
 to combat the steadil

hu  that 
IC3 is quickly becomi
sources.  As the IC3 continues to develop, it is
centralized repository of Internet crime data.  If properly maintained and analyzed, t
information is likely to yield significant insights about trends, technologies, prevention, and

bating techniques for Internet fraud and crime. 
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D
 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES DECISION 
UNIT TOTAL 

Perm. Pos. FTE 
Amoun
($000) 

. Criminal Justice Services Decision Unit 

t 

2009 Enacted with Rescissions 1,947 1,920 $418,043
2009 Supplementals … … 14,055
2009 Enacted w/ Rescissions and Supplementals 1,947 1,920 432,098
2010 Enacted 1,990 1,941 424,291
Adjustments to Base and Technical Adjustments (9) (3) (329)
2011 Current Services 1,981 1,938 423,962
2011 Program Increases 1 … 3,367
2011 Program Offsets … … (679)
2011 Request 1,982 1,938 426,651
Total Change 2010-2011 1 … $6,548
  
Criminal Justice Services Decision Unit —
Information Technology Breakout  

Perm. Pos. FTE 
Amount* 

($000) 
2009 Enacted with Rescissions 364 364 $461,202
   2009 Supplementals … … …
2009 Enacted w/Rescissions and Supplementals 364 364 461,202
2010 President’s Budget 87 87 44,739
Adjustments to Base and Technical Adjustments (24) (24) (6,134)
2011 Current Services 63 63 38,605
2011 Program Increases … … 60
2011 Request 63 63 38,665
Total Change 2010-2011 (24) (24) ($6,074)

*Includes both direct and reimbursable funding 

 

1.  Program Description 

The Criminal Justice Services (CJS) Decision Unit is comprised of all programs of the Criminal 
Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division, the portion of the Laboratory Division that 
provides criminal justice information and forensic services to the FBI's state and local law 
enforcement partners, and the state and local training programs of the Training Division.  
Additionally, to capture all resources that support the CJS program, a prorated share of resources 
from the FBI's support divisions (Security, Information Technology Operations, and the 
administrative divisions and offices) are calculated and scored to this decision unit. 
 
CJIS Division 
The mission of the CJIS Division is to equip our law enforcement, national security, and 
intelligence community partners with the criminal justice information they need to protect the 
United States while preserving civil liberties.  The CJIS Division includes several major program 
activities that support this mission, all of which are described below.  
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Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS): IAFIS provides timely and 
ccurate identification services in a paperless environment 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  The 

birt ript d/or fi
ns, and provides criminal history recor ual w enfo

igned to process criminal fing t sub s in tw
issions in 24 hours or less.  In Fiscal Year ( ) 2009, t BI condu

 As of Janua 010,  has con
on fingerprint background checks during FY 20

a
system identifies individuals through name, date-of-
image compariso

h, other desc
ds on individ

ors, an
s for la

ngerprint 
rcement 

and civil purposes.  IAFIS is des erprin mission o hours 
or less and civil subm FY he F cted 
over 52.7 million fingerprint background checks. ry 5, 2 the FBI ducted 
over 15.4 milli 10. 
 
National Crime Information Center (NCIC): The NCIC is a nationwide in on syste

l, federal, and international law enfo t age n their m
tect the public.  The NCIC allows for the compilation, disseminati

inal justice and law enforcement tion, su
ilable from IAFIS, wanted person information, stolen vehicle 

.  In FY 2009, the NCIC processed ove .8 millio ansaction
processing 7.9 million transactions in o

 Check System (NICS)

formati
nc

m that 
isssupports local, state, triba

ro
rcemen ies i ion 

to uphold the law and p
f timely and critical crim

on, 
and exchange o informa ch as 
criminal history records ava

d other datainformation, an r 6 n tr s per 
day.  On July 24, 2009, NCIC set a record by 
 

round

ne day.  

National Instant Criminal Backg : T ICS is ional 
ions of the Brady Handgun Vio  Preve  Act of 1

etermine whet eceipt irearm by
ral law.  The sy  ensures the timely tr

ies tra to prohibi
illion inquiries.  The onducted

n of these checks, resulting in 70,656 denials to proh ed persons
ks were conducted by individual states.  For FY 2010, the NICS has 

 3.8 million inquiries as of December 31, 2009.  The FBI conducted 
f these checks, resulting in 20,929 denials to pr ed perso

ucted by individual states. 

niform Crime Reporting (UCR)

he N
le

 a nat
nt

system 
993.  established to enforce the provis nce ion

The NICS allows Federal Firearms Licensees to d
prospective purchaser would violate state or fede

her r
stem

of a f  a 
ansfer 

of firearms to individuals who are not specifically prohibited and 
persons.  In FY 2009, the NICS processed over 14.4 m

den n r 
 FBI c

sfe ted 
 

approximately 6.4 millio
remaining 8 million chec

ibit .  The 

processed over
approximately 1.8 million o ohibit ns.  
Approximately 2 million checks have been cond
 
U : The FBI’s UCR Program has served as the national 

tion of crimes reported to law enforcement since 1930.  It is the 

 for 

t, 

clearinghouse for the collec
Criminal Justice Information Services Division of the FBI that collects, analyzes, reviews, and 
publishes the data collected from participating local, state, tribal, and federal law enforcement 
agencies.  Information derived from the data collected within the UCR Program is the basis
the annual publications Crime in the United States, Law Enforcement Officers Killed and 
Assaulted, and Hate Crime Statistics that fulfill the FBI’s obligations under Title 28 United 
States Code Section 534.  The publications provide statistical compilations of crimes such as 
murder, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny-theft, motor vehicle thef
nd arson; officers killed and assaulted in the line of duty; and hate crime statistics.   a

 
Law Enforcement Online (LEO):  LEO is a 24-hour-a-day, 7-day-a-week, on-line (real tim
state-of-the-art Internet system that is accredited and approved by the FBI for the transmission 
sensitive but unclassified information throughout the world, to the local, state, and federal law 
enforcement, criminal justice, and public safety communities.  The LEO system is a secure 
etwork that provides a vehicle for these communities to exchange inform

e), 
of 

ation, conduct online 
ducation programs, and participate in professional special interest and topically focused dialog.  
EO provides law enforcement and criminal justice communities a secure “anytime and 

ational and international method to support antiterrorism, intelligence, investigative 
operations, sends notifications and alerts, and provides an avenue to remotely access other law 

n
e
L
anywhere” n
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enforcement and intelligence systems and resources.  LEO currently supports a user base of o
150,000 vetted and authorized entities that can access LEO through any connection to the 
Internet.    
 

ver 

Law Enforcement National Data Exchange (N-DEx):  N-DEx offers services and capabilities to 
law enforcement through secure collection and processing of criminal justice data to combat 
crime, including violent crime and gang activity, as well as terrorism rooted in criminal activity.  
The N-DEx system is the result of collaboration among local, county, state, tribal and federal law 
nforcement communities to establish a secure, national, criminal justice information sharing 

 
 

crement 3 currently being developed.   

e 

nd 

uals wrongly 

he FBI Laboratory, established in 1932, is the only full-service civilian federal forensic 
he 

-

 

 

al 

h 

 

 and 

e
capability.  N-DEx interfaces with and enables queries of NCIC, the Interstate Identification 
Index (III), and OneDOJ.  The integration of OneDOJ into N-DEx establishes an information 
sharing network building on 18 remote partnerships in major metropolitan areas accessed by 
approximately 60,000 users.  N-DEx/OneDOJ currently has access to over 506,220,803 million
records.  These records include over 660,000 records from the FBI on violent crimes, hate
crimes, human trafficking, fugitive, transportation crimes, and major theft, among others.  N-
DEx is still in the development stages, with Increment 1 and Increment 2 completed, and 
In
 
Laboratory Division 
A portion of the Laboratory Division programs that provide forensic services to the FBI's stat
and local law enforcement partners is scored in the CJS Decision Unit.   
 
The successful investigation and prosecution of crimes require the collection, examination, a
scientific analysis of evidence recovered at the scene of the incident and obtained during the 
course of the investigation.  Without such evidence, many crimes would go unsolved and 
unpunished.  At the same time, forensic examination of evidence exonerates individ
accused of crimes. 
 
T
laboratory in the United States. The FBI Laboratory was accredited in August 2008 by t
American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors – Laboratory Accreditation Board (ASCLD
LAB) for meeting or exceeding the requirements for international accreditation (ISO/IEC 
17025). Examinations support investigations that cross all FBI investigative programs, 
international, federal, state, and local boundaries. Examinations of evidence for duly constituted
United States law enforcement agencies, whether federal, state or local, and foreign law 
enforcement unable to perform the examinations at their own facilities are performed, free of
charge. In addition to the actual processing and analysis of physical evidence, the FBI 
Laboratory provides comprehensive technical reports, training, and expert testimony to federal, 
state, and local agencies.  
 
In addition to providing forensic analysis services, the FBI Laboratory also provides operation
response capabilities with respect to chemical, biological, nuclear, radiological and explosive 
devices/incidents and evidence collection. Biometric identification services are provided throug
the Combined DNA Index System (CODIS) and the Federal Convicted Offender Program 
(FCOP). The FBI Laboratory is the executive agent for the Terrorist Explosive Devices Analytic
Center (TEDAC), a multi-agency center that forensically and technically exploits terrorist 
improvised explosive devices and related materials and generates actionable investigative
intelligence information for use by the United States law enforcement, the Intelligence 
Community, the United States military, and other partners. 
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In FY 2009, the FBI Laboratory conducted approximately 717,000 forensic examinations (
other Feder

FBI, 
al, state, and local).  The Laboratory estimates that it will conduct approximately 

35,000 forensic examinations in FY 2010 and in FY 2011, respectively. 

n 

a 10-

t 
cademy program at the FBI Academy in Quantico, 

irginia.  The FY 2010 estimate for National Academy participants is 1,000. 

s 
g sessions cover the full 

nge of law enforcement training topics such as hostage negotiation, computer-related crimes, 

t 
minal 

ue to the increasingly global nature of many of the FBI's investigative initiatives, the FBI has in 
 

 

ents of 
 

nistrative 

forcement; provide effective direction and support to investigative 
ersonnel; and ensure that adequate resources exist to address the FBI's criminal investigative, 

er 

7
 
Training Division 
The state and local law enforcement training programs of the Training Division (TD) are scored 
in the CJS Decision Unit.  Additionally, to capture the administrative resources required to 
support the CJS program, a prorated share of other TD and field training resources are scored i
this decision unit.   
 
The FBI provides instruction for state and local criminal justice practitioners, both at the FBI 
Academy and throughout the United States at state, regional, and local training facilities.  The 
principal course for state and local law enforcement officers is the FBI National Academy, 
week multi-disciplinary program for officers who are considered to have potential for further 
advancement in their careers. In FY 2009, there were 1,022 state and local law enforcemen
officers that participated in the National A
V
 
In addition to sessions offered at the FBI Academy, the FBI conducts and participates in course
and seminars at state, regional, and local training facilities.  These trainin
ra
death investigations, violent crimes, criminal psychology, forensic science, and arson. In FY 
2009, an estimated 97,000 criminal justice personnel received training from FBI instructors a
state, regional, and local training facilities.  TD estimates that the FBI will train 97,000 cri
justice personnel in FY 2010.    
 
D
recent years emphasized the need to train its foreign law enforcement partners through the
International Training and Assistance Program.  In FY 2009, the FBI provided training to an
estimated 4,800 international police officers and executives representing 95 countries.  It is 
expected that there will be 4,900 international police officers trained in FY 2010. 
 
Management and Support Services 
In addition to CJIS and other investigative support divisions which make up the core elem
the CJS Decision Unit, prorated portions of the FBI's various administrative and other support
programs that provide essential services are scored to the CJS Decision Unit. The admi
programs lead the FBI effectively through the challenges and changes that are continuously 
presented to federal law en
p
national security, and law enforcement support responsibilities.  A prorated share of resources 
associated with the Finance Division, Human Resources Division, Inspection Division, and oth
administrative entities support the CJS mission. 
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rogram Objectives 

estigative capabilities 
including latent fingerprint, firearms/toolmark, explosive, trace evidence, DNA, and training 

 

P
 Reduce criminal activity by providing timely and quality criminal justice information to 

federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies. 
 Provide new technologies and address critical shortfalls in forensic inv

of personnel. 
 Lead and inspire, through excellence in training and research, the education and development

of the criminal justice community. 
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PERFORMANCE /RESOURCES  TABLE 

Decision Unit: Criminal Justice Services 

DOJ Strategic Goal/Objective Goal 2:  Prevent Crime, Enforce Federal Laws, and Represent the Rights and Interests of the American People (O
partnerships for safer communities and enhance the Nation’s capacity to prevent, solve, and control crime) 

bjective 2.1:  Strengthen 

Final Target Actual Projected Changes quested (Total) Re

WORKLOAD/ RESOURCES 

FY 2009 FY 2009 2010 Enacted 

Current Services 
Adjustments & 

FY2011 Program 
Change 

FY 2011 Request 

IAFIS fingerprint background checks 56,343,419 52,693,397 89,019,199 5,341,883 94,361,082

NCIC transactions 2,570,909,502 2,452,765,160 2,728,841,676 272,884,168 3,001,725,844

Total number of federal, state, and local investigations aided 
by the Combined DNA Index System (CODIS)  

† 20,792 † † †

Total number of forensic and offender matches identified at 
CODIS 

† 22,652 † † †

FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 FTE $000 
Total Costs and FTE 

1,920 432,098 1,738 492,071 1,941 424,291 … 6,548 381,9  426,651 
 
TYPE/ 

STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE 

PERFORMANCE FY 2009 FY 2009 2010 Enacted 

Current Services 
Adjustments & 

FY2011 Program 
Change 

FY 2011 Request 

Efficiency 
Measures 

IAFIS: 
% of electronically submitted fingerprint 
identification requests:  
 
Criminal: 
 General checks completed w/in 2 hours 
 DHS checks completed w/in 72 hours 
 
Civil:  
 General checks completed w/in 24 hours 
 DOS checks completed w/in 15 minutes 

95.0% 
95.0% 

 
 
 

99.0% 
97.0%

98.21% 
99.99% 

 
 
 

98.78% 
99.74%

95.0% 
95.0% 

 
 
 

99.0% 
97.0%

-- 
-- 

 
 
 

-- 

5.
5.

9.
7.

9
9

9
9

0% 
0% 

 
 
 

0% 
0%

Performance 
Measure 

 NCIC: 
 System availability 
 Downtime in minutes 

99.7% 
1,440

99.8% 
1,028

99.7% 
1,440

-- 
--

9.
1,

7% 
440

9

Performance 
Measure 

 NICS: 
% of NICS checks with an Immediate 
Determination 

90.0% 91.9% 90.0% -- 0.9 0%



 

 

 
TYPE/ 

S
PERFORMANCE FY 2009 FY 2009 2010 Enacted 

Current Services 
Adjustments & 

FY2011 Program 
Change 

FY 2011 Request 
TRATEGIC 

OBJECTIVE 

P
2,668 30 2,698

erformance 
Measure 

Student-weeks of Instruction at the 
Hazardous Devices School (HDS) 2,668 2,437

Data Definition, Validation, Verification, and Limitations:  

 IAFIS Resp  from in-house developed software code residing on the Electronic Fingerprint Transaction Standa int Conversion (EFCON) 
System.  time stamps all incoming and out-going transactions and produces a report that calculates trans s.  The developed code for 
this requirement was rigorously tested through System Integration and T rior to being pu ations.  The in ced by EF d using
(TS), a contractor developed statistical capture program that runs on the Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification Sy ed ported into a spreadsheet 
to calculate the average response time and percentage for electronic criminal and electronic civil responses.  CJIS Division staff review this informa e.  

 red similarly to the IAFIS Response Ti n that they are  automatically ped code.  This s developed a
ontractor during the development of the NCIC 2000 syst loped code f ment was als ted through S tion and Te

ations. The information produced in the NCIC on staff prior
  Management Center (SM ) logs.  System Ava  is based on the time that a system is out of service until it is returned to 

vision staff input the information into spreadsheets that calculate percent averages.  The algorithms used within the spreadsheets were validated 
ilability figures are tracked closely on a weekly  Systems Managers and the Section Chief in charge of the operations and 

ance of the CJIS Division's systems. 
 HDS data are maintained in central files and databases located at the .  Th ogram nistrato ews and oves acc shment or disse ion. 
† esting estimates for these data.  Actual epor rent wor load only ing the Bud m  

onse Times are captured automatically
The software that captures this information,

rd (EFTS) Fingerpr
action response time

CON was validate
from EFCON is im

tion prior to releas

est (SIT) p t into oper formation produ
stem.  The data collect

 Transaction Status 

 NCIC Transaction Volumes are captu me statistics i  also capture  from develo program wa s a 
requirement by a c
prior to being put into oper

em.  The deve
reports is also validated by

or this require
 CJIS Divisi

o rigorously tes
 to release. 

ystem Integra st (SIT) 

 System Availability data are collected manually from System
service as recorded by SMC personnel.  CJIS Di

C ilability

prior to being used by in-house personnel.  The System Ava
mainten

basis by

 HDS
 data will be r

e HDS Pr
ted as cur

 Admi
k

r revi
 dur

 appr
get Sub

all statistical 
ission to the C

ompli
ongress.

data f minat
  DOJ is no longer requ
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FY 2003 FY 2004 FY 2005 FY 2006 FY 2007 FY 2008 FY 2009 FY 2010 FY 2011 

Performance Report an Targets 

Actual  Actual  Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Target 

d Performance Plan 

Target 

Efficiency 
Measures 

IAFIS: 
% of electronically submitted finger
identification requests:  

print 

 
Criminal: 
 General checks completed w/in 2 hours 
 DHS checks completed w/in 72 hours 
 
Civil:  
 General checks completed w/in 24 hours 

91.6% 
N/A 

 
 
 

97.5% 

94.8% 
N/A 

 
 
 

99.2% 

96.5% 
N/A 

 
 
 

99.2% 

97% 
N/A 

 
 
 

98% 

98.0% 
N/A 

 
 
 

98.8% 

97.9% 
N/A 

 
 
 

98.5% 

95.0% 
95.0% 

 
 
 

99.0% 

98.21% 
99.99% 

 
 
 

98.78% 

95.0% 
95.0% 

 
 
 

99.0% 

9

 DOS checks completed w/in 15 minutes  N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 97.0% 99.74% 97.0% 

 

 
 

 
95.0% 

5.0% 
 
 
 

99.0% 
97.0% 

Pe

Determination 

rformance 
Measure 

 NICS: 
% of NICS checks with an Immediate 91.23% 91.85% 91.45% 91.46% 91.63% 91.66% 90% 91.9% 90% 90% 

Performance 
 NCIC: 

Measure  System availability 99.7% 99.7% 99.7% 99.8% 99.8% 99.8% 99.7% 
440 

99.8% 
1,028 

99.7%
1,440 

 99.7% 
1,440  Downtime in minutes 1,788 1,606 1,602 1,277 1,267 1,138 1,

Performance 
Measure 

Student-weeks of Instruction at the Hazardous 
Devices School (HDS) 

2,245 2,304 2,593 2,614 2,159 2,605 2,668 2,437 2,668 2,668 



 

2.
 

 Per mance, urc n trateg

The Criminal Justice Services decision unit contributes to the Department of Justice’s 
rate Goal 2, “Prevent Crim nforc e  Laws, and Represent the Rights and 
tere of the Am an People.”  Within this goal, the resources specifically support 

Strategic Objective 2.1, “Strengthen partnerships for safer communities and enhance the 
Nation’s c ent, so  and c l crime.”  This decision unit ties directly to 
the FBI’s ninth priority: S r deral,  al, and international partners. 

easu changes is r nce report are proposed as a result of an internal 
review of the FBI’s perfor e measure r nt to an initiative coordinated by 
DOJ’s Performance Improvement Officer (PIO) Panel in Spring, 2009. 

 Per mance P  and ep for O

tegrated Autom in entifi n stem

for Reso es, a d S ies 

St
In

gic 
sts 

e, E e Fed ral
eric

apacity to prev lve,
t fe

on
sta

tro
te,uppo loc

 
M re for th pe

m
rfo
anc

ma
s, pu sua

 
a.
 

for lan  R ort utcomes 

In ated Fingerpr t Id catio  Sy  

ngerprint Identification, which includes the processing of fingerprint submissions and 
iminal history re e a respo l of the FBI since 1924.  With an ever-
crea g deman  fin i ervice  I set out to automate its fingerprint 
entif tion operations, and on ly 28, 1999, it launched the Integrated Automated 

Fingerprint Identif ception, the IAFIS has 
amatically improved the processing of issions, reducing typical 
spon times for electronic cri al and civil submissions to two hours and twenty-four 

hours, respectively.  Today, the CJIS Divisi  a rages 140,000 fingerprints submissions 
ily.

The FBI’s Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division in Clarksburg, West 
rgin manages AF T IAFIS nal fingerprint and criminal history 
stem he IAFI rovid ut ated fingerpri es, latent searching 

capability, electronic image storage, and electronic exchange of fingerprints and 
responses, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.  
 
The project mana n t o ices Section (BSS) of CJIS are transitioning 
to vised rform  m   the IAFIS system.  These revised metrics would 
c entra n tar g m p essing time erform identifications, rather than the 
percentage of identifications meeting their goal for turnaround time.  The proposed 
c ges to rep g o ance ould allow for the BSS to project 
m able m s a tem  tion s change.  Future budget reports will 
u hese o t per a f thi t
 
Performance Measure: S tage of criminal electronic 
fi rprint identification checks submitted by the Department of Homeland Security 
c pleted within 72 hours 
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FY 2009 Target:  95% 

 
Discussion:   
In December 2007, the Department 
of Homeland Security (DHS) and the 
FBI agreed that criminal fingerprint 
submissions from ports of entry 

FY 2009 Actual:  99.99% 

would be processed within 72 hours.  

FY 2010 Target: 95% 

 

erformance Measure:   NEW MEASURE:  

Discussion:   
In November 2007, the Department 

 

Presently, these account for 36.23% 
of the daily criminal workload. 
 

FY 2011 Target: 95% 

 
P
Percentage of civil electronic fingerprint 
identification checks submitted by the 
Department of State completed within 15 
minutes. 
 

FY 2009 Target:  97% 
FY 2009 Actual:  99.74% 
 

of State and the FBI agreed that civil 
submissions from consulates would 
be processed within 15 minutes.  
Presently, these account for 6.03% 
of the daily civil workload. 

FY 2010 Target: 97% 
FY 2011 Target: 97% 
 

 
Hazardous Devices School 
 
Two key elements of domestic preparedness are exp

(U) % of criminal electronic fingerprint 
identification checks submitted by DHS 

completed w/in 72 hours
99.99% 95% 95%

ertise in hazardous devices and 
mergency response capabilities to address threats such as weapons of mass destruction 

l law 
 

identify, render safe, and dispose of improvised hazardous 
evices, including those containing explosives, incendiary materials, and materials 

classified as WMD. 

e
(WMD).  The HDS is the only formal domestic training school for state and loca
enforcement to learn safe and effective bomb disposal operations.  The HDS prepares
bomb technicians to locate, 
d

99.74% 97% 97% 97%

0%

20%

80%

40%

60%

100%

FY09 FY10 FY11

(U) % of civil electronic fingerprint
identification checks submitted b

completed w/in 15 minutes

 
y DOS 

Actual Target

95%

40%

60%

80%

100%

0%

20%

FY09 FY10 FY11

Actual Target
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Performance Measure:  State a
Local Bomb Technicians Trained (
student-weeks) at the Hazardous 
Devices School (HDS) 

 
FY 2009 Target:   2,668 
FY 2009 Actual:   2,437 
 
Discussion:   
HDS reports that the amount of 
training for FY 2009 was 
sl
This result is due to the
of a pilot program that w
d

nd 
# of 

ightly lower than expected.  
 delay 

ill be 
elayed until FY 2010. 

hrough its Laboratory Division, the FBI strives to provide timely, high-quality forensic 
science ons, reports, testimony, and support to law enforcement 
partner ment) to its customers consistent with the FBI’s 
priorities.  As the presence of terrorist cases persists, the Laboratory Division’s workload 
increas erms of the examination of the volume of evidence, but in the 
administrative aspects associated with the volume of physical evidence.  The FBI Federal 
Convic anded to comply with the DNA Fingerprint 
Act of 2005, which requires persons arrested, charged with or convicted of any federal 
felony to be included in the National DNA Index System (NDIS).  In addition, NDIS 
include latives of missing persons and known 
referen hildren.   
 
The FB rmation Services Division (CJIS) provides law 
enforce tion and information services with timely and critical 
information that matches individuals with their criminal history records, criminal activity 

.g., stolen property, gang or terrorist affiliation, fugitive status, etc.), and latent 
ormation used for employment, licensing, or gun purchase 

onsideration.  To meet future demand, such as civil fingerprint-based background 
ase 

st 
dards:  the Attorney General’s mandate of an Immediate 

 
FY 2010 Target:  2,668 
FY 2011 Target:  2,668 
 

b. Strategies to Accomplish Outcomes 
 
T

 services (i.e., examinati
s across all levels of govern

2,245 2,304

2,593 2,614

2,159

2,605
2,668

2,437
2,668 2,668

0

500

1,000

1,500

es not only in t

ted Offender Program (FCOP) was exp

s an index for DNA profiles from re
ce DNA profiles of missing c

I’s Criminal Justice Info
ment and civil identifica

(e
fingerprints, and provides inf
c
checks for employment, licensing, and border entry, CJIS needs to significantly incre
its systems capacity.  Automation and computer technology inherently require constant 
upgrading and enhancement if such systems are to remain viable and flexible to 
accommodate changing customer requirements.   
 
CJIS’ National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) is tracked again
two performance stan

2,

3

000

2,500

,000

FY03 FY05 FY07 FY09 FY11

(U) State and Local Bomb Technicians Trained 
(Student-Weeks)

Target Actual 
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nd the Brady Act’s three business day deadline for a 
mes increase, the NICS program risks missing its 

pliance with the federal statutory deadline.  Personnel 
 support of the NICS program ensure that it is able to meet both 

perform nce goals. 
 
The FB (HDS) provides state-of-the-art technical intelligence 
to state, local, and federal first responders in five separate courses regarding the criminal 
and terrorist use of improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and the tactics, techniques, and 
procedures to render these hazardous devices safe. As the U.S. Government's only 
civilian ility, HDS provides training on emerging threats 
targeting the United States and its interests.  This training includes countermeasures 
targetin ne IED's, stand-off weapons, WMD devices, and 
radio-c  demand for the training of first responders, HDS 
needs to add additional courses and increase student capacity to significantly impact the 
preparedness of our first-responder public safety bomb squads throughout the country.  
HDS is e priority of terrorism prevention.

Determination Rate (IDR) of 90%, a
final determination.  As transaction volu
IDR target in order to ensure com
budget enhancements in

a

I Hazardous Devices School 

 bomb disposal training fac

g suicide bombers, vehicle bor
ontrolled IED's.  To meet future

 meeting the FBI's number on



 

Item Name: Computer Intrusions 
 
Budget Decision Unit(s):  All 
Strategic Goal(s) & Objective(s):  1.1 
FBI SMS Objective: A-01, A-02, P-03, P-04, P-05, P-06                                                       

rganizational Program: Cyber, Counterintelligence, Intelligence, and O
Security  

End-State Capability: Domain & Operations, Leveraging Technology, 
Partnerships, Surveillance, Workforce 

 
Program Increase:  Positions 163 Agt 63 FTE 81 Dollars $45,926,000 ($14,737,000 non-
personnel) 
 
Description of Item 
The FBI requests 163 positions (63 Agents, 46 Intelligence Analysts (IAs)) and 
$45,926,000 ($14,737,000 non-personnel) to increase investigatory capability and protec
critical technology network infrastructure from malicious cyber intrusio

t 
ns.    

 
Justification 
Threat Summary 
Attacks against the information infrastructure of the U.S. are a grave threat to the national 
and economic security of the U.S.  All critical infrastructures are dependent on reliable 
access to the Internet.  Terrorist groups, hostile foreign intelligence services, and 
transnational criminal organizations target computer networks to steal classified, 
proprietary, and sensitive information, manipulate critical data, and perpetrate fraud.  
According to one authoritative estimate, companies worldwide lost more than $1 trillion 
last year through data theft and cybercrime.2 
 
Over the past 15 years, the global online community has grown from a few million users 
to nearly a quarter of the world’s population.  All critical infrastructure sectors to include 
water, health, energy, finance, defense, information technology, communications, 
chemical, transportation, and emergency services conduct significant activities over 
systems which reside upon, or can be accessed via the Internet.  The communication of 
vital and sensitive economic, political and private information is sent over the Internet, 
the disruption of which could have catastrophic results around the world. 
 
China 
According to the Department of Defense,3 China is in the midst of what it terms the 
“revolution in military affairs with PLA characteristics.”  This long-term, comprehensive 
transformation is intended to enable China to engage in “local wars under informatized 
conditions.”  In the near term, China seeks the ability to project power across the Taiwan 

                                                 
2McAfee, Unsecured Economies: Protecting Vital Information, 2009 

3DoD, Annual Report to Congress:  Military Power of the People’s Republic of China 2008 
http://www.defenselink.mil/pubs/pdfs/China-Military-Report-08.pdf 
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Straits.  In support of this effort, China aggressively collects classified, proprietary, and 
nsitive data from national laboratories, U.S. government agencies, contractors, and 

emic institutions.  Among the key technologies China seeks to 
nd, Control, Communications, Computers, 

nce, and Reconn
o 

establish “electromagnetic dominance” on the battlefield.  Toward that end, the PLA is 

Operations (CNO), including Network PLA has 
elded information warfare units which, among other things, developed viruses for 

 
hich incorporated offensive CNO; PLA information warfare units practiced 

onducting cyber first strikes against notional enemy networks. 

d 
dividual computers to support a wide range of fraud schemes.  These groups create 

ous networks of hijacked victim computers, which they rent to criminals 
ial of service attacks or spam propagation, which support a wide 

 from a 
e 

 
 

, hackers continuously reset account limits 
n these 45 accounts while cashers in 28 countries withdrew money from ATMs.  This 

xity.  
c 

te sector, 
ontinue to mount, more and more firms enter the information assurance, incident 

e, and forensic analysis industry with a concomitant rise in preventative 
ave 

and analysis, those techniques have become obsolete.  

r intelligence action alone.  
ent.  

estic 

se
other commercial and acad
acquire are state-of-the-art Comma
Intelligence, Surveilla aissance (C4ISR), space systems, advanced 
nuclear and undersea weapons, and cruise missiles.  Most significantly, China seeks t

expanding and improving its capability to conduct all forms of Computer Network 
Exploitation and Network Attack.  The 

fi
preemptive attacks against enemy networks.  In 2005, the PLA conducted its first military
exercises w
c
 
Russia 
Russian Organized Cyber Crime is the third greatest presently identified threat.  Groups 
centered in Russia and other eastern European countries penetrate networks an
in
botnets, enorm
for distributed den
arrange of scams, including identity theft and credit card fraud.  One group in St. 
Petersburg is known to have hacked into 13 banks from which they stole hundreds of 
millions of dollars.  In one day last November, this group stole almost $10 million
debit card processor.  For several weeks prior to the attack, the group resided on th
victim’s computer network, which enabled it to collect account numbers for 45 payroll
debit cards.  In addition, the hackers overcame the victim’s encryption to collect the PINs
for these debit cards.  On the day of the attack
o
group currently plans to target a stock exchange. 
 
Technology Advances 
The overall threat to U.S. networks will continue to grow in size, impact, and comple
Computer intrusions are a low-cost, low-risk vehicle for conducting espionage, economi
espionage, and fraud.  Currently, an arms race is underway between hackers and the 
information assurance community.  As losses to victims, particularly in the priva
c
respons
innovation measures.  However, the hackers – particularly state-sponsored actors – h
proven extremely nimble and quickly overcome new countermeasures.  In this 
environment, the U.S. Government simply cannot keep up with the state-of-the-art.  By 
the time government can certify and implement new procedures for evidence collection 

 
The cyber issue cannot be addressed by law enforcement o
This effort will require the coordination of many sectors of the U.S. Governm
However, those pieces of the problem which fall within the FBI’s competency – dom
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counterintelligence and law enforcement – are daunting and will require greater inputs of
personnel and non-personnel resources to address. 
 
Role of the FBI 
Law enforcement plays an important role in addressing this threat.  Cyber threats 
transcend international borders, leveraging domestic systems as unwilling accomplices i
attacks against U.S. critical infrastructures and cyber assets.  In several cases, threat 
actors also reside and operate from within our borders.  As with the Global War on 
Terror, our efforts to thwart the cyber domain problem are not limited to our intelligence
capabilities abroad, but depend heavily on our ability to lawfully track, understand, a
mitigate these threats domestically. 
 
Law enforcement is focused on the identification, pursuit, and m

 

n 

 
nd 

itigation of threat 
rganizations and threat actors themselves.  Unlike many other cyber-oriented initiatives 

e federal government that focus on building more secure computer systems and 

f our 
it 

e to 

nforcement as an enabling element was recognized in the 

 
erous 

G as capable and effective 
lements in developing a national cyber strategy.  The recently released Center for 

hole.   

o
within th
developing our ability to actively block cyber attacks as they occur, the FBI focuses on 
the pursuit of the persons behind cyber attacks. 
 
Historically, no matter how secure the system, criminals and nation-state adversaries 
have discovered ways to undermine it.  To expect security design alone to prevail 
assumes that construction of an invincible system is possible.  Given the realities o
performance in this area, we must not only strive for better systems, but also the pursu
of those that would seek to do harm to them.  Law enforcement plays an important role in 
cyber threat deterrence by assigning the consequences of attribution and legal recours
threat actors, thereby raising the risk to anyone perpetuating cyber attacks.  Even in the 
national security domain, this deterrence can have a powerful affect as it forms the basis 
for action under national political doctrine and international treaty, both of which are 
strong motivators in our efforts to create safety for our critical infrastructures and 
valuable cyber assets. 
 
The importance of law e
Comprehensive National Cyber Security Initiative established by the previous 
administration under the Homeland Security Presidential Directive 23/National Security 
Presidential Directive 54.  Under this directive, the FBI was also identified as the 
executive agent for the National Cyber Investigative Joint Task Force (NCIJTF).  The 
NCIJTF has been instrumental in bringing a threat-centric approach to response and
proactive mitigation within the IC, having already contributed to identifying num
threat actors, attributing several computer intrusion activities, and working proactively 
with targeted victims to reduce or eliminate losses. 
 
These demonstrated successes have not gone unnoticed.  The FBI and NCIJTF are 
routinely highlighted by others in all branches of the US
e
Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) Report on Cybersecurity for the 44th 
Presidency emphasizes the role of the FBI, the NCIJTF, and law enforcement as a w
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The President’s 60-day cyber study entitled “Cyberspace Policy Review,” released May 
2009, also highlights a number of activities across the U.S. Government that demonstrate 

rogress towards improving and managing the nation’s cybersecurity.  With the 
nger of cyber threats well established, the report calls for increased 

k of 

and 
.S. 

so recognized the significant operational progress of 
e FBI-led NCIJTF, with the NCIJTF established as an example of successful multi-

d to 

BI Cyber Strategy 
c 

ams 

e 

ture and Method 
This pillar focuses on understanding the mechanics behind current intrusion 

e 

 

 

sary to 

member agencies abroad. 

p
prevalence and da
engagement of counterintelligence and law enforcement on a well established trac
achieving desirable outcomes that identify, mitigate, and disrupt cyber threats 
domestically.  As has been shown, this domestic capacity is critical to understanding 
managing the global cyber threat, as well as ensuring the effective management of U
cyber defenses.  As an added challenge, domestic management of this threat must 
carefully balance the privacy and civil liberties of U.S. citizens and corporations falling 
victim to these threats.  The report al
th
agency collaboration on cyber threat investigations.  To this end, the FBI is expecte
lead the development and furtherance of these law-enforcement missions, with the aim to 
get ahead of these dangerous cyber adversaries. 
 
 
F
The FBI’s strategy to address the cyber domain problem is built around a threat-centri
approach.  This strategy consists of interdivisional and interagency investigative te
focused on collections of related intrusions or activity known to be originating from a 
given threat country or threat organization.  Each of these threat focus teams (Threat 
Focus Cells or TFCs) are guided by five structural pillars of investigation maturity and 
development.  Addressing each of these pillars is needed to reach mission goals to 
identify, pursue and mitigate cyber threats.  These pillars build incrementally towards th
goal of proactive mitigation, establishing competencies in capabilities that are needed 
along the way.  The pillars include: 

 
Pillar I – Struc

activity, establishing lawful surveillance, identifying current victims, and 
notifying them of intrusions (where such notification does not undermin
investigative or national security goals, pursuant to Title I of the Justice For All 
Act of 2004). 
 
Pillar II – Victim Evaluation 
This pillar focuses on understanding why a victim might have been targeted, 
assessing the damage done by the attackers, and evaluating the level of 
sophistication of threat actors. 

Pillar III – Subject Targeting 
This pillar focuses on identifying threat actors and related persons, selecting
which of these human subjects will provide value to the investigation, and 
developing Confidential Human Source (CHS) targeting packages neces
direct human source development by FBI Field Agents domestically or other IC 
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Pillar IV – Consumer Identification 
As all national-security and organized crime computer intrusions are moti
some adversary seeking specific gains, this pillar focuses on understanding the
motivations, goals, and requirements of the ultimate consumer.  This pillar seek
to understand the threat organization. 
 
Pillar V – Operation Development 
With consumers and their motivations identified, operations that directly m
or neutralize threat organizations can be designed.  Mitigations may include 
operations that deny an adversary the gains of their conquest, or deceive the 
adversary by introducing misinformation that limits the adversary’s effectiven
or forces the adversary to question the value of the gains they may have made.  
Additional tools within this pillar also include covert and undercover operations 
intended to penetrate and undermine threa

vated by 
 
s 

itigate 

ess 

t organizations. 
 

his pillar approach is threat adversary-centric, not technology-centric.  Similar strategies 
e, terrorist, and nation-state threats outside of the cyber domain.  

 

in 
ram 

 
 non-personnel) 

 
Within  scale our historical investigative methods and 
approac tion 
of mali  great 
success d 
remova o 
this day  other adversaries are now compromising individual computers by 
the tens f thousands, limiting the feasibility of these methods.  Similarly, whereas lawful 
intercep the actions of a subject, the increased proliferation 
of socia  the 
Interne ects.  The 
explosi r even simple end-user actions, and the increasing 
use of strong encryption and the boundless resources required to defeat it are also 
bringin current methods. 
 
To ove igm to 
incorpo
leverag t 
migrate from reactively responding to intrusions that occur to proactively tracking and 

T
apply to organized crim
Managing cyber threats in this model is a continual and iterative process – although each
pillar builds on the previous, the FBI cannot stop activity in one pillar when an 
investigation matures to the next.  This necessitates that the FBI invest to address gaps 
all of these capabilities.  This model forms the basis for the Computer Intrusions Prog
(CIP) enhancement submission. 
 
 Justification for Program Increases 
I.) Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative – 163 positions (63 Agents, 46
IAs) and $45,926,000 ($14,737,000

 the cyber domain, it is unrealistic to
hes to the extensive incorporation of technology into society and the prolifera

cious cyber activity.  In the cyber domain of yesterday, the FBI established
 in forensically extracting evidence of criminal activity from hard drives an
ble media.  Although the FBI maintains an impressive capability in this method t
, criminals and
 o
t may be useful today to watch 
l networks, mobile devices, and the ubiquitous and often anonymous access to

t is challenging our ability to sustain comprehensive surveillance of susp
ve volumes of data generated fo

g an end to the usefulness of our 

rcome these limitations, the FBI must operate differently, changing its parad
rate agile use of the lawful means at its disposal, while more efficiently 
ing current methods where they still apply.  In operating with agility, the FBI mus
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mitigating domestic national security threats and criminal enterprises.  The CIP has 
forecas es that support the five pillars above.  
These g
gaps ar
 

1. s 
2. yber Intelligence Analysis 
3. ance Investigatory and Intelligence 

4. 
 
1.) Cyb

t a number of gaps in the core capabiliti
aps impact the FBI’s ability to achieve these goals.  Four areas to address these 

e presented below: 

Cyber Threat Investigative Capabilitie
C
Science and Technology Tools to Enh
Collection Capabilities 
Information Assurance 

er Threat Investigative Capabilities – 102 Positions (63 Agents) and $22,418,000 
($228,000 non-personnel) 

 Cyber and Counterintelligence Investigative Capacity 
 
Expand
The FBI requests 63 Field Agents to expand cyber and counterintelligence investigatory 

.) Cyber Intelligence Analysis – 61 Positions (46 IAs) and $8,999,000 (all personnel)

capabilities.  Although computer intrusion activity domestically is greatest in high-tech 
regions, the borderless nature of cyberspace means that intrusions can occur anywhere.  
To this end, the CIP must provide a minimum capacity in every field office, while 
providing additional support to field offices with disproportionate workloads.  
Nonpersonnel funding of $228,000 is requested to provide Cyber equipment to outfit the 
requested Field Agents. 
 
2  
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3.) Science and Technology Tools to Enhance Investigatory and Intelligence Collection 
Capabilities – $11,009,000 (all non-personnel) 
 NCIJTF Analytic Platform (Lighthouse) – $11,009,000 (all non-personnel) 
Fully provisioned, this enhancement provides the NCIJTF with a capability that enhances 
nalytic capability, facilitates inter-agency collaboration, and enables the FBI to operate 

pro  this enhancement, the Lighthouse 
pro plore the concepts behind an FBI-wide cyber-
ana c
 
4.) I Transfer) - $3,500,000 (all non-personnel)

a
actively against the threat.  Furthermore, with
ject will serve as a prototype to ex
lyti  capability.   

Information Assurance (ODN  
 
Impact on Performance (Relationship of Increase to Strategic Goals) 
Please refer to the classified addendum for additional information on this request. 
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Funding 
Base Funding 

 

 
Personnel Increase Cost Summary 

Item Name Type of Position per Position 
($000) 

Positions 
Requested 

FY 2011 
Request ($000) 

Modular Cost Number of 
FY 2012  

Net Annualization 
(change from 2011) 

($000) 
Investi
Requir

$154 
gative 
ements 

Clerical $91 22 $2,002 

Investigative 
Requirements 

Information Technology 146 2 292 160 

Investigative 
Requirements 

Investigative 121 15 1,815 465 

Investigative 
Requirements 

Special Agent, Field 287 63 18,081 (3,024) 

Intelligence 
Collection 

Clerical 91 14 1,274 98 

Intelligence 
Collection 

Information Technology 146 1 146 80 

Intelligence 
Collection 

Intelligence Analyst, 
Field 

165 35 5,775 2,030 

Intelligence 
Collection 

Intelligence Analyst, HQ 164 11 1,804 616 

 Total Personnel  163 $31,189 $579 
 
 
 Non-Personnel Increase Cost Summary 
 

Non-Personnel Item Unit Cost Quantity 
FY 2011 Request 

($000) 

FY 2012 Net 
Annualization 

(Change from 2011) 
($000) 

Cyber Field Agent 
Equipment 

n/a n/a $228 $... 

NCIJTF Analytic 
Platform 

n/a n/a 11,009 … 

Information 
Assurance 

n/a n/a 3,500 … 

Total Non-Personnel   $14,737 $… 
 
 
 Total Request for this Item 
 

 
 

Pos 
 

Agt 
 

FTE 
Personnel 

($000) 
Non-Personnel 

($000) 
Total 

($000) 

FY 2012 Net 
Annualization 

(Change from 2011) 
($000) 

Current Services 560 175 560 $92,929 $42,899 $135,828 $… 

FY 2009 Enacted FY 2010 President’s Budget FY 2011 Current Services 

P ) os Agt FTE ($000) Pos Agt FTE ($000) Pos Agt FTE ($000

3 828 00 68 195 $74,648 560 175 430 $135,828 560 175 560 $135,
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Increases 163 63 82 14,737 45,926 579 31,189 
Gra 723 238 642 $124,11  $57,636 $181,754 $579 nd Total 8
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Item Name: W ollar Chite C rime 
 
Budget Decision Unit(s):  Criminal Enterprises and Federal Crimes 
Strategic Goal(s) & Objective(s): 1.2, 2.1, 2.5        
FBI SMS Objective(s):  A-02, A-24, P-03, P-05                                                                        
Organizational Program: Criminal Investigative  
End-State Capability: Domain & Operations   
 
Program Increase:  Positions 367  Agt 143  FTE  289  Dollars $75,265,000 ($897,000 
non-personnel) 
 
Description of Item 
The FBI requests 367 positions (143 Agents and 39 Intelligence Analysts (IAs)) and 
$75,265,000 ($897,000 non-personnel) to address the White Collar Crime (WCC) threat4.  
The requested resources support the Financial Crime and Government Fraud Initiatives. 
 
Justification 
Threat Summary 
The housing and financial system collapse revealed a myriad of mortgage, corporate, and 
securities and commodities fraud schemes costing Americans and world financial 
markets trillions of dollars.  Governments have responded with various multibillion dollar 
assistance/bailout programs that will lead to an increase in both expected fraud, such as 
government fraud, and unanticipated fraud schemes.  The current resource level of the 
FBI’s White Collar Crime program is inadequate to address gaps in current and 
anticipated fraud workload in the following areas: 
 

 Mortgage and sub-prime industry related fraud 
 Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 (EESA) Troubled Asset Relief 

Program (TARP) criminal abuse and fraud 
 Housing and Economic Recovery Act (HERA) fraud 
 Corporate Fraud 
 Securities and commodities fraud (including Ponzi schemes and high yield 

investment fraud) 
 Block grant abuse and fraud against the United States Government 

 
Mortgage and Sub-Prime Industry Related Fraud 
Mortgage fraud continues to absorb considerable FBI resources and has not yet begun to 
abate.  At the start of FY 2010, over 68 percent of the FBI’s 2,944 mortgage fraud cases 
involved losses exceeding $1 million.  FBI intelligence, industry sources such as the 
Mortgage Asset Research Institute (MARI), and recent reports by the Special Inspector 
General of the Troubled Asset Relief Program (SIGTARP) predict an increase in 
foreclosures, financial institutions/firms failure, regulatory agency/independent auditor 
fraud referrals, and governmental housing relief fraud.  In particular, the increases in 

                                                 
4 This includes resources required to make permanent the FY 2010 Financial Crime Supplemental, which 
includes 211 positions (81 Agents, 3 IA) and $44,765,000 ($113,000 non-personnel). 
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foreclosures are creating new opportunities for criminals as they defraud homeowners 
esperate to forestall the loss of their home.  At the start of FY 2010, the Federal Deposit 

346 
nt.  The FBI anticipates that 

ill require crim
fraudulent lo ting practices.  

ESA/TARP Related Fraud 
e 

d States Government originally planned to purchase large amounts of 
quid, risky mortgage backed securities from financial institutions through the TARP, 

 to involve a minimum of $700 billion in additional commitments.  

ccounting oversight and due diligence to the United States Government, and the level of 
dress possible fraud is insufficient according to the SIGTARP5.  As the 

sury Department and other government programs continue to develop, 

ent of 
illion for pre-foreclosure counseling 

nd legal services for distressed homeowners.  The FBI and the U.S. Department of 
Housin ector General (OIG) anticipate 
the nee
result of t sured mortgages and subsidies, 
includi s; fraudulent appraisals 
designed to cover up original lender losses; fraud by third party facilitators; fraudulent 
"windfa al 
services b
 

orporate Fraud 
e FBI involve accounting schemes 

 
 

 

 

d
Insurance Corporation (FDIC) had also identified 552 financial institutions with $
billion in assets as having the potential to become insolve
some of these failures w inal investigations into the companies’ 
investments derived from ans and deceptive accoun
 
E
The FBI further anticipates new opportunities for fraud through the EESA.   Through th
EESA, the Unite
li
which was estimated
However, the program evolved into 12 interconnected programs involving USG and 
private funds with potential expenditures of up to nearly $3 trillion, roughly the size of 
the entire federal budget for FY 2008.  The plan has directly shifted the burden of 
a
controls to ad
United States Trea
the possibility of corporate fraud and fraud against the government increases. 
 
HERA Related Fraud 
The FBI also foresees an increase in fraud related to HERA.  HERA authorizes the 
Federal Housing Administration (FHA) to insure up to $300 billion in mortgage loans, 
appropriates almost $4 billion to states and local governments for the redevelopm
abandoned and foreclosed homes, and allots $180 m
a

g and Urban Development’s (HUD) Office of Insp
d to investigate mortgage fraud and fraud against the government schemes as a 

he substantial increase in volume of FHA in
ng fraud by homeowners seeking to qualify for FHA loan

ll" schemes; and fraud, waste or abuse by third parties in the counseling or leg
usiness.   

C
The majority of corporate fraud cases pursued by th
designed to deceive investors, auditors, and analysts about the true financial condition of 
a corporation. Through the manipulation of financial data, the share price of a corporation
remains artificially inflated based on fictitious performance indicators provided to the
investing public.  In addition to significant financial losses to investors, corporate fraud 
has the potential to cause immeasurable damage to the United States economy and
investor confidence.  Industry survey results reported in Financial Week indicate an 
estimated loss of $8.2 million per company6 due to fraud.  

                                                 
5 “SIGTARP Quarterly Report to Congress”; 10/21/2009 
6 Financial Week, “Corporate Fraud Cost is Up 22% at Average Biz” by Beth Braverman; 09/14/08 
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Securities and Commodities Fraud 
Estimated losses due to securities and commodities fraud are measured in the tens of 
billions of dollars per year, and are associated with decreased market value of business
reduced or non-existent return on investments, and legal and investigative costs. The 
victims of securities and commodities frauds include individual investors, finan
institutions, public and private companies, government entities and retirement fu

es, 

cial 
nds.  To 

lustrate the scale of such fraud and its impact on the economy, the Bernard Madoff case 
ver $50 billion. 

 

atic 
 

mes 

ent 

s 

il
alone represented losses of o
 
The FBI anticipates an increase in the volume of fraud investigations pertaining to high
yield investment frauds, or “Ponzi schemes,” as a result of the dramatic decline in the 
financial markets.  High yield investment frauds survive by utilizing new investment 
money from new investors to pay returns to previous investors.  When there is a dram
market decline in the financial markets as seen in 2008, investors limit or stop investing
and often request pay-outs from their investment portfolio.  As a result, Ponzi sche
are exposed when the perpetrators do not have the funds available to pay the investors.  
The collapse of Ponzi schemes can have a dramatic impact on investors and financial 
markets.  As of August 2009, the FBI had already opened twice as many high yield 
investment fraud investigations than in all of FY 2007.  
 
Government Fraud 
Of new and growing concern to the FBI is the government fraud threat posed by rec
economic recovery-oriented legislation. The FBI anticipates a marked increase in 
government fraud matters, which include the theft of government money by private 
citizens and government employees as the funding trickles down to all levels to finally 
rest at the local and private industry level.  With appropriations for economic stimulu
and recovery programs potentially surpassing $3 trillion over the next three years, the 
FBI forecasts a sizeable threat to the integrity of government and loss of significant 
taxpayer dollars if not effectively addressed.   
 
Justification 
Financial Crime Investigations: 343 positions (143 Agents and 21 IA) and 
$71,497,000 ($645,000 non-personnel) 

9/2010 Supplemental Permanent – 211 positions (81 Agents, 3 IA) and 

 

crease in corporate fraud investigations as a result of the current 
ortgage market.  As Wall 

 
Making the FY 200
$44,765,000 ($113,000 non-personnel) 
The FBI requests that the 211 positions, and the requisite funding to support them, from 
the FY 2009/2010 Supplemental be made a permanent part of the FBI's base in order to 
sustain this capacity and meet the demands of the current and future financial crimes 
workload.   
 

Corporate Fraud Investigations – 79 positions (41 Agents and 9 IA) and $16,714,000
($468,000 non-personnel)  

The FBI anticipates an in
financial crisis partly caused by the collapse of the sub-prime m
Street firms are examined with additional scrutiny from regulators and independent 
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accountants, it is believed that further corporate malfeasance will come to light and the 

d 

number of corporate fraud investigations will increase.  As previously mentioned, 
Congress recently enacted EESA, HERA, and the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act of 2009 (ARRA) in an effort to return stability to the United States financial and 
housing markets.  It is anticipated that the new legislation will also result in increase
levels of fraud.   

The growth in caseloads is particularly disturbing in that fully addressing a typical 
corporate fraud case may require 18 months to 5 years to complete with a team of 5 to 10 
agents and the accompanying professional staff.  An ideal ratio of corporate fraud agents 
to pending cases would be nearly 1:1, with a maximum acceptable ratio of three cases per 
agent (3:1) assuming full support from analytical, accounting, and technical support 
positions. The ratio at the start of FY 2010 is approximately 5:1.  

 Corporate Fraud Workload

600 

700 

0 

100 

200 

300 

400 

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Fiscal Year

500 

Pending Cases

Special Agents

  

The FBI requests 41 new agents, which would permit the FBI to fully address an 

ous 
f using intelligence to drive investigations. At the start of FY 2010, only 4 

s were addressing corporate fraud across all field offices. The inability to generate 
or 

 anticipate new schemes, and prioritize investigations for 

estimated 123 additional corporate fraud cases each year.  To realize this impact, 
however, requires an increase in analytical and support resources to support the new 
agents.   
 
The FBI requests 9 IAs to support intelligence driven corporate fraud investigations. 
Through the expansion of the Directorate of Intelligence, the FBI has identified numer
advantages o
IA
tactical and strategic intelligence has crippled the FBI’s ability to properly identify maj
fraud risks and perpetrators,
maximum impact with limited resources.  The requested 9 IAs would bring the ratio of 
IAs per investigative agents to 1:12 from the 1:28 ratio at the start of FY 2010. 
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Market manipulation investigations are particularly complicated, requiring proactiv
sophisticated investigative techniques, including undercover operations and technical and 
human surveillance.  Addressing this threat is manpower and time intensive, and can not 
be accomplished with current resource levels.  
 
 

The FBI also requests $468,000 in additional case funding to employ effective 
techniques, including the use of confidential sources, technical and physical surveil
and undercover and sensitive operations to support White Collar Crime investigations.  
 
Securities and Commodities Fraud Investigations – 53 positions (21 Agents and 9 IA) 
and $10,018,000 

Securities and Commodities Fraud

0.00

500.00

1,000.00

1,500.00

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Special Agent TURK Pending Cases

lance, 

($64,000 non-personnel)   
 

e and 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The growth in caseload is especially alarming considering that a typical securities and 

mmodities fraud case may require over one year to address.  The ratio of open pending 
cases to agents at the end of FY 2009 was approximately 9:1 without accounting for any 

analytical and support resources in coordination with the 

ta 

 
e 

co

unaddressed work.    
 
The FBI requests an additional 21 Agents, which would allow the FBI to address an 
estimated 84 additional securities and commodities fraud cases each year.  However, this 

pact relies on the use of im
Special Agents to realize this rate of return.  
 
Given the large quantities of evidence and data collected during a single investigation, the 
FBI requests 6 Forensic Accountants to review, analyze, and prepare seized financial da
for investigation and the production of evidence. This enhancement would improve the 
FBI’s abilities to process cases faster, focus investigations on the pertinent individuals
and facts, and support successful prosecutions with appropriate sentences. More accurat
and thorough evaluation of financial evidence would also improve the United States 

overnment’s capability to identify assets used to facilitate the criminal activity and the G
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proceeds derived from that activity, and thereby improving the ability to provid
restitution to victims through the Asset Forfeiture program.              
                                                                                                                                    

e 

he FBI requests 9 IAs to generate tactical and strategic intelligence, identify major fraud 
m 

ly 5 IAs for all field offices were addressing 
e problem of securities and commodities fraud.   

overnment Fraud: 24 positions (18 IA) and $3,768,000 ($252,000 non-personnel) 

overnment Fraud Investigations – 24 positions (18 IA) and $3,768,000 ($252,000 non-
ersonnel)  

ith the recent appropriation and expenditure of billions of dollars in government 
ending, the FBI anticipates a marked increase in government fraud.  More specifically, 
rough the Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP), HUD will manage the 

istribution of $3.92 billion through community development block grants (CDBGs).  
ased on a study of foreclosed properties, all 50 states and an additional 258 
ommunities were chosen to receive CDBGs.  Every state will receive a minimum of 
19.6 million and every community chosen receives a minimum of $2.2 million.  The 
ajority of funding will be distributed from February 2009 to August 2010.  Because of 
e rapid implementation and large amount of funding associated with the NSP, it is 

nticipated that government fraud violations will occur before, during and after this 

   

undreds of billions of dollars will be distributed through the ARRA to states for a 
s 

sk. 
will not occur until FY 2010 and FY 2011. 

his request would permit the FBI to build the necessary analytical capacity to identify 

, 
 

 

T
risks and perpetrators, anticipate new schemes, and prioritize investigations for maximu
impact.   As of the beginning of FY 2010, on
th
 
The FBI requests $64,000 in additional case funding to employ effective investigative 
techniques, including confidential sources, technical and physical surveillance, and 
undercover and sensitive operations.  
 
 
 
G
 
G
p
 
W
sp
th
d
B
c
$
m
th
a
funding is distributed.  The FBI currently does not have the resource capacity to 
effectively address this emerging threat as resource limitations already dictate 
investigative priority, which currently results in under addressed government fraud cases.
 
H
variety of infrastructure and other programs. The scale and size of the taxpayer dollar
associated with this appropriation dwarf that of the NSP and the FBI cannot, without 
additional resources, address the anticipated fraud that puts these taxpayer funds at ri
Fortunately, the majority of the expenditures 
T
the most egregious fraud schemes and proactively address this threat.  
 
As small towns and rural areas receive hundreds of millions of dollars in federal funding
FBI Resident Agencies and Field Offices with previously manageable public corruption
case loads will find themselves faced with multiple large and complicated public 
corruption and government fraud cases that exceed available resources. To effectively
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target the FBI’s limited resources for maximum effect, additional intelligence cap
required. 

acity is 

ents and 1,075 convictions for fraud, 
eft, false claims, and corruption.   A GAO audit in 2006 claimed that 16%, or $1 

 of 
llars. The current economic recovery is larger and 

ore complex than the hurricane relief programs, affects more field offices, and is 
dministered through more federal, state and local offices and non-governmental 
rganizations. In example, the ARRA is five times larger than the Katrina Relief efforts.  

ith an extremely limited number of IAs addressing government fraud matters 

s resulting in limited opportunity to effectively identify major fraud risks, 
nticipate new schemes, and prioritize investigations for maximum impact. The addition 

tfall in 

 New 
 

ntelligence 

 
To understand the scope of possible fraud, the relief effort for areas affected by Hurricane 
Katrina reached approximately $149 billion by September 30, 2008.  Audits, inspections, 
reviews, and investigations by members of the law enforcement and Inspector General 
communities resulted in 1,348 arrests, 1,549 indictm
th
billion, of the total $6.2 billion Katrina Relief fund were associated with fraudulent or 
improper claims. Other GAO reports on Katrina relief revealed fraud rates from one
every ten dollars to one of every six do
m
a
o
 
W
throughout the field, the FBI’s ability to generate tactical and strategic intelligence is 
hindered, thu
a
of 18 IAs throughout the field would allow the FBI to address a portion of this shor
tactical and strategic intelligence by stationing IAs in Field Offices with responsibilities 
for communities that will receive high levels of federal funding, as well as in the
York and Washington Field Offices due to their unique jurisdictions.  Three IAs would
be based at FBI Headquarters to coordinate and facilitate a national strategic i
approach to the threat. 
 
To best utilize the requested personnel enhancements, the FBI requests $252,000 in case 
funding to employ effective investigative techniques such as confidential sources, 
technical and physical surveillance, and undercover and sensitive operations.  
 
Impact on Performance (Relationship of Increase to Strategic Goals) 
Without the additional resources requested, the FBI will not be able to address the 
growing WCC threat. The FBI is currently unable to address the increase in workload in 

n 

 an 

olve cases of 
gnificant losses to the US Government and its citizens.  Based on recent average 

orfeited 

 

top tier financial crimes and government fraud threats. Between the rapid increases i
corporate fraud, securities and commodities fraud, mortgage fraud, and the significant 
federal expenditures for economic recovery programs, the United States is exposed to
extensive range of criminal threats that the FBI cannot address without additional 
investigative and support resources.  
 
These resources would be applied to high impact investigations that inv
si
performance in these programs, the enhancements would potentially result in $1.2 billion 
in the first year alone in restitution orders, recoveries, and the forfeiture of assets, and 
$5.8 billion over the first three years.  These positive financial impacts would be f
without the requested resources. 
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Without the additional resources, hundreds of additional financial crime cases will go 
unaddressed or under-addressed due to the lack of resources.  These numbers would 
ompound over time as criminals defraud additional victims.  c

 
Without additional resources to address government fraud risk, potentially trillions of 
dollars in taxpayer dollars are at risk to fraud and abuse without the ability to fully 
safeguard those funds and bring those who would defraud the government to justice. 
 

 Funding 
 
Base Funding 
 

  FY 2009 Enacted FY 2010 President’s Budget FY 2011 Current Services 

Program* Pos Agt FTE ($000) Pos Agt FTE ($000) Pos Agt FTE ($000) 

White 
Collar 
Crime 

2,096 1,878 2,096 $341,569 2,239 1,928 2,168 $371,080 2,239 1,928 2,239 $378,400 

Total    2,096     1,878     2,096  $341,569   2,239   1,928    2,168 $371,080     2,239     1,928    2,239 $378,400 

 
*Note: 
1) WCC resource totals represent the entire WCC field Agent FSL, and Intelligence Analyst and Forensic Accountant TURK in the 
field supporting the WCC program.  Headquarters and administrative support are not included. 
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Personnel Increase Cost Summary 

Initiative Item 
Type of 
Position 

Modular 
Cost 

per Position 

Number 

Position

FY 2011 

($000) Requested 

of 
s 

Request 
($000) 

FY 2012 
Net Annualization 

(change from 2011) 
($000) 

Financial C  $126 rime 
Corporate Fraud 
Investigations 

Clerical     $91,000        18       $1,638  

Financial C
Investigations Technology 

      80 rime 
Corporate Fraud Information 

146,000   1   146  

Financial Crime 
Corporate Fraud 
Investigations 

Intelligence 
Analyst, Fie

65,000    9  1,485        522 
ld 

 1

Financial C
rate Fraud 
igations 

Investigative 
Support 

 121,000   10   1,210        310 rime 
Corpo
Invest

Financial C
Corporate Fraud 
Investigatio

Special Agent, 
ld 

  11,7 ) rime  287,000     41 67     (1,968
ns Fie

Financial C
Fin l Cr
Supplemental 

sit
n/a      280  rime 

ancia ime Po ion 
Upgrades 

 -    3, 714 

Financial C
Financial Crime 
Su n

r a 6  rime 
ppleme tal 

Cle ical n/   28   2,99                  1,232 

Financial C
Financial Crime Forensic 

n/a  50 8,200                  4,200 rime 
Supplemental Accountant 

Financial Crime 
Supplemental Technology 

n/a    4      920                     504 
Financial Crime Information 

Financial Crime 
Financial Crime 
Supplemental 

Intelligence 
Analyst, HQ 

n/a    3    633                     333 

Financial Crime 
Financial Crime 
Supplemental 

Investigative 
Support 

n/a  17   2,890                     884 

Financial Crime 
Financial Crime 
Supplemental 

Professional 
Staff 

n/a   28  4,592                  2,352 

Financial Crime 
Financial Crime 
Supplemental  

Special Agent, 
Field 

n/a         70  18,270                  8,260 

Financial Crime 
Financial Crime 
Supplemental 

Special Agents, 
HQ 

n/a         11  2,871                  $1,298 

Financial Crime 
Securities & 
Commodities Fraud 
Investigations 

Clerical  91,000     11   1,001       77 

Financial Crime 
Securities & 
Commodities Fraud 
Investigations 

Forensic 
Accountant 

 115,000   6  690        246 

Financial Crime 
Securities & 
Commodities Fraud 
Investigations 

Information 
Technology 

 146,000   1     146        80 

Financial Crime 
Securities & 
Commodities Fraud 
Investigations 

Intelligence 
Analyst, Field 

 165,000    9 1,485      522 

Financial Crime 
Securities & 
Commodities Fraud 
Investigations 

Investigative 
Support 

 121,000  5  605        155 

Financial Crime 
Securities & 
Commodities Fraud 
Investigations 

Special Agent, 
Field 

 287,000     21    6,027     (1,008) 
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Modular 

per on 

Number 

Positions 

FY 2011 
FY 2012 

Net ion Cost 
 Positi
($000) 

of 

Requested 

Initiative Item 
Type of 

Request 
($000) 

Annualizat
(change from 2011) 

($000) 
Position 

Government Fraud 
Government Fraud 

Clerical   546    42 
Investigations 

  182,000  6     

Government Fraud 
aud ce 

 
165,000   18    2,970      1,044 

Government Fr
Investigations 

Intelligen
Analyst, Field

  Total Personnel  3 $74, $2 67 368  0,005 

 
Non-Pers Cost onnel Increase Summary 
 

Initiative Non-Per
Unit 
Cost 

Quantity 
FY
Request 
($0

alizatio
( rom 2011) 

000) 

FY 20
Annu

12 Net 
n 

 2011 
sonnel Item 

Change f
($

00) 

Financial Crim
Fraud 
ons 

n/a 8 e 
Corporate 
Investigati

n/a $46 $ … 

Financial Crim
es & 

ies Fr
ations 

n/a 4 e Commodit
Investig

Securiti
n/a 6 … aud 

Financial Crim
f Fina
pleme

n/a 3 e 
Recurral o
Crime Sup

ncial 
ntal  

n/a 11  

Government F
ent Fra
ons 

n/a n/a 252 … raud 
Investigati
Governm ud 

 Total Non-Perso  7 nnel  $89 $ … 
 
Total Req emuest for this It  
 

Pos Ag  t FTE 
Personne

FY 2012 Net 
Annualization 

l Non-P nel erson Total 
(Change from 

($000) ($000) ($000) 
2011) 
($000) 

Current services 2,239 1,928 2,239 $285,422 $92,978 $378,400 $… 

Increases 367 143 289 74,368 897 75,265 20,005 

Total 2,606 2,071 2,528  $359,790  $,39,875  $   453,665   $20,005 
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Threat Name:  Operat ablional En ers 
 
Budget Decision Unit(s): llA   
Strategic Goal(s) & Objective(s): 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.6, 2.7 

S : All 
a acilities ics, In ation Technology, 

FBI SM  Objective(s)
Organiz tional Program:  F & Logist form

Intelligence, ry Laborato  
apability:  ain & Operations, Infrastructure, Leveraging 

Technology, Partnerships, Workforce 
End-State C Dom

 
rogram Increase:   Positions P 118 Agt 15 FTE 59  Dollars $25,121,000 ($6,000,000 

non-personnel) 
 

D n of Itescriptio em 
The FBI requests 118 positions (15 Agents and 69 Intelligenc lysts (IAs)) 

 ($ ersonnel) to ress 
requirements.  Funding and personnel will allow the FBI to build and maintain 

 Te nectivity, vide necessary analytical personnel and 
training for the intelligence transformation, and provide the necessary personnel to 

FBI ments.  se init es are req or the full 
y of ary to ai ersonn n addressing all threats facing the 

 
ustification

e Ana and 
$25,121,000 6,000,000 non-p  add the FBI’s Operational Enablers 

Information chnology (IT) con  pro

address the 
functionalit

 Laboratory require
 the FBI and necess

The
d p

iativ
el i

uired f

U.S.  

J  

he FBI is currently facing technical, physical, and personnel constraints causing gaps in 
intelligence collection and analysis and a lack of sufficient personnel to assist in
forensic analysis.  The growth in th rog urces ent ye
not been acco nie  a ensurate increa  info  shari
capabilities and essential support personnel.  These are elements of a foundation th

fectively ress law enf ent and national se
iss an e uate ed without the foundational elements of 

cture

formation Technology (IT) –

Threat Summary  
T

 FBI 
ars has 
ng 

at 
curity 

e FBI’s p rams and reso
se in critical

 in rec
rmationmpa d by comm

determines the FBI’s ability to ef
ts.  M

add
ly

orcem
threa

frastru
ions c not b adeq  perform

in .   
 
In  The general IT infrastructure condition poses a variety of 
risks for mission support and case analysis.  As IT systems are enhanced across the FBI, 
the networks and enterprise services need to be enhanced accordingly.  As new users are 
added to the overall IT infrastructure, the risk of system failures and performance delays 
increase, impeding system productivity.  With over 50 IT projects and an antiquated 
network and hardware, the FBI continually runs the risk of failures with mission-critical 
applications.   
 
Intelligence Transformation – While IT systems are useful to search and manipulate 
intelligence data, human intelligence (HUMINT) collectors and Intelligence Analysts 
(IAs) are required to collect and analyze the information.  The FBI uses intelligence to 
protect national security, dismantle criminal organizations, and solve complex cases.  
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Intelligence help ats to the U.S., whether ths the FBI identify thre ey are from foreign 
overnments, gangs, organized criminals, hackers, or terrorists.  In addition to the 

lso allows the government to gain 
h a big-picture view of the 

 the FBI is bet le to allocate resources on actors that pose 
 strategic int  

identify these actors and assess their sk f known tradecraft so as 
e and dismantle

achieved.  Therefore, as part of the FBI e FBI 
plemented the core intelligence functions:  Domain management; collection 

al intelligence; and intelligence production and dissemination.  However, 
many field offices lack the necessary HUMINT collectors, Intelligence Program 

rs, Domain/All Source IAs, and Reports 

g
benefits of intelligence on specific cases, it a
perspective on the overarching threat picture or domain.  Wit
threats facing the nation, ter ab
the greatest danger to U.S. erests and its citizenry.  The FBI must proactively

ills, capabilities, and use o
to find ways to penetrat  their operations before significant damage is 

’s recent intelligence transformation, th
im
management; requirements-based (sometimes non-case specific) collection - including 
HUMINT; tactic

Coordinators, Domain Manager Coordinato
Officers needed to improve performance on these core intelligence functions.   
 
Mission Achievement through Workforce Planning – In many areas, the FBI is 
to meet both inter- and intra-agency deadlines due to inadequate staffing levels.  For 
example, the FBI Laboratory is many times unable to meet the 60-day turn around t
required for investigative and prosecutorial purposes.  By not meeting these importan
deadlines, the FBI faces the risk of delaying important data analysis relevant to cases. 
The D

not able 

ime 
t 

irector of the FBI has recognized the considerable threat facing the organization 
nd has identified targeted personnel augmentation as a critical need. 

frastructure is critical to ensuring the FBI possesses the capabilities to 

  

a
 
Enterprise-wide In
carry out its national security and criminal investigative missions.  Without the following 
enhancements, the FBI runs the risk of losing critical support for overall functionality.
 
Justification  
Information Technology Infrastructure –$3,000,000 (all non-personnel)  
The FBI mission has expanded to include counterterrorism as well as an increased focus 
on intelligence gathering and sharing, in addition to the more traditional law enforcement
activities.  This e

 
xpanded mission requires greater dependence on free flowing 

formation sharing and interoperability with members of other communities.   

nsformation – 116 positions (15 Agents, 69 IAs) and $18,829,000 (all 
ersonnel)  

f the 

fy 
st 

in
 
Connectivity – $3,000,000 (all non-personnel)  
In order to improve information integration and information sharing capabilities, the FBI 
requests $3,000,000 (ODNI transfer).  Funding is required to update and maintain the 
identity and access management capabilities.      
 
Intelligence Tra
p
The FBI’s Field Intelligence Groups (FIGs) manage intelligence operations in each o
FBI’s 56 field offices.  The FIG ensures that the field office integrates intelligence 
activities into all investigative efforts by systematically assessing their domain to identi
potential threats, vulnerabilities, gaps in knowledge, and collection opportunities again
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Intelligence Community (IC) and FBI-specific intelligence requirements.  Over the la
two years, the FBI has undergone an intelligence transformation to ensure that FIG
resources are optimally utilized.  A Strategic Execution Team (SET) comprised
100 Special Agents (SAs), IAs, and other skilled professionals examined the intelligence
activities in each of the FBI’s 56 field offices.  The team identified optimal structures an
processes for intelligence activities and proceeded to implement a common model across 
each FIG based on these best practices.  While the FIG structure has now been 
standardized across all field offices, critical gaps exist, affecting the FBI’s core 
intelligence functions:  domain management; collection management; requirements-b
(sometimes non-case specific) collection - including HUMINT; tactical intelligence; and 
intelligence production and dissemination.  To fill performance gaps, the FIGs realigned 
their analytic resources into these functional areas, for which additional resources are 
necessary.      
Domain Management – 66 positions (50 IAs and 16 professional staff) and 
$9,816,000 (all personnel) 

st 
 

 of almost 
 
d 

ased 

he FBI requests 66 positions (50 IAs and 16 professional staff) in support of FIG 
f 

 
 
ts 

ed number of 
omain analysts (who are All-Source IAs), as the key analytical personnel that support 

t 
rovide a comprehensive picture of what is known about a threat and related gaps.  This 

 essential for management decisions regarding how best to allocate scarce 
s, these 

ation, 
e FBI 

om optimally performing the core intelligence functions, thereby creating a myopic 

YTD 
Oct-Dec 

FY 2010 Total 

T
domain awareness and management.  Domain awareness is the strategic understanding o
threats, vulnerabilities, and gaps; it also contributes directly to the FBI’s strategy to 
collect against these gaps.  Domain management is the process by which the FBI 
manages and improves its domain awareness, and the ability of each field office to each
perform this function for its respective domain is crucial to building an enterprise-wide
domain understanding on a variety of priority threat issues.  Each field office relies on i
Domain Management Coordinator (DMC) and in some offices, a limit
D
domain awareness and management.  This is achieved through their creation of 
intelligence products such as Domain Intelligence Notes (DINs), Annual Domain 
Assessments, and geospatial products such as Common Operational Pictures (COPs) tha
p
information is
investigative and intelligence resources.  However, due to limited resource
Domain analysts are required to simultaneously produce assessments on multiple threat 
programs while also performing other Domain-related functions, such as those that 
contribute directly to field office strategic management including threat prioritiz
SPS sessions, etc.  Insufficient analytic staffing in these critical areas prevents th
fr
view of the threats within the domain. 
 

 Domain Intelligence Note 
(DINs) Production 

FY 2009 FY 2009 – Forecasted  

Total Number of DINs      681     120      800 
 
In order to ensure that the FBI has the necessary level of domain awareness of the threat 
environment, the FBI requires an additional 50 IAs and 16 professional staff.  The 
requested personnel will provide strategic domain awareness through production of 
DINs, COPs and Annual Domain Assessments, develop threat indicators, identify 
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Domain entities and assist with identification of liaison contacts and Tripwires, and 
contribute to regional and national threat assessments.  This resource level will push
FBI closer towards the optimal performance ratio of one All-Source IA to seven field 
Agents. 
 
Collection Management – 21 positions (16 IAs) and $3,095,000 (all personnel) 
The FBI requests 21 positions (16 IAs) in support of FIG collection management, whi
is the formal business process for prioritizing competing demands for intelligenc
collection.  Balanced against national and regional requirements, Collection Management 
Coordinators (the lead strategic All-Source IA of the FIG), in cooperation with the 
Domain Management Coordinator, the Intelligence Program (IP) Manager, and the IP 
Coordinator, assess the potential impact of the threat, the magnitude of the 
vulnerabilities,

 the 

ch 
e 

 and the depth of the knowledge gap in order to evaluate and prioritize the 

tical position.  The requested 16 IAs will ensure that all FIGs 

35,000 

st 

elop, 
 to 

 
the 

 as 
gence Training Strategy, which identifies key 

telligence work roles, responsibilities, and resources to develop the intelligence 
w contribut ntly  the F
tr case-driven to a fully capable intel -driven
 
Current staffing of the FBI's Intelligenc ing pro ows for the y of only 

o programs: 1) maintenance of the Intelligence Basic Course (IBC), which provides 

 the 
 

ports 

collection taskings.  While each FIG requires a Collection Manager Coordinator, several 
field offices still lack this cri
are staffed with the minimum requirement of at least one Collection Manager 
Coordinator.   
 
Requirements-Based HUMINT Collection – 25 positions (15 Agents) and $5,3
(all personnel) 
The FIG Human Intelligence (HUMINT) Squads (comprised of Agent core collectors) 
collect intelligence to support domain awareness and satisfy the FBI’s priority 
intelligence requirements.  Providing cross-programmatic support by collecting again
counterterrorism, counterintelligence, cyber, and criminal program requirements, 
HUMINT collectors use the full range of appropriate HUMINT tradecraft to dev
recruit, and exploit sources to leverage relationships with external partners in order
collect intelligence on the most critical collection gaps.   
 
Intelligence – Training and Professional Development – 4 positions (3 IAs) and 
$583,000 (all personnel) 
The FBI requests 4 positions (3 IAs) in support of training and professional development
requirements for the Intelligence Program.  In order to fully realize the successes of 
FBI's Intelligence Transformation and to accomplish critical national security and 
criminal intelligence collection and analysis requirements, additional staffing is required.  
The additional positions will allow for the implementation of an in-depth training plan
identified in the FBI’s Five-Year Intelli
in

orkforce.  This strategy will 
ansformation from a 

e significa to furthering
ligence

BI’s 
 organization.   

e Train gram all  deliver
tw
basic training in ten weeks to newly hired IAs; and 2) maintenance of the current 
HUMINT Training Program (the 6-week Domestic HUMINT Collector Course and
2-week HUMINT Intelligence Course).  Current staffing will not allow for courses in
intermediate and advanced analytic programs, collection management, targeting, re
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and dissemination, validation, HUMINT and analytic tradecraft for managers, and a 
course for field office leadership focused on managing intelligence-driven organizations.
By staffing the Intelligence Training Program according to its Five-Year Intelligence 
Training 

  

Strategy, the FBI will be able to develop the intelligence workforce that it needs 
 conduct its national security and criminal missions.  

e 

ss Improvements – $1,000,000 (all non-personnel)

to
 
 Mission Achievement through Workforce Planning – 47 positions and $12,589,000 
($6,000,000 non-personnel) 
The FBI would be incapacitated without the support of personnel dedicated to the 
forensic analysis of evidence.  Professional staff positions are required to address th
backlogs of cases and to ensure that the FBI and its partners have the appropriate 
information when required.   
 
FBI Laboratory Requirements – 2 positions and $3,292,000 ($3,000,000 non-
personnel) 
 
Business Proce  

he FBI requests $1,000,000 to support several priority strategic initiatives, including 

stablishment of better discipline around project management and 

 Division 

T
Project Management and Customer/Field Collaboration efforts.  The focus of this 
initiative is the e
business process improvement through the design, implementation, and execution of a 
formal project management training and development process.  The Laboratory
will require contract assistance in the implementation of this initiative. 
 
Evidence Tracking System – 2 positions (IT Specialists) $2,292,000 ($2,000,000 non-
personnel) 
The FBI requests $2,000,000 for continued deployment and O&M of its business 

telligence solutions and two positions for full-time system administration, on-site 
vices 

 system.  The application will track vital information 

in
technical support, user training, replacement hardware, data storage and recovery ser
to operate and maintain the
concerning the cycle time evidence spends within the examination process and in transit 
between units in order to eliminate bottlenecks and objectively analyze the need for 
additional resources.  
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Funding 
Base Funding 

*T
 

otal positions and base funding correspond to the total Laboratory Division base. 

 Personnel Increase Cost Summary 

Initiative Program Type of Position 
Position Position

Modular 
Cost per 

Number 
of 

s 

FY 2011 
Request 
($000) 

FY 2012 Net 
Annualization 

(change from 2011) 
($000) ($000) Requested 

Mission A
Through W
Planning 

$160 
chievement 
orkforce 

Forensic 
Support 

Information 
Technology 

$146 2 $292 

Intelligen
Transform

998 
ce 
ation 

FIG Collection 
Management 

IA, Field 165 16 2,640 

Intelligen
Transform

455 35 
ce 

tion 
FIG Collection 
Management 

Clerical  91 5 
a

Intelligen
Transform

2,900 
ce 
ation 

FIG Domain 
Management 

IA, Field 165 50 8,250 

Intelligen
Transform

FIG Domain 
98 

ce 
ation Management 

Clerical  91 14 1,274 

Intelligen
Transform

160 
ce 
ation 

FIG Domain 
Management 

Information 
Technology 

146 2 292 

Intelligen
Transform

(720) 
ce 
ation 

FIG HUMINT 
Collection 

Agent, Field 287 15 4,305 

Intelligen
Transform

42 
ce 
ation 

FIG HUMINT 
Collection 

Clerical  91 6 546 

Intelligen
Transformation 

NT 
Collection 

Investigative 
Support 

121 4 484 124 
ce FIG HUMI

Intelligence 
Transformation 

Intelligence 
Transformation 
Training and 
Professional 
Development 

IA, HQ 164 3 492 168 

Intelligence 
Transformation 

Intelligence 
Transformation 
Training and 
Professional 
Development 

Clerical  $91 1 91 7 

  Total Personnel  118 $19,121 $3,972 

 

  FY 2009 Enacted FY 2010 Enacted FY 2011 Current Services 

Initiative ($000)  Program Pos Agt FTE ($000)  Pos Agt FTE ($000)  Pos Agt FTE 
IT Infrastruct  … $… … … … $… ure Connectivity … … … $… … …
Intelligence 
Transformatio

1,651 224,598 
n 

Intelligence 
Transformation 

1,171 343 1,171 147,378 1,651 475 1,411 217,342 1,651 475 

Mission 
Achievement
Through 
Workforce 
Planning 

592 224,216 
 

Forensic support 
to all threats* 

647 48 595 202,206 644 47 592 216,844 644 47 

Total $448,814  1,818 391 1,766 $349,584 2,295 522 2,003 $434,186 2,295 522 2,243 
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Non-Personnel Increase Cost Summary 
 

N ers l
it 

ti
1 

st ng m 1)
(  

on-P onne  Item 
Un
Cost 

Quan ty 
FY 201

Initiative 
Reque  ($000) 

FY 2012 Net 
Annualization 

(Cha e fro  201     
$000)

IT Infras Co v ntructure nnecti ity n/a /a $3,000 … 
Mission 

ieve
Through

lanning 

or  S rt n
Ach

P

ment 
 Workforce 

F ensic uppo n/a /a 3,000 … 

 Tot n-Pe on  . al No rs nel  $6,000 $..

 
st for this ItemTotal Reque  

 

  Po  FT
N tal 

 

Y 201
nua

ng
($000)

s Agt E 
Personnel 

($000) 
on-Personnel 

($000) 
To

($000)

F
An

(Cha

2 Net 
lization 

e from 2011) 
 

Current Services 522 2, 705 $483,899 $787,604 $... 2,719 662 $303,

Increases 118 15 21 0 21 … 59 19,1 6,00 25,1
Grand Total 2,721 $322,826 $489,899 $812,725 $... 2,837 537 
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Item Name: National Security Threats 

Budget Decision Unit(s):  All
 

 
St oal(s) .4
FBI SMS Objective: , P- 5, 06                        
Organizational Program: Counterintelligence, Intelligence, Critical Incident 

rategic G & Objective(s): 1.1, 1
A-01

 
04, P-0  P-06, P-07, T- , T-07                      

Re se, La atory, Cr nvestigative, spon bor iminal I
International OperationsSecurity 

b Do n & O
Workforce, Infrastructure, Leveraging 
Technology 

 90

End-State Capa ility:  mai perations, Partnerships, Surveillance, 

 
Program Increase:  Positions  Agt 27 FTE 44 Dollars $25,179,000 ($8,275,000 non-
personnel) 
 
Description of Item 

The FBI requests 90 positions (27 Agents
 ( , o so ddress ec ts.  Included 

ources to ngt t  through ition ators; 
nce an ; i  re Legal A eg ces; and 

vestigative tools.  This comprehensive, threat-driven request will enhance capabilities 
to combat threats to national security and support Investigative Actions to Detect and 
Disrupt Counterintelligence (CI) threats. 

Justification

, 32 Intelligence Analysts (IAs)) and 
$25,179,000 $8,275 000 n n-per nnel) to a  national s urity threa
are res  stre hen FBI inves igations the add  of:  investig
intellige alysts surve llance sources; ttaché (L at) resour
in

 
Threat Summary 
The FBI is committed to preventing national security threats at any stage, from thwarting 
those intending to conduct an act to investigating the financiers of operations.  As the 
lead agency of the nation’s counterterrorism (CT) efforts, the FBI must recognize all 
dimensions of national security threats and address them with innovative investigative 
and operational strategies.  The FBI must be positioned to proactively overcome the 
challenges posed by unconventional terrorist methods.   
 
Impact on Performance (Relationship of Increase to Strategic Goals) 
Please refer to the classified addendum for additional information on this request. 

 
Funding 

Total Request for this Item 
 

 
 

Pos 
 

Agt 
 

FTE 
Personnel 

($000) 
Non-Personnel 

($000) 
Total 

($000) 

FY 2012 Net 
Annualization 

(Change from 2011) 
($000) 

Current Services 2,742 1,579 2,742 $395,001 $69,870 $464,871 $... 
Increases 90 27 44 16,904 8,275 25,179 342 
Grand Total 2,832 1,606 2,786 $411,905 $78,145 $490,050 $342 
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Item Name: Weapons of Mass Destruction      
 
Budget Decision Unit(s): All 
Strategic Goal(s) & Objective(s): 1.1 
FBI SMS Objective: A-01, A-02, A-04, T-02, P-03, P-04, P-05, P-06, 

P-07, P-08, P-09, P-11                                                               
Organizational Program: Weapons of Mass Destruction, Laboratory, 

Critical Incident Response Group, Training, 
Human Resources   
Domain & Operations, Leveraging Tec
Partnerships,

End-State Capability: hnology, 
 Surveillance, Workforce 

 
Program Increase:  Positions 35 Agt 15 FTE 18 Dollars $9,141,000 ($2,600,000 non-
personnel) 
 
Description of Item 
The FBI requests 35 positions (15 agents) and $9,141,000 (2,600,000 non-perso
mitigate the Weapons of Mass Destruction threat.  The requested resources will reduce 
the capability gap in the following areas: Counterproliferation,  Biological Coverage,  
Nuclear/Radiological Coverage, and Operations and Response.  This request would 
strengthen the FBI’s ability to combat the growing WMD threat.      
 

nnel) to 

Justification 
 Threat Summary

 

d 

  In 

ration 
of WMD Materials; Foreign Interest in Acquiring Chemical, Biological, Radiological, 

 and Reduced Controls over Nuclear Materials.   

merging Threat:  Biological Weapons 
According to the 2008 WMD Commission Re M
anticipated 013 ess t rld it ly a h gr
urgency.”  Biological weapons are disease- acter

 t (po ro by ganism al-u nts pose 
ificant ris ecaus ey are sily d and are onally or non-

ctive ses nle ch ery larg ties ticed.  “Dual-
se” elements are of particular concern because they can be readily converted into a 

“America’s margin of safety is shrinking, not growing.” 
“The risks are growing faster than our multilayered defenses.” 

 
- The World at Risk, The 2008 Report of the 

Commission on the Prevention of WMD Proliferation an
Terrorism. 

 
The WMD threat continues to grow and pose significant danger to the United States.
order to maintain progress in mitigatng the WMD threat, the FBI has identified four 
threat areas that constitute the greatest vulnerabilities:  Biological Weapons; Prolife

and Nuclear (CBRN) Materials;
 
E

port, a biological W
 c n

D attack is 
by 2 “unl he wo ommu

causing m
y ac isivets dec

icrobes (prim
nd wit
arily b

eat 
ial and 

viral) and oxins isons p duced  living or s).  “Du se” eleme
sign ks b e th  ea obtaine  traditi  used f
destru  purpo  that, u ss pur ased in v e quanti , go unno
u
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WMD.  For exam ca e e main ingredient in ricin, are usedple, stor b ans, th  in the food and 
griculture industry and in the textile/chemical industry, making them a “dual-use” 

 make produ ke paper, plastics, rubber, perfumes, 
icals nts, inks, additives, lubricants, and bio-fuels.   

DNA synthesis technology continues to
s 

smallpox – as well as artificial microbe  
ability to engineer life at the molecular the risk of facilitating the 

d more deadly b
 

he anthrax letters of 2001 demonstrated how devastating biological attacks are.  The 15 
 22 

come sick.  Five victims who contracted inhalational anthrax died.  The 
evastation would have been more extensive if a more effective delivery system had been 

 Security Council modeled a scenario on the effect if terrorists 
 

, 

xperts agree that the risk of a nuclear weapon being used today is growing.  This is due 
fact that the amount of safeguarded nuclear bomb-making material has 

of 6 to 10 over the past 20 years while safeguards have not kept pace 
and the number of International Atomic Ener y Agency (IAEA) inspections per facility 
has actually decl actors in 30 
countries as w fied critical 
infrastructure and CBRN facilities in total.  More than 100 of those, in more than 40 
countries, use highly enriched uranium w  
Commission Report noted that
theft or loss of nuclear or radioactive material is “disturbingly high,” and that “much of 

e material is not recovered, increasing the risk and potential for disaster.”  Graham 

 

Washington, DC

a
element.  They are used to cts li
cosmetics, electronics, pharmaceut , pai
 

 advance at a rapid pace.  It will soon become 
feasible to create nearly any virus whose DNA sequence has been decoded – such a

s that do not yet exist in nature.  This growing
 level carries with it 

development of new an iological weapons. 

T
grams used in these attacks impacted the economy by more than $6 billion and caused
people to be
d
used.  The Homeland
launched a large scale anthrax attack in the United States.  Results showed that the effect
of anthrax being released in five medium-sized cities would result in 328,848 exposures
13,208 untreated fatalities, and 13,342 total casualties.   
  
Emerging Threat:  Reduced Controls over Nuclear Materials  
E
in part to the 
grown by a factor 

g
ined.  According to IAEA, there are 439 nuclear power re

ell as 36 more plants under construction.  There are 4,275 identi

hich constitutes weapons-grade material.  The
 the number of incidents reported to IAEA involving the 

th
Allison, author of Nuclear Terrorism: The Ultimate Preventable Catastrophe and 
member of the Commission, provided several examples of the devastation that would
result from a nuclear bomb explosion.  Below are two examples that illustrate the span of 
destruction without consideration of the radiological fall-out and resulting devastation: 

 
 - A nuclear bomb detonation at the Smithsonian Institution 

e White House to the Capitol lawn.  The 
iver, 

would destroy everything from th
Supreme Court would be rubble and the Pentagon, across the Potomac R
would be engulfed in flames. 
Chicago, IL – A nuclear bomb detonation at the Sears/Willis Tower would cau
everything from Navy Pier to the Eisenhower Expressway to disappear.  The 
United Center and Grant Park would be destroyed and a firestorm would swe
from the White Sox’s U.S. Cellular Field on the South Side to the Cubs’ Wrigley 
Field on the North Side.  

se 

ep 
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In order to address the growing threat and ensure the successful discharge of the FBI
WMD-related responsibilities, the following WMD National Program Goals were
established: 

’s 
 

 Preparedness – Exercise, Training, and Incident Contingency Planning – Produce 

to 

dicators to identify and deny 
execution by terrorists by detecting and disrupting the movement of WMD, 

 of 

and sponsor preparedness workshops, training, and exercises enabling FBI 
personnel and domestic and foreign partners to plan, prepare for, and respond 
WMD threats and incidents. 

 Countermeasures – Identify and implement targeted initiatives to enhance 
organizational capability to provide early warning in

WMD-related materials, recruitment of personnel with WMD training and 
expertise, and by detecting the support infrastructure for individuals and 
organizations desiring to acquire WMD. 

 Intelligence – Collect, report, analyze, and disseminate WMD specific 
intelligence to identify gaps and shape requirements regarding the acquisition
WMDs to determine intentions, capabilities, and discover plans to develop or 
acquire WMD. (Requested resources are merged into the Countermeasures 
initiative.) 

 Investigation, Operations, and Response – Develop operational excellence and 
leadership to mitigate threats, conduct timely assessments, operations, and 
investigations to ensure effective crisis response.  The FBI will investigate the 
nature and source of WMD threats, precursors, technologies and materials. 

 
Justification  
I. Countermeasures – 16 positions (3 Agents) and $4,970,000 ($2,600,000 non-personnel) 
 
Counterproliferation (CP) Initiatives:  2 positions and $1,664,000 ($1,450,000 non-
personnel) 
 
Biological:  9 positions (3 Agents) and $2,021,000 ($400,000 non-personnel) 
The FBI is required to respond to the spectrum of bioterrorism concerns as set forth in
National Intelligence Plan, HSPD-10, and HSPD-21.  The bioterrorism program cu
oversees eight initiatives that focus on prevention.  The FBI develops capabilities to 
identify and detect potential bioterrorism threats, such as the integration of investigative 
and intelligence resources with public health information and reporting of the theft, loss

 the 
rrently 

, 
and release of dangerous biological agents fr
capabil
neutral t 
coverag
adequa
request
the syn
provide
will pro
outreac .  These collaboration efforts will allow the FBI to more 

om laboratories.  The FBI also develops 
ities such as Joint Criminal and Epidemiological Investigations to prevent, 
ize, and investigate the threat.  The FBI only provides for roughly 25 percen
e of its targeted 16 initiatives.  Growth of the program is critical to ensure 

te coverage is maintained and that foreign partners are fully engaged.  The 
ed positions will enhance the FBI’s ability to implement new tripwire efforts with 
thetic biology industry and biological sciences research community, and will 
 roughly 35 percent coverage of the 16 initiatives.  The non-personnel funding 
vide for two contracted SMEs and related travel expenses and supplies for 
h and collaboration efforts
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effectively collect, analyze and disseminate intelligence, which will strengthen CONUS 

iological:  5 positions and $1,285,000 ($750,000 non-personnel) 
The S
nuclear  
States o
only ab 0 percent of nuclear program initiatives.  The FBI 
nee t
nuclear
on Age nnel 
funding
implem sonnel.  
This gi s that perpetrators may target and 
imp v sions.  
The trip
program
highly 
exercis w and implement national and agency policy, enabling 30 percent 
cov g
 
II. Inve l 

and OCONUS partnerships.   
  
Nuclear/Rad

 N PD-28, HSPD-5, and NSPD-46/HSPD-15 hold the FBI responsible for addressing 
 and radiological WMD threats.  The impact of a nuclear event on the United
r its allies cannot be understated and cannot be ignored.  Currently, the FBI is 
le to address approximately 2

ds o build a team capable of addressing a larger percentage of the 
/radiological threat.  The requested positions will help alleviate the burden placed 
nts and IAs by some of their initial analysis collection duties.  The non-perso
 will allow the FBI to hire two contracted SMEs.  The SMEs will help review and 
ent tripwires that will increase the awareness of security and response per
ves the FBI a better defense of nuclear site

ro es the communication between these sites and associated FBI Field Divi
wires will serve as an adjunct to an already-established Department of Energy 
 whose function is to provide hardening of these sites to increase the security of 

radioactive materials, analyze data, attend interagency planning and training 
es, and revie

era e of the nuclear program inititives.  

stigation, Operations and Response 19 positions (12 Agents) and $4,171,000 (al
personnel) 
 
Operations and Response:  19 positions (12 Agents) and $4,171,000 (all personnel) 

ield WMD Coordinator is the key link in the execution of the USG’s top 
rity – the prevention of the use of a WMD.  In furtherance of these efforts, 

, 

ss 

of the 

eats 

d 
tes 
D 

HSPD-5 and HSPD-8 identify the FBI as the lead agency for preventing, preparing for, 
nd responding to terrorist threats and attacks involving WMD.  The FBI plans to deploy a

60 WMD Coordinators to the field to coordinate and support these activities.  The 
position of f

ational prion
the WMD Coordinator is responsible for WMD response, prevention, outreach
preparedness and program management, as well as the integration of those efforts 
throughout the USG agencies in their geographic area.  The number one FBI WMD 
priority is prevention.  Prevention is achieved via numerous outreach and preparedne
activities aimed at critical partners, key infrastructure (18 separate and distinct sectors), 
technical centers, academia, industry and non-governmental entities.  At present, the FBI 
only provides for roughly 45 percent coverage of the targeted initiatives.  To bridge the 
current capability gap, address the growing threat, and enable 55 percent coverage 
targeted initiatives, the FBI requests personnel to continue to add to its cadre of WMD 
Coordinators, who will be distributed to the field based on the vulnerabilities and thr
in specific areas.  The full-time WMD Coordinator enhances liaison relationships, 
intelligence production, investigation management capabilities, countermeasures and 
tripwire participation, special event preparation participation, training presentation an
participation, and administrative capabilities.  Because the WMD Commission anticipa
a major WMD event by 2013, the FBI would be remiss if it did not have sufficient WM
Coordinator coverage before that time.  
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Impact on Performance (Relationship of Increase to Strategic Goals)  

e FBI is committed to building and maintaining four critical initiatives designed to 
gence and 

he 

wing WMD 

Th
combat the growing WMD threat.  The Preparedness, Countermeasures, Intelli
Investigation, and Operation and Response initiatives have been integrated so that they 
provide a comprehensive, multidisciplinary approach to preventing and, if necessary, 
responding to a WMD event.  These enhancements improve the FBI’s ability to fight t
WMD threat and therefore improve national security.  If the FBI fails to receive any one 
of these capabilities the FBI would be lagging behind a serious and gro
threat.  
 
Please refer to classified addendum for additional information on this request. 

 
 Funding 

Base Funding 
 

 FY 2009 Enacted FY 2010 President’s Budget FY 2011 Current Services 

Program $(000)  Pos Agt FTE $(000) Pos Agt FTE $(000) Pos Agt FTE 

Prepare 130 $28,938 131 20 130 $29,837 dness 131 20 130 $22,466 131 20 

Counte easures 158 38 158 21,560 158 38 158 25,335 158 38 158 25,717 rm

*Invest
Operat
Response 

9 129 817 289,179 930 166 871 336,705 930 166 878 344,670 
igations, 
ions, & 86

**Tota 6 $400,224 l 1,158 187 1,105 $333,205 1,219 224 1,159 $390,978 1,219 224 1,16

*The Laboratory totals included in the Investigations, Operations and Response represents the entire Lab base . 
**The total represents the entire WMD threat base not just the enhancements requested.  

 
Personnel Increase Cost Summary 

Initiative Item Type of Position 

Modular 
Cost 
per 

Position 
($000) 

Number of 
Positions 

Requested 

FY 2011 
Request 
($000) 

FY 20

(ch

12 
Net Annualization 

ange from 2011) 
($000) 

Counter 60 measures 
Counterproliferation 
Initiatives 

Professional 
Support 

107 2 214 

Counter (18) measures Biological HQ Agent 327 3 981 

Counter 180 measures Biological 
Professional 
Support 

107 6 642 

Counter 150 measures 
Nuclear/ 
Radiological 

Professional 
Support 

107 5 535 

Investig
Operatio
Respons

(582) 
ation, 
ns and 
e 

Operations and 
Response 

Field Agent 287 12 3,444 

Investig
Operatio
Respons

28 
ation, 
ns and 
e 

Operations and 
Response 

Clerical  91 4 364 

Investig
Operatio
Respons

94 
ation, 
ns and 
e 

Operations and 
Response 

 Investigative $121 3 363 
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Initiative Item Type of Position per 
Position 
($000) 

Positions 
Requested 

Request 
($000) 

(change fro
($000)

Modular 
 2011 

FY 2012 
Net Annualization 

m 2011) 
 

Cost Number of FY

 ($88)  Total Personnel  35 $6,541 
 
Non-Personnel Increase Cost Summary 
 

-Personnel Item Unit Cost Quantity 
FY 2011 Request 

($000) 

et 
Annualization 
(Change from 

2011) 
($000) 

FY 2012 N

Non

Counterproliferation 
Initiatives 

n/a n/a 1,450 … 

Biological  $200 2 400 … 
Nuclear Radiological  n/a n/a 750 … 
Total Non-Personnel  ,600   $2 $… 
 

tal Requ or  ITo est f  this tem  
 

Pos Agt FTE 
rso

($000) 
on onn

($000) 
T

($000) 

12
A liza

(Change from 2011) 
Pe nnel N -Pers el otal 

FY 20
nnua

 Net 
tion 

($000) 
 
 
Current Services 1,219 224 1,166 $162,573 $237,651 $400,224 $… 
Increases 1 35 15 18 6,54 2,600 9,141 (88) 
Grand T 65 ($88) otal 1,254 239 1,184 $169,114 $240,251 $409,3
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Item Name:        WMD Render Safe Capability 

et Decision t(s): 
 
Budg  Uni All 
Strategic Goal(s) & Objective(s): 1.1 

1, A-02, A-0 , T-02, 3, P 8                 

ritical Incident Response Group, Laboratory

FBI SMS Objective: A-0 4 P-0 -07, P-0   

Organizational Program: C   

nd-State Capability: Domain & Operations 
 

 Posi

E

Program Increase: tions 13 Agt 6 FTE 6 Dollars $40,000,000 ($35,756
personnel) 
 

,000 non-

Description of Item 
 the FBI Render Safe s are deployed via a specially-configured aircraft 

 expir  in 13.  The FBI and the Departme  Justice, in 
e Of gement and Budget, are requesting a multi-year 

hased approach to the acquisition of two planes to replace the current lease and maintain 
quisition of dedicated aircraft represents a more cost 

ffective way to meet the mission requirements than the existing lease. 

The outyea uire t fo Ren apa lows

Currently,  team
Ywhose lease is set to

h
e F  20

fice of Ma
nt of

consultation with t na
p
this capability. The phased ac
e
 

r req men r the der Safe c bility is as fol : 

FY 2010 FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013
FY 2014 / 
Outy

la se 4, 0] [$ 0] [$14,       -                    
raft Acq n -                      -                    
aft Ou -      -    38          -                    

ircraft O&M -                   -                    13,100,000    13,100,000  13,400,000   
Non-Personnel Total 35,756,000  51,600,000  13,100,000 13,400,000   

4,244,000    3,655,000    3,999,000  3,999,000     

40,000,000  55,255,000  17,099,000 17,399,000   

Personnel [13 positions (6 Agents)]

TOTAL / ANNUAL REQUIREMENT

ears
Current P ne Lea [$1 800,00 14,800,00 800,000] -            
Airc
Aircr

ui
tfitting

sitio               
           

35,756,000
                

-             
,500,000

-            
-              

A

 
 
Justification 
Two specially configured aircraft capable of an immediate response are required, for 
which $35,756,000 will fund acquisition and provide a turn-key air operations support 
program with around-the-clock crew and maintenance.   
 
The positions requested provide six additional Special Agent Bomb Technicians who will 
conduct Render Safe technical operations, forensics collection and attribution activities, 
three Physical Security Specialist Hazmat personnel for the National Assets Response 
Unit to conduct paramedic advanced trauma and life support care and CBRN prophylaxis 
administration at the incident site, and four support personnel for the Laboratory Division 
for crime scene processing, including the collection, cataloging and processing, of 
contaminated and non-contaminated evidence. 
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Funding 
 
Base Funding 
 

FY 2009 Enacted FY 2010 President’s Budget FY 2011 Current Services
Pos Agt FTE ($00 gt FTE ($000) Pos Agt FTE ($000) 0) Pos A
92 20 92 $28,5 28 99 $51,788 106 28 106 $51,788 13 106 

 
Personnel Increase Cost Summary 

Initiative Item Type of Position 
Cost 
per 

Position 

Number of 
Positions 

Requested 

FY 2011 
Request 
($000) 

Y 2012 
Net Annualization 

(change from 2011) 
($000) 

Modular 
F

($000) 
Render 
Capabil

($24) 
Safe 
ity 

Hazardous Devices 
Response Unit 

HQ Agent  $327 4 $1,308 

Render 
Capabil

(12) 
Safe 
ity 

Explosives Unit HQ Agent 327 2 654 

Render 
Capabil

(237) 
Safe 
ity 

National Assets 
Response Unit 

Non-Agent 
Responder 

326 3 978 

Render Sa
Capabil

Materials Response $326 4 1,304 (316) 
fe 

Hazardous 
Non-Agent 

ity 
Unit 

Responder 

Total  Total Personnel  13 $4,244 ($589) 

         
Non-Personnel Increase Cost Summary 
 

Non-Personnel Item Unit Cost Quantity 
FY 2011 Request 

($000) 

FY 2012 Net 
Annualization 
(Change from 

2011) 
($000) 

Aircraft n/a 2 $35,756 $... 
Total Non-Personnel   $35,756 $... 

 
Total Request for this Item  
 

 
 

0) ($000) 

12 Net 
n 

(Change from 2011) 
 

Pos Agt FTE 
Personnel 

($000) 
Non-Personnel 

($00
Total 

FY 20
Annualizatio

($000)
Current $…  Services 106 28 106       $14,202       $37,586 $51,788 
Increase (589) s 13 6 6 4,244 35,756 40,000 
Grand T ($589) otal 119 34 112 $18,446 $73,342 $91,788 
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Item Name: Violent Crime/Gangs 

n Unit(s):  All
 
Budget Decisio  

trategic Goal(s) & Objective(s):   1.2, 2.1, 2.2 
FBI SM
Or za ra o y

S
S Objective: P-06  

gani tional Prog m: Lab rator   
En ate pability: Domain & Operations d-St  Ca
 
Program Increase:  Positions 2 Agt 0 FTE 1  Dollars $328,000 (all personnel) 

Description of Item
 

 
The FBI request sitions and $328,000 (all pe nel) s t n
threat.  This request would reduce the gap betw b req

ountry-related crimes can be linked to Southwest 
er (S e  that are fo  among U.S.-based gangs and 
inals with drug trafficking organizations (DTOs) along the SWB.  This initiative 

uld als e FB lity for criminal data sharing support to our law 
rcem

ditio ts s (45 agen  $18,890 00 ($ 000 non-
sonne e hrough the Department of the Interior to support 

violent crimes within Indian 

s 2 po rson
een capa

 to addres he Viole
uirements in 

t Crime 
ilities and 

Indian Country (IC) crime.  Indian C
Bord WB) violence du to alliances rming
crim
wo o strengthen th I’s capabi
enfo
 

ent partners. 

In ad
per

n, the FBI reques
l) as a reimbursabl

 81 position
 program t

ts) and ,0 1,700,

Country. 
 
Justification 
 
Indian Country 
 

Twenty-five percent of all violent crimes prosecuted by United States Attorneys occur on 
eservations.  As of Mar 6, 2009, the FB ad 2,368  cases, ch

d homicides, sexual/physical abus of childre and aggravated
ssault.  Few long-term financial investigations associated with Indian Gaming are 

f resources required.  
 

According to DOJ, the violent crime rate among Native Americans (age 12 and ol
at least 2 ½ es th tion erag  the ican r oup.  
Furthermore, more  one d of a ve American women are  to b

e d  their lifetim nd -thirds will be victims nt assa
ved alf as ny police o ilar rural d police 

gency r nse c be u 1-1½ mpared ional of 6 
inutes.  

 
Forty-one Indian reservations are located within a 100 mile radius of the Mexican or 
Canadian borders, making them easily accessible to international drug and alien 
smugglers.  A 2008 Drug Threat Assessment conducted by the National Drug 
Intelligence Center noted that Mexican Drug Trafficking Organizations (DTOs) are the 

Threat Summary 

Indian R ch 2 I h pending  of whi  
75 percent involve e n, rape,  
a
initiated due to the amount o

der) is 
 tim e na

than
al av
-thir

e outside  Native Amer ace gr
ll Nati  likely e raped at 

least onc
 is ser

uring
b

es, a  nearly two
fficers as sim

 of viole
a

ults.  
IC y h  ma ly situated reas, an
emer espo an p to hours, co  to a nat average 
m
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principal wholesale suppliers and producers of illicit drugs available in IC, including 
orthern United States reservations, and pose the greatest organizational threat nationally 

nities.  Nati merican participants in these criminal 
vel but have now risen to leadership 

errain and by exploiting jurisdictional 
ity has spurr and development of gangs and gang 

. 

nd 
328,000 (all personnel) 

 positions and $328,000 (all personnel)  
 

e, 
 

y 

 by the time they are completed.  Since October 2005, the 
aboratory has received 1,124 submissions from Indian Country investigations.  Of those 

pact on Performance (Relationship of Increase to Strategic Goals)

n
to Native American commu ve A
networks initially started as lower le  transporters 
roles by drawing on their knowledge of local t
issues.  This criminal activ ed the influx 
activity on reservations
 
 Justification for Increases to Address Crimes in Indian Country – 2 positions a
$
Forensic Support – 2
The FBI requests two Forensic Examiners to support Indian Country program operations
and investigations.  Forensic examinations involve nearly every Laboratory disciplin
including chemistry, cryptanalysis, DNA, and trace evidence.  Field agents collect DNA
samples during Indian Country investigations, which are then sent to the FBI Laborator
for forensic examinations.  With the average turnaround time of about 164 days to 
process and analyze those samples, the intelligence and lead generation value they 
provide is often useless
L
submissions, the Laboratory has completed 880 with an average turn-around time of 164 
days; of the nearly 250 remaining submissions, the average pending time is 219 days. 
 
Im  

BI’s forensic capabilities will affect the timeliness of Indian 
ountry program operations and investigations. Intelligence and lead information could 

ble or useless by the time forensic examinations are completed.  As a 
sult, field investigators will spend unnecessary time pursing negative avenues of 

iry that otherwise would have been eliminated on the basis of forensic 

n 

Failure to enhance the F
C
be either unavaila
re
investigative inqu
examination. Due to the lack of disruption of activity, violence will continue in the 
reservations for longer periods of time. The additional positions requested will allow the 
FBI to maintain an average of 60-day turnaround time for forensic examinations in India
Country program cases, which is also desirable for prosecutorial purposes. 
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 Funding 
 
Base Funding 
 

 FY 2009 Enacted FY 2010 President’s Budget FY 2011 Current Services 
Program $(000) * Pos Agt FTE $(000) Pos Agt FTE $(000) Pos Agt FTE 

 
202,206 

224,21
6 Lab  647  48  595  644  47  592  216,844  644  47  592    

Total  647  48  595   
2

224,21
6  644  47  592  216,844  644  47  592   02,206 

Note: 
. Laboratory resource totals represent the entire Laboratory program, not just the VC/Gangs-related functions. 
 

Personnel Increase Cost Summary 

Initiative Item Type of Position 

Modular 
Cost 
per 

Position 
($000) 

Number 
of 

Positions 
Requested 

FY 
2011 

Request 
($000) 

FY 20
Net

(cha

12  
 Annualization 
nge from 2011) 

($000) 

Indian C 72 ountry Forensic Support  
Forensic Examiner 
Scientist 

164 2 328 

Grand T $72 otal      2 $328 
 
 
Total Request for this Item 
 

 
 

12 Net 
alization 
rom 2011) 
00) 

Pos 
 

Agt 
 

FTE 
Personnel 

($000) 
Non-Personnel 

($000) 
Total 

($000) 

FY 20
Annu

(Change f
($0

Current S $ … ervices 644 47 592 $88,845 $135,371 $224,216 
Increases 72  2 0 1 328 … $328  
Grand To       $72 tal 646 47 593 $89,173 $135,371 $224,544        
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Item Name: Child Exploitation 
 

n Unit(s):  All
 
Budget Decisio  

trategic Goal(s) & Objective(s):  2.3 
FBI SMS      

ga tio r : im  L tor tio e o

S
 Objective: P-04, P-07, A-02                                                            

Or niza nal P ogram Cr inal, abora y, Opera nal T chnol gy, 
Training 

End-State Capability: Domain & Operations, Leveraging Technology, 

 

ram Increase:  Positions 20

Partnerships, Workforce 

Prog  Agt 4 FTE 10 Dollars $10,838,000 ($6,242,000 non-
personnel) 

 
Description of Item 

BI requests ositions  Inte ce An st (IA  
38,000 ($6, 00 non-p ha  e n a

prevent child predator advances.  Resources in this request rt I’s 
Innocence Lost, Child Sex To ent Images initiatives. 

ficatio

The F
$10,8

 20 p
242,0

(4 Agents and 1
ersonnel) to en

l nlige
nce child

aly )) and
xploitatio  investig

 the FB
tions and 

will suppo
urism, and Innoc

 
Justi n 

hreat Summary 
ccording to the Bureau of Justice Statistics, child sex offenses were among the fastest 

ral criminal caseload from 1994 to 2006, with an 82 percent 
crease.  The FBI has the primary federal jurisdiction to investigate these crimes. 

 
Child Prostitutio

T
A
growing offenses of the fede
in

n 
Everyday, children are be ng recruited a ed int orld of ostitu

 the portray r edia, th at child victims are 
er, they ern-da

prostitution an en b ally en. nawa  are o g to escap
usive homes – ent all p to d  sex t  or "p o lure 
em in with an offer of food and a seemingly safe place to sleep.   

 
These pimps portray themselves to the children as "boyfriends" and manipulate young 
girls and boys into trusting them and depending on them for their survival.  Once they 
have gained control over the children, pimps force them into prostitution.  One child who 
initially refused to work the streets, for example, was gang-raped by a pimp and his 
friends.  The rape was videotaped, and the child was told it would be distributed on the 
Internet if she did not comply with the pimp's demands that she work as a prostitute for 
his financial gain.  This type of violence is commonly inflicted on child victims.  One 
girl, who was rescued by an Innocence Lost task force operation, reported that her pimp 
held her at gunpoint while he ran a potato peeler down her face to ensure she was scarred 
for life physically as well as emotionally.  On average, a child's life expectancy is only 
seven years after entering into prostitution. 
 

i nd forc o the w child pr tion.  
Unlike al of p ostitution in popular m e reality is th

y slavnot voluntary participants.  Rath are mod es – forced into participating 
in 
b

d oft
frequ

rut
ly f

 beat
rey 

  Teen ru
omestic

ys – who
raffickers

ften tryin
imps" wh

e 
a
th
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There are no v  number of prostitutederifiable estimates of the  children in the United 
as 

epresent the test number of youth who are at risk to being 
he l Center for Missing and Exploited 

endangered runaway reports received by NCMEC were children who were believed to be 
. These children

victims of sexual exploitation in that th safety from sexual and 
hysical abuse. 

States, but one study by the University of Pennsylvania put the number as high 
300,000.  Child runaways r  grea
lured into prostitution by a pimp.  T Nationa
Children (NCMEC) generated 10,537 endangered runaway reports in FY 2008, up 
significantly from previous years.  In past years, 14 percent of the missing and 

involved in prostitution  are viewed as some of the most vulnerable of 
ey are often searching for 

p
  
Child Sex Tourism  
Child Sex Tourism
e

 (CST) is defined as Americans traveling to a foreign country to 
 with a child.  Sex tourists travel to specific countries where they 

 

tions have been 
ing detailed instructions on how to partake in sex tourism.  United States 

 several wealthy countries who exploit children overseas.  

 an 
 ran by the FBI that purported to facilitate sex tourism.  Internet 

e traveling abroad, 

t 

 

ngage in sexual activity
can find anonymity, low-cost prostitution, easily accessible children, and immunity from
prosecution.  The production of child pornography is frequently involved in these cases; 
as are drugs used to solicit or control minors.  Travel companies throughout the world 
promote sex tourism of children by identifying resorts where child prostitution is 
widespread.  Internet chat rooms, message boards, and online organiza
observed giv
citizens are among those from
The non-government organization (NGO) known as End Child Prostitution, Child 
Pornography, and Trafficking of Children for Sexual Purposes (ECPAT), reports that 
approximately 25 percent of the sex tourists who abuse children while traveling abroad 
are American.  From June 11, 2005 to April 10, 2006, there were 19,897 visitors to
undercover website
protocol (IP) addresses from the United States accounted for over 60 percent of the total 
visitors to the website.   
 
Each day, sexual predators from the United States travel abroad in order to procure 
children in foreign countries for sexual purposes.  These offenders believe that they can 
commit a crime against a child with immunity abroad because they feel they are no 
longer subject to United States law, that they are "anonymous" whil
that they can claim ignorance of local laws, and that the local population would be 
reluctant to report such crimes to law enforcement.  Some offenders even rationalize tha
they are "helping" prostituted children by providing them with a source of income, and 
that sex between adults and children is socially acceptable in the victim child's culture.  
The victims of this crime are generally impoverished children who must join the 
workforce at an early age to help support their families. 
 
Children from impoverished families are often lured away by recruiters with promises of 
jobs in the city; only to be forced into prostitution.  These children are far away from 
their homes with no means of support or escape.  They are entirely dependent upon their 
captors for sustenance.  If they refuse to participate in prostitution, they are refused food
and water, beaten, and possibly killed. 
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Numerous countries in Southeast Asia are so well-known for child sex tourism that th
are entire neighborhoods which are considered brothels and open-air markets wher
children can be purchased for sex.  The International Labour Organization reported that 
2-14% of the gross domestic product of Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, and 
Thailand derives from sex tourism.  These countries have long been prime destinati
for child sex tourists, but now child sex tourists are traveling to Mexico and Cen
America as well.  Children are sold to pimps by their own families because of extreme 
poverty, and sex acts between adults and children can be witnessed in public places su
as bars and restaurants.   
 

ere 
e 

ons 
tral 

ch 

PAT estimates that there are two million children worldwide victimized as child 
 as one-third of  the approximately 800,000 prostitutes in Cambodia 

 cost 

n 

 

EC
prostitutes.  As many
are children.  One indicator of the prevalence of child sex tourism is the comparative
of an adult prostitute as opposed to a child.  In Cambodia and Thailand, children are 
available for sex for as little as a few dollars; the same price as for adults prostitutes.    
 
The effects of child sex tourism reach beyond the shattered lives of children overseas. I
countries like Cambodia, Thailand, Philippines, Costa Rica and Mexico, where the 
largest child sex tourism crime problems exist, the plurality of perpetrators are from the
United States. The prominence of child sexual abuse by United States citizens paints a 
despicable portrait of American tourists among local populations in those countries, and 
fosters anti-American sentiment. 
 
Innocent Images  
In 2006, child pornography made up 69 percent of the sex offenses referred to the Unite
States Attorneys.  The FBI has the primary federal jurisdiction to investigate these 
crimes.  Computer telecommunications are one of the most prevalent techniques used by 
pedophiles to share illega

d 

l photographic images of minors and to lure children into illicit 
xual relationships.  The Internet has dramatically increased the access of the 

 

n to 
 

y 

te 

ed by child predators to network 
ith one another, to produce, purchase and share child sexual exploitation material 

o 

 recent case, a mother offered to sell her five year 
ld daughter to child pornographers she had found on the Internet in exchange for a used 

se
preferential sex offenders to the population they seek to victimize and provides them
greater access to a community of people who validate their sexual preferences.  For 
example, NCMEC reports that one-third of child pornography possessors were know
also distribute child pornography.  The United States Postal Inspection Service (USPIS)
estimates that at least 80 percent of purchasers of child pornography are also activel
abusing children.  According to the Association for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers, 
pedophiles, especially those who molest boys or both boys and girls, have the highest ra
of recidivism among criminals after incarceration and/or treatment. 
 
The Internet has become the most prevalent technique us
w
(CSEM), and to lure children into sexual relationships.  It also has dramatically increased 
the preferential child predator’s access to the population they seek to victimize and als
provides them with greater access to a like-community of people who validate their 
sexual preferences.  The Internet has become a marketplace for child sex offenders to 
exchange CSEM or even children.  In a
o
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car and an apartment.  Online exchanges between the child’s mother and buyer discussed 
how, if bought, the five year old child would be forced to cut herself and bleed while
performing sexual acts. 
 
Additionally, child sex offenders have developed secret Internet networks where they 
discuss “best practices” on how to successfully sexually exploit children and avoid la
enforcement intervention.  These networks are also used to produce and share erotic 
stories, images, and movies involving their victims.  
 

 

w 

y far, some of the most egregious offenders are those criminal organizations who 
 

eal 
 

roduced of those children, by said criminal organizations, for profit.  When these 

izens.  

 it 

 the United States, a significant number of offenders develop their own online contacts 
 of the United States.  Most groups are not well concealed, but recent 

 of 

s, which 
 

s 

ber 

service.  In one phase 
f investigation, three of 21 subjects were found to be registered sex offenders or have 

ild 

B
promote the production of CSEM for profit.  Several countries in Eastern Europe are
notorious for the proliferation of CSEM websites, which sell CSEM produced within and 
outside of Eastern Europe. The production and distribution of CSEM is a business for 
these criminal organizations, and they enter this business for profit, and as a way to st
identities of the subscribers.  Children are sexually abused and images and/or videos are
p
websites are identified, infiltrated, and investigated by law enforcement, the majority of 
the subscribers are overwhelmingly identified through investigation as American cit
The United States is the largest market for CSEM in the world.  Just as with any other 
product, if it is a product that is in high demand, the market will provide the buyers.  So
is, unfortunately, with CSEM. 
 
In
within and outside
and emerging trends have shown that offenders are becoming more sophisticated in their 
methodology and have created secretive groups in order to facilitate the distribution
CSEM, as well as the on-demand production of CSEM. 
 
The FBI is encountering the next generation of peer-to-peer file sharing program
pose the highest challenge to law enforcement charged with investigating online child
exploitation.  One such application allows users to share entire hard drives of data (a
opposed to individual files) with an invitation-only group of other users via an encrypted 
network.  Child pornographers can have as many as 1,000 other users join their secure 
network and access their child abuse images and movies.  There is no limit to the num
of files and/or file sizes shared within such a network.  The service is entirely free and 
accessible to anyone with an Internet-connected computer.  The FBI’s Innocent Images 
Operations Unit (IIOU) is conducting investigations of users of this 
o
had a prior sex offense against a child.  These 21 subjects admitted to actively abusing 7 
children.  Thus, these applications are not only being used by mass distributors of ch
pornography, but also by producers of child pornography and repeat child sex offenders.  
 
Justification 
 
I.) Innocence Lost Initiative – 10 positions and $6,946,000 ($4,236,000 non-personnel) 
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Forensic Examiner Enhancement – 10 positions and $2,710,000 (all personnel)  
The Digital Evidence Forensic Support Program requires 10 additional Computer 
Analysis Response Team (CART) Examiners in order to help CART keep pace with the 
rowing number of requests for digital forensic examinations related to child exploitation 

egional Computer Forensic Laboratory (RCFL) Field Infrastructure –$4,236,000 all 

n of 

e 

 a complete lack of service coverage in the Southeast, an 
area encompassing a total of seven states with a total population of approximately 

ion exams processed by 
CART/RCFLs in FY 2008. 

e 

 Tourism – 8 positions (4 Agents and 1 IA) and $3,621,000 ($2,006,000 

g
investigations, the largest contributor to CART’s digital forensics requests.  These 
positions will be strategically deployed to FBI Field Offices with the largest percentage 
of child exploitation requests or specialty operations to ensure adequate support.   
 
R
non-personnel) 
To support the increasing demands of the law enforcement community for digital 
forensics services in combating child exploitation, the FBI requests additional funding to 
establish a new RCFL. There are two regions that have the highest risk of child 
exploitation that do not have an RCFL in the region to provide digital forensic support.  
These two regions are the Southeastern United States and Hawaii.  The final decision for 
the RCFL will be made based on the location with the greatest risk and an evaluatio
return on investment. 
 
The following criteria were utilized to support the recommendation for one RCFL in th
Southeastern United States: 

- The RCFL program has

55.6 million people. 
- Numerous statistics justify the need for additional support for criminal 

investigations, especially for child exploitation cases in the Southeast. 
- CART Examiners in the Southeast processed over 126 terabytes of data.  This 

represents nearly 20 percent of all child exploitat

 
The following criteria were utilized to support the recommendation for one RCFL in 
Hawaii: 

- In the FY 2008 RCFL site selection process conducted by the RCFL National 
Program Office (NPO), the Honolulu Field Office scored 4th out of the 11 
proposals received.  Hawaii (HI) offered a strong proposal for an RCFL with 
extremely strong support from their proposed participating agencies including th
HI State Attorney General’s office, which created the Hawaii Internet and 
Technology Crimes (HiTEC) unit, specifically charged with addressing child 
exploitation cases. 

- Hawaii’s unique geographic location makes it a gateway with direct access to 
over 40 international destinations, many of which have high incidence of child 
exploitation. 

 
II.) Child Sex
non-personnel) 

1,500,000 non-personnel) 
Child Sex Tourism Investigations – 8 positions (4 Agents and 1 IA) $3,115,000 
($
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The requested resources are needed to address the sexual exploitation of children by 
ion of 

of 
onvictions, but have experienced decreased activity as the modus operandi of offenders 

ons is readily available on the Internet, and most offenders do not need 
rs use 

s to establishing in-country initiatives in child sex tourism 
estination countries in order to effectively combat the crime problem.    

ents, Agents would be tasked with investigating the child 
sex u  
tourists
Agents groups with foreign law enforcement, as well as non-
gov n .  It is 
anticipa e 
iden fi
 
International Training – $506,000 (all non-personnel) 

he mission of the FBI’s International Training and Assistance Unit (ITAU) is to develop 
l 

rder to combat and prevent, among other matters, child exploitation.  The 
trai g
interloc
 
FBI Le
abilitie es.  
Althou er 
to beco gators and team with the FBI on future cases, training courses 
wil e
funding g 
courses that it conducts for foreign law enforcement.  This includes the purchase of 
quipment directly used to support international training, such as translation equipment 

y international re-trainers.   

l Initiative (IINI) – 2 positions and $271,000 (all personnel)

United States citizens overseas.  The development of intelligence and implementat
undercover operations will be utilized to combat this threat.  The non-personnel funding 
will support case expenditures and operational travel. 
 
The FBI has had limited success in creating domestic undercover operations to target 
child sex tourism offenders.  The undercover operations initially generated dozens 
c
has become more sophisticated in recent years.  Information on procuring children in 
foreign destinati
the "services" that the domestic undercover operations offer.  Like-minded offende
chat rooms, message boards, and web sites devoted to sex tourism to exchange 
information on potential child sex tourism destinations.  Once in the country of 
destination, a child sex tourist may also solicit the assistance of local taxi drivers, 
newspaper classified ads, bar and restaurant staff, and guesthouse and hotel workers to 
gain access to children in prostitution.  These developments highlight the need for the 
FBI to devote resource
d
 
With the requested enhancem

 to rism threat in countries that have been identified as main destinations for child sex
, specifically Cambodia, Thailand, Philippines, Honduras and Costa Rica.  The 
 would form working 

er ment organizations that conduct in-country research on child sex tourism
ted that this increase in personnel would result in 30 convictions and th

ti cation of 50 child victims in Thailand and Cambodia.   

T
and deliver effective law enforcement training programs for police in the internationa
arena in o

nin  is also designed to put FBI Agents in personal contact with their host-nation 
utors, to increase the FBI's liaison and operational capabilities. 

gal Attaché personnel across the world have worked with the ITAU to assess the 
s of the law enforcement personnel in their various jurisdictions and countri
gh foreign law enforcement personnel possess basic skills in these areas, in ord
me effective investi

l n ed to be held on an annual basis to instruct law enforcement personnel.  The 
 requested here would enable the FBI to increase the number of bilateral trainin

e
for simultaneous interpretation.  Funding will also be used for the payment of FBI 
National Academ
 
III.) Innocent Images Nationa  
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Forensic Evidence Analysis – 2 positions and $271,000 (all personnel) 
IINI operations and investigations require forensic support from nearly every Laboratory 
discipline, from chemistry to DNA to trace evidence.  Most examinations in support of 

NI involve processing trace evidence and DNA samples collected by Field Agents 
, 
 

ns; 
n 

II
during the course of their investigations. With the increase in child exploitation threats
the FBI has not been able to keep up with forensic examinations in a timely manner to
support the investigation and prosecution of sexual predators.  Since October 2005 the 
FBI Laboratory has received 443 submissions related to child exploitation investigatio
to date, 62 of those submissions are still pending.  The average age of a child exploitatio
pending submission is 303 days.  
 
Impact on Performance (Relationship of Increase to Strategic Goals) 

Failure to receive the requested enhancements will negatively impact the FBI’s ability to 
prevent, suppress, and intervene in crimes against children.  Without the requested 
resources, the FBI will not be able to uphold its investigatory capabilities as child 
exploitation offenses continue to grow.  Without sufficient resources to address th
threat, the FBI cannot effectively and efficiently achieve its mission of ide

is 
ntifying and 

neutralizing child predators if it does not have Agents in positions to combat the threats 
in its domain.    
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Funding 
 
Base Funding 
 

 FY 2009 Enacted FY 2010 President’s 
Budget 

FY 2011 Current Services 

Program* Pos Agt FTE ($000) Pos Agt FTE ($000) Pos Agt FTE ($000) 
Crimin
Child S
Touris

782 
al – 
ex 

m 
23 15 23 4,655 23 15 23 4,718 23 15 23 4,

Lab 647 48 595 202,206 644 47 592 216,844 644 47 592 224,216 
Opera
Techn ogy 69 10 69 53,323 101tional 

ol  10 103 59,328 124 10 129 89,183 

Trainin 4,134 g 20 10 20 3,469 20 10 20 3,538 20 10 20 
Total 759 83 707 $263,653 788 82 738 $284,428 811 82 764 $322,315 

*Notes 
1.) Laboratory resource totals represent the entire Laboratory program, not just the Child Exploitation-related functions. 
2.) Operational Technology base funding is for the entire program, as OTD programs are not tracked by threat 

 
Personnel Increase Cost Summary 

Initiative Item Type of Position per 
Position 
($000) 

of 
Positions 

Requested 

Request 
($000) 

  
Net Annualization 

(change from 2011) 
($000) 

Modular 
Cost 

Number 
FY 2011 

FY 2012

Child Sex 
Tourism 

Investigations Clerical          $91             2           $182            $14 

Child Sex 
Tourism 

Investigations 
Intelligence 
Analyst, HQ 

        164             1           164            56 

Child Sex 
Tourism 

Investigations 
Investigative 
Support 

        121             1           121            31 

Child Sex 
Tourism 

Investigations 
Special Agent, 
Field 

        287             4        1,148           (192) 

Innocence Lost 
Initiative 

Digital 
Forensics 

CART 
Examiner 

        271           10        2,710          380 

Innocent Images 
Initiative 

Forensic 
Support 

Forensic 
Examiner 
Scientist 

        164             1           164            36 

Innocent Images 
Initiative 

Forensic 
Support 

Professional 
Staff 

        107             1           107            30 

  Total Personnel          20       $4,596     $355 
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Non-Personnel Increase Cost Summary 
 

In Unit Cost 
FY 2011 
Requ
($00

FY 2012 Net 
Annualization 

0) 

itiative Non-Personnel Item Quantity est 
0) 

(Change from 
2011) 
($00

Child Sex 
 

o
Training 

n/a n/a 506 … 
Tourism

Internati nal 

Innocen
Lost 

ce 

Initiative 
Digital Forensics n/a n/a 4,236 … 

Innocence
Lost 

 

ive 
v at  n  

Initiat
In estig ions n/a /a 1,500 … 

 To o   tal N n-Personnel   $6,242  $ … 
 
Total Request for this Item 
 

 
 

Pos Agt 
 

FTE 
Pers

($00
on-Personnel Total 

FY 2012 Net 
Annualization 

(C

 
onnel 

0) 
N

($000) ($000) han 11) 
($000) 

ge from 20

Cur ces 81 82 6  5 rent Servi 1 764 $1 2,431 $159,884 $322,31 $… 
Increases 20 4 10  8 355 4,596 6,242 10,83
Grand Total 8 774 $167  831 6 ,027 $166,126 $333,153 $355 
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Item Name:       Organized Crime 

Budget Decision Unit(s):       All
 

  

                                             
Organizational Program:      Criminal Investigative, Laboratory, Intelli

Strategic Goal(s) & Objectiv
FBI SMS

e(s):        1.1, 1.2, 2.2, 2.5 
     P-04 Objective: , P-07, P-09                                     

gence 
End-Sta
 

te C      Dom in & Operations 

 Increase:  Positions 4

apability: a

Program  Agt 3 FTE 2 Dollars $952,000 (all personnel)  

tion of Item
 
Descrip  

tiona rime represents a significant ch nge to the FBI due to the 
ication and diversity of criminal enterprises and the ease of communication and 

movement between country borders.  This initiative, in cooperation with the Attorney 
eneral’s Organized Crime Council, seeks additional staff to combat criminal enterprise 

 the United States from the rest of the world.  To combat this 
roblem, the FBI requests 4 positions (3 Agents, one clerical position and $952,000) to 

enhance the mobile inv tive teams (MITs).   
 
Justification

Interna
sophist

l organized c alle

G
activities that have spread to
p

estiga

 
ma

anized Crim  the U ed Sta , at on  associat arily with La Cosa 
 (LCN), has changed dram lly  past t es h the LCN 

mains a viable threat requiring FBI resources, International Organized Crime (IOC) 
groups represent a significant challenge due to their sophistication, diversity, and ease of 
communication and movement.  These new, emerging foreign-based enterprises originate 
in Eurasia, Asia, and Africa and represent both a criminal and national security threat to 
the United States.        
 
To combat this threat, in February 2009 the FBI developed an Organized Crime Program 
(OCP) Plan.  It is designed to support the FBI’s, as well as the Department of Justice’s 
(DOJ) 2008 Organized Crime (OC) Threat Assessment and OC Strategy, and provides 
guidance to the field, supporting divisions, and other FBI entities.  Supporting the OCP 
are the following eight DOJ International Organized Crime Threats, which were 
established based on analyses conducted by the FBI and the DOJ Criminal Division: 

International organized criminals are penetrating the energy sector and other 
strategic sectors. 

International organized criminals are providing support to foreign governments, 
intelligence services, and terrorists. 

International organized criminals are subverting the integrity of national borders. 

International organized criminals exploit the United States and international 
financial system to move illicit funds.   

International organized criminals use cyberspace to target United States victims and 
infrastructure.  

Threat Sum ry 
Org e in nit tes e time ed prim
Nostra atica  over the wo decad .  Althoug
re
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International d n re manipulating secorganize crimi als a urities exchanges and 
erpetrating sophisticated frauds. 

criminal  

igations.  

I.  

 

p

International organized criminals corrupt and seek t
road. 

o corrupt public officials in the 
United States and ab

International organized s use violence and the threat of violence as a basis
for power.   

To address these threats, the FBI needs to pursue leads by opening more invest
ooperative foreign law enforcement organizations and FBI Legats provide a litany of C

information to the FB
 
The FBI’s Organized Crime Section (OCS) is divided into three units (La Cosa 
Nostra/Italian Organized Crime, Asia/Africa Organized Crime, and Eurasian Organized
Crime) which address new and emerging organized crime threats.  Even though crimes 
are separated by region, the methods to mitigate them are relatively the same — more 
intelligence and more “boots on the ground.”   
 

stificationJu  
In an effort to modernize the law enforcement approach to combating international 

he Attorney General’s Organized Crime Council (AGOCC) adopted a 

 

  7. Implement and enforce anti-money laundering regulations for the insurance industry; 

e measure our progress. 

to 
mpanies on behalf of offshore criminal interests.  

d States and abroad. 

organized crime, t
unified Law Enforcement Strategy to Combat International Organized Crime.  In FY 
2011, the Council seeks to implement the strategy via the FBI and other Department of 
Justice components.  The FBI will implement its responsibilities under the strategy 
through the use of MITs. 
 
Agents assigned to MITs will investigate money laundering schemes and help implement
the nine goals of the 2007 National Money Laundering Strategy.   
 
  1. Continue to safeguard the banking system; 
  2. Enhance financial transparency in money services businesses; 
  3. Stem the flow of illicit bulk cash out of the United States; 
  4. Attack trade-based money laundering at home and abroad; 
  5. Promote transparency in the ownership of legal entities; 
  6. Examine anti-money laundering regulatory oversight enforcement at casinos; 

  8. Support anti-money laundering capacity building and enforcement efforts; and 
  9. Improve how w
 
Of particular note is the FBI’s role in goal seven.  The FBI developed a working group 
focus on service providers that form co
The working group will develop leads and work with domestic and foreign law 
enforcement agencies to combat those criminal entities operating through shell 
companies.   
 
The mobile teams will have the ability to move anywhere money laundering networks are 
active in the Unite
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 of Increase to Strategic Goals)
   
Impact on Performance (Relationship  

 quality and number of investigations against targets of 

tigations against key organized crime targets 

 

This request supports DOJ Strategic Goal 2: Prevent Crime, Enforce Federal Laws and 
Represent the Rights and Interests of the American People.  These enhancements will 
allow the FBI to improve the
strategic interest to the United States.  Resources will be dedicated to identify and 
analyze criminal intelligence, increase inves
and will result in greater disruptions and dismantlements. In addition, finished strategic 
intelligence products are an FBI priority as the FBI continues to strive towards 
comprehensive domain threat assessments.   

Please refer to the classified addendum for additional information on this request. 
 

Funding 
 
Base Funding 

 
FY 2009 Enacted FY 2010 President’s Budget FY 2011 Current Services 

Pos Agt FTE  $(000) Pos Agt FTE ($000) Pos Agt FTE ($000) 
656 618 656 $108,686 656 618 656 $110,807 656 618 656 $114,575 

 
Personnel Increase Cost Summary 
 

Type of Position 
Modular Cost 
per Po

($0

Number of 
FY 2011 

FY 2012 
Net Annualiz

sition 
00) 

Positions 
Requested 

Request ($000) 
ation 

(change from 2011) 
($000) 

Agent $287 3 $861 ($192) 
Clerical Support 91 1 91 7 
Total Personnel $378 4 $2,168 ($185) 
 
Non-personnel Increase Cost Summary 
 

Non-Personnel Item Unit Cost Quantity 
(

FY 2011 Request 
$000) 

FY 2012 Net 
Annualization 

(Change from 2011) 
0) ($00

 n/a n/a $... $... 
Total Non-Personnel   $... $... 
 

otal Request for this ItemT  
 

 012 Net 
ualization 

(Change from 2011) 
($000) 

Pos 
 

Agt 
 

FTE 
Personnel 

($000) 
Non-Personnel 

($000) 
Total 

($000) 

FY 2
Ann

Current Serv  $... ices 656 618 656 $111,832 $2,742 $114,574
Increases 4 3 2 952 … 952 (185) 
Grand Total ($185)  660 621 658 $112,784 $2,742 $115,526 



 

VI.  Program Offsets by Item  
 
Item Name: Travel 
Budget Decision Unit(s):  All 
Strategic Goal(s) & Objective(s): 2.1, 2.2                                                                   
Organizational Program: Various FBI Programs 
 
Program Reduction:  Positions 

               

 0  Agt 0 FTE 0  Dollars  ($10,282,000) 
 
Description of Item 
This proposal reduces FBI travel funding.  T

 
Summary Justification

his also includes travel for operational 
requirements as well as conferences and educational functions. 

 
he Department is continually evaluating its programs and operations with the goal of 

s-the-board economies of scale that result in increased efficiencies and 
cost savings.  In FY 2011, DOJ is focusing on travel as an area in which savings can be 
achieve  travel or ncies
totaling $10.3 ion

ip of Reduction to Strategic Goals)

T
achieving acros

d.  For the FBI, other management efficie  will result in offsets 
 mill .   

 
Impact on Performance (Relationsh  

ner that will allow the continuation of effective law 
ent program efforts in support of the Administration’s goals, while ng 

h, w fety personn
 

T
enforcem

his offset will be applied in a man
minimizi

the risk to healt e alfare, and s o  f agency el.  
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Item Name:            Cyber Education and Development 

ion Unit(s):  ntelligence/Counterterrorism and 
inal Enterprises Federal Crimes 

                 

 
Budget Decis Counteri
 Crim
Strategic Goal(s) & Objective(s): 1.1, 1.2, 2.3, 2.5                                                                     
Organizational Program: Cyber 
 
Program Reduction:  Positions 0 Agt 0 FTE  0  Dollars  ($3,200,000) 
 
Description of Item 
The FBI seeks to expand its investigatory capabilities in order to meet projected incr
in cyber intrusions as technology becomes more sophisticated an

eases 
d intrusions more 

equent.  Cyber courses educate investigators on current technologies, computer system 
nerabilities, and the methods used in intrusions, with a particular 

fr
operations, network vul
focus on intrusions with a national security nexus.  
 
Summary Justification 
Improvements in information technology and online training programs have created 
opportunities to reduce training costs by reducing costs of delivery.  Because of this, the 

BI proposes to reduce cyber training funding. F
 
Impact on Performance (Relationship of Reduction to Strategic Goals) 
The goal of protecting the American public and the private sector from cyber attacks will 
not be unduly compromised by this proposed decrease.     
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Item Name:                                  Vehicles 
Budget Decision Unit(s):  All 

ive(s):                               
rganizational Program: 

ions 0

Strategic Goal(s) & Object 2.1, 2.2                                                         
O Facilities and Logistics Services 
 
Program Reduction:  Posit  Agt 0  FTE 0  Dollars  ($3,788,000) 
 
Description of Item 
The Energy Policy Act of 1992 requires that 75 percent of all covered light-duty vehicles 

fleets in FY 1999 and beyond be alternative fuel vehicles (in fleets acquired for Federal 
of 20 or more vehicles).  Executive Order (E.O.) 13223, “Strengthening Federal 
Environmental Energy, and Transportation Management” requires the purchase of 
alternative fuel, hybrid, and plug-in electric vehicles when commercially available. 
 
Summary Justification 
Each year, FBI requests replacement of worn-out, old and damaged vehicles.  The FBI 

rchasing of fleet vehicles that are more fuel efficient and 
 

has implemented the pu
environmentally friendly in order to meet the goals of the Energy Policy Act and E.O
13223.  However, in an effort to save costs in FY 2011, FBI will forego the purchase of 
approximately 100 hybrid vehicles.   
 
Impact on Performance (Relationship of Reduction to Strategic Goals) 
This proposed reduction will extend the time necessary for FBI to replace its current 
vehicle fleet with more fuel-efficient hybrids.  The impact on agency performance should 
be minimal.    Other light, medium, and heavy duty vehicles (e.g., vans, armored 
vehicles, etc) are not impacted by this proposal.
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Item Name:  Rescission of Prior Year TEDAC Appropriations  
A 

rganizational Program:  Laboratory 

rogram Reduction:   Positions …

Budget Decision Unit(s):   N/
Strategic Goal(s) & Objective(s):  1.1, 1.2  
FBI SMS Objective(s):   T-05, T-07  
O

 
P   Agt  …FTE  …  Dollars  

($98,886,000) (all non-personnel) 
 
Description of Item 
 
Congress has appropriated a total of $116 million to date for the construction of a 
permanent facility to house the Terrorist Explosive Device Analysis Center (TEDAC).  

he Administration proposes to rescind $98,886,000 from unobligated construction 
f the budget transmission, the FBI was assessing final TEDAC 

T
balances.  At the time o
project expenditures.  Outstanding obligations may affect the amount available for 
rescission.   
 
Justification 
The Administration has never requested funds for TEDAC construction. The FBI is 
urrently addressing the high priority explosives analysis needs of its primary customer, 

nalyze lower 
c
the Department of Defense (DOD).  DOD is developing capabilities to a
priority explosives in theater.  
 
Impact on Performance (Relationship of Increase to Strategic Goals) 
This rescission does not reduce funding for operations of the FBI’s laboratory facilities in 
Quantico, VA.  FBI labs will continue to provide explosives analysis. Additionally, the 
Deputy Attorney General recently coordinated a meeting between the FBI and ATF, 
complementing the ongoing efforts of DOJ’s Joint Program Office, to improve explosives 
coordination, analysis, information sharing, and training between Federal, State, and local 
law enforcement partners.  The proposed rescission will reduce funds supporting DOJ 
Strategic Goal 1, “Prevent Terrorism and Promote the Nation’s Security.”   
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Funding 
 
Base Funding 
 

 FY 2009 Enacted (w/resc./supps) FY 2010 Enacted FY 2011 Current Services 

Pos Agt FTE $ Agt FTE $(000) Pos Agt (000) Pos FTE $(000) 
… … …  … … $30,000 … …$41,000 …  … $... 

 
on-Personnel Decrease Cost SummaryN  

or this Item
 
Total Request f  
 
 Pos Agt 

 
FTE 

Personnel 
($000) 

Personnel 
($000) 

Total 
($000) 

 Non-

Current Services … … … $… $0 $0 
Decreases … … … … ($98,886) ($98,886) 
Grand Total … … … $… ($98,886) ($98,886) 

Non-Personnel Item Unit Cost Quantity 
FY 2011 
Request 
($000) 

Annualizatio
(Change

2011) 
($000)

FY 2012 Net 
n 

 from 

 
Rescind TEDAC prior 
year appropriations  

n/a n/a ($98,886) $… 

Total Non-personnel   ($98,886) $… 



 

Initiative Name:    Operational Enablers:  Facilities Infrastructure  
 
Strategic Goal(s) & Objective(s): 1.1, 1.4, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 
FBI SMS Objective(s):  T2, T5, T7 
Organizational Program:  Facilities & Logistics 
End- Infrastr
 
Prog  I s        

State Capability:    ucture 

ram ncrea e:                  Positions … Agt … FTE … Dolla 73 ,0rs $ ,892 00 (all non
personnel) 

 
Threat Summary

-

 
Although both the FBI Academy’s role in the training of personn e num nel 
to be t  expan require s have not been upgraded or enlarged to 
match this growth in personnel.  This has caused the Academy training requirements to routinely 
exceed its maximum capacity and in many cases either delay or cancel critical train he 
orig not undergone m r renovations grades r construction
1972.  The infrastructure and many structures and pieces of equipm ell past their 
serviceable life and are a severe burden on the Academy’s modest m
bud
 
Justification 

el and th ber of person
rained have greatly ded, the d facilitie

ing.  T
inal buildings have ajo /up  since thei  in 

ent are w
aintenance and renovation 

get.   

 
Facilities Infrastructure – $73,892,000 (all non-personnel) 
The FBI plans to expand and renovate sev  facilities a  FBI Acade . 
 
The emy Tra g Fac  - $6 05,000 (al -per
With the extensive growth of the FBI’s mission and workforce since 9/11, the Academy has 
lacked the required training and housing capacity to accommodate this growth, thereby 
necessitating the use of temporary classroom structures at Quantico or in private sector space, 
with students being housed in local area hotels.  These undesirable stop-gap arrangements come 
at a high price to the FBI’s budget, mission, and the resultant amount and quality of training.  To 
address this lack of capacity, the FBI requests $67,605,000 to expand its training facilities at the 
FBI Academy on the Quantico Marine Corps Base by constructing a new dormitory and 
classroom building.  Expansion of the existing facilities would generate cost savings of 
approximately $15,187,500 per year by accommodating students on campus rather than at off-
site private hotels.  Housing students on campus also results in a dramatically more efficient use 
of student time when the daily commute to and from the campus is eliminated.  In advance of 
official Architecture and Engineering (A&E) cost estimates, it is anticipated that this facility 
would include: 
 

 325 rooms (650 beds) 
 12 secure classrooms (50 students each) 
 200 student conference room 
 700 student cafeteria (dining hall and kitchen) 

 

eral t the my

 FBI Acad inin ility 7,6 l non sonnel) 
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In addition to the increased number of students, the length of the training programs necessary for 
New Agents and IAs has been extended. This has significantly increased the total training wee
per year – by more than 90 percent since 1995 – and creates severe scheduling (classroom and
lodging) constraints at the Academy.  The chart below shows the combined impact of the 
increase in workforce size and longer classes to train New Agents and IAs: 

ks 
 

 NEW AGENTS IAs - IBC  

 
 

Year 
# Agents 
Trained 

Length 
of 

Training 
in Weeks 

Training 
Weeks Per 

Year*         

# IAs 
Trained 

Length 
of 

Training 
in Weeks 

Training 
Weeks Per 

Year*         

TOTAL NAT/IA TRAINING 

WEEKS PER YEAR 

11,328 1995 708 16 11,328           -             -              -    

2006 728 18 13,104 365 6 2,190 15,294 
2008 950 20 19,000 240 11 2,640 21,640 

* Training Weeks Per year = Number trained x Length of training  
As the size and duration of FBI training grows, near full occupancy creates severe scheduling 
conflicts among the competing student groups and has become a significant concern at the FBI 
Academy.  The pie charts below reflect average utilization rates for FBI Academy lodging and 
classroom over a five month period (1/14/08 - 6/16/08).  Due to the age of the facilities, 
scheduled renovations and unplanned maintenance and repairs consume eight percent of 
for both beds and classrooms.  “Vacant” capacity is reported because 100 percent occupancy is
scheduling impossibility.  In practical terms, the Academy is operating at capacity. 
 
 
 

space 
 a 

 
 
 
 

 
For example, during the week of May 5, 2008 there were eight New Agent classes, a National 
Academy class, and two Intelligence Basic Courses (IBCs) being trained simultaneously at the 
FBI Academy.  These “core” requirements took up 787 of the 910 available beds; taking into 

 
 

 
 

 
Lodging Occupancy Rate 

1/14/08 - 6/16/08

8%

85% 7%

Occupied Renovat ion Vacant

Classroom Occupancy Rate 
1/14/08 - 6/16/08

86%

8%

6%

Occupied Renovat ion Vacant
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account the 81 beds not available due to renovations only 42 beds were available for other 
training.  Because 42 beds were not enough to house an additional 50-student class (as classes 
are always lodged together), this class was forced to lodge at a nearby hotel.  These 42 beds were 
counted as “vacant,”, although it was not feasible to use them.  For classrooms, the varying 
sizes/makeup of available classrooms does not always exactly match the training requirement of 
the current classes, thereby leaving classrooms “vacant” when in fact there is a higher demand 
than availability. 
 
The 910 bed capacity at the FBI Academy is not sufficient for the training demand; therefore 
many training courses are pushed out onto the local economy.  Adding a 650 bed dormitory and 
additional classrooms would ensure that core requirements would receive scheduling priority, 
such as entry-level training [New Agents, IBCs, Staff Operations Specialists (SOS), National 

y, and Counterintelligence] can be accommodated on-campus.  The rem ining balance 

umber 
ments result in a lack 

f bed space at the Academy for regional/other training (Chart B).  By 2010, without the 650 bed 
addition, 5,6 re” requirem  new Ag ts) will be pushed out of the 
Academy and in l . 

art B.  FY 2008  FY 2009  FY 2010 and beyond 

Academ
o

a
f the beds would be used to host Career Path / regional training, most of which is currently 

conducted off-campus. 
 
The data below puts the “core” (must take place at Academy) versus “non-core” (could take 
place at Academy) training volume into perspective, the table below (Chart A) shows the n
of training weeks required by each core training area, and how these require
o

92 bed weeks for the “co ents (i.e. en
to loca hotels

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ch

TRAINING WEEKS / YEAR  
Current 

(910 
beds) 

Proposed 
(1,560) 

 
Current 

(910 
beds) 

Proposed 
(1,560) 

 
Current 

(910 
beds) 

Proposed 
(1,560) 

Available Bed Weeks (Beds X 50 weeks)  45,500 78,000  45,500 78,000  45,500  78,000 

Minus: Core Requirements (QT)  39,096 39,096  48,592 48,592  51,192  51,192 

Available bed weeks for regional training  6,404 38,904  (3,092) 29,408  (5,692) 26,808 

 
From 2005 to 2008, there has been a 200 percent increase in the number of regional training 
vents (19,851 to 39,894).  With the 650 bed addition, there would be 26,808 bed weeks 
vailable for regional training at the Academy, in addition to adequately housing core 
quirements.  With the additional beds and classrooms that this proposed Training Facility will 

e
a
re
provide, it would be possible to host more of these regional training events at the FBI Academy 
campus.   
 

(U) Chart A.

PRO
TOTAL 

ST TS 
TR D

LE
TR

(

TOTAL 
WEEK

YEA

TOT
STUD  
TRAI

LENGT
TRAIN

(Wee

TAL BED  
EEKS / 
YEAR

T
ST
TR

 
AINING 

Weeks )

TOTAL BED  
WEEKS / 

YEAR

ew Agent         950         20 19,00 0 26,000

G Q TS

FY  2  2010

FBI LOD ING RE UIREMEN

 2008 FY 009
NGTH OF BED  AL H OF TO OTAL LENGTH OF

GRAM UDEN
AINE

AINING 
Weeks )

S  / 
R

ENTS
NED

ING 
ks )

W UDENTS 
AINED

TR
(

0      1,200         20 24,000     1,300         2N

Intel Analyst (IBC)        240         11 2,640        576         11 6,336        576         11 6,336
Staff Op. Specialist        100           4 400        300           4 1,200        450           4 1,800
National Academy     1,100         10 11,000     1,100         10 11,000     1,100         10 11,000
Counterintelligence        688           2 1,376        688           2 1,376        688           2 1,376
Renovations          80         52 4,160          80         52 4,160          80         52 4,160
Misc. (set aside)          10         52 520          10         52 520          10         52 520

Core Training Bed Weeks/Year 39,096    48,592    51,192

FY
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Additional classroom space is also required.  Currently, the FBI Academy has twelve 50-stu
and four 24-student secure classrooms.  The Academy can currently only hold nine NATs and u
to three IBCs at the same time.  In FY 2009, the IA-IBC doubled in class size (from 24 to 48), 
which has made it even more critical to provide more 50-student classrooms, in order to avo
scheduling conflicts.   
 
The proposed faci

dent, 
p 

id 

lity would more than double the secure classroom capacity.  This would allow 
e Academy to support a total of 18 NATs and up to six IBCs, which is more than double the 

g 

 With more bed space and the 200-person conference room, more in-
rvice training sessions could be held at the Academy. 

or the NAT, IBCs, and other classes that require this technology 
r their training.   

 

he proposed cafeteria and dining hall would serve 700 students.  The existing FBI Academy 
afeteria was designed to serve two shifts of 360 (total of 720 students), but the addition of the 
988 Jefferson Dormitory (255 beds) forced the Academy to add an extra shift.  Therefore, the 
afeteria now serves three shifts of 325 (total of 975 students).  The existing cafeteria is over its 
mit, and will not be able to serve the students from the new Training Facilities on campus.  

Therefore, an additional 700 person cafeteria is a fundamen ture t  s l 
stud
 
Renovation and Abatement - $6,287,000 (all non-personnel) 
D uantico s m uil  s ste fra , an pm re 

ed their ul l d do de, fire, and 

oing 

 parts to work with the old equipment.  Estimates on how much additional funding is 

th
current capacity.     
 
The requested facility would also include a 200-student conference room equipped with dividin
air-walls, allowing for up to four 50-student classrooms.  This conference room is intended to 
draw in regional training which is currently hosted around the country due to a lack of 
conference space at the Academy.  On average, the FBI hosts 40 100-person regional 
conferences per month. 
se
 
The proposed training space will be equipped with more up-to-date technology and training 
equipment, as shown below.  In particular, the proposed classrooms reflect the FBI’s increased 
requirement for thin-client classrooms, which are secure computer rooms allowing both Trilogy 
and internet to run on the same monitor with switch boxes.  These secure classrooms will 
alleviate scheduling constraints f
fo

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
T
c
1
c
li

tal struc o erve the additiona
ents on campus.   

ue to its 38 year age, Q ’ ajor b dings, y ms, in structure d equi ent a
outdated, have grossly exceed   usef ife, an  not meet current building co
life safety standards.  Extensive maintenance and repairs are required to keep the old and out-
dated facilities operating.  Furthermore, the facilities, systems, and infrastructure were not 
designed to support today’s technology, which is critical to incorporate into the FBI’s ong
training curriculum.  To begin to alleviate these problems, the FBI requests $6,287,000.   
 
Replacement parts for equipment are no longer available, requiring the modification of 
ccessiblea
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required to operate a facility in poor condition run as high as 20 percent.  New equipment is also 
more energy efficient.  This efficiency will reduce the utility costs of the complex significantly. 
  
The renovations will include interior infrastructure upgrades, a complete Fire Protection and Li
Safety upgrade, includi

fe 
ng sprinkler and fire alarm systems, upgrades for compliance with all 

pplicable building codes, compliance with the accessibility requirements of American’s with 

ll interior furnishings such as window treatments, flooring and carpeting, wall coverings, 

ll 
he 

 
DA compliant.   

a
Disabilities Act (ADA) and meet a minimum Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED) certified “Silver” rating in the Major Renovation Category. 
 
A
ceilings, and furniture will be upgraded.  Building infrastructure for heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning system; electrical system including transformers; lighting fixtures; receptacles; wa
switches; panel boards; and wiring will be fully upgraded and made code compliant.  T
telephone and information technology systems will also be upgraded.  Exterior window glazing 
will be replaced with thermal pane energy conserving glass.  Elevators will be renovated with
new equipment and the cab will be upgraded and made A
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Funding 
 
B  

  

 

  
FY 2009 Actual  

FY 2010 Enacted 
Appropriation 

FY 2011 Current Services 

 ($000)  Pos Agt FTE ($000) Pos Agt FTE ($000) Pos Agt FTE 
Facilit
Infrast

$5,000 … … … $… 
ies 
ructure 

FBI Academy … … … $… … … … 

Facilities 
Infrast

Renovation & 
 … 

ructure Abatement 
… … … … … … … … … … …

Total $…   … … … $… … … … $5,000 … … … 
 
Non-Personnel Increase Cost Summary 
 

Initiative Non-Personnel Item 
Unit 

Quantity 
FY 2011 
Request 

FY 2012
(Cha

Cost 
$(000) 

 Net Annualization 
nge from 2011)         

$(000) 

Facilities 
Infrastructure 

FBI Academy n/a n/a $67,605 $(49,281) 

Facilities 
Infrastructure 

Renovation & 
Abatement 

n/a n/a 6,287 … 

 Total Non-Personnel   $73,892 $(49,281) 
 
Total Request for this Item 
 
  

Pos Agt FTE 
Personnel 

($000) 
Non-Personnel 

($000) 
Total 

($000) 

FY 2012 Net 
Annualization 

(Change from 2011)    
$(000) 

Current Services … … … $… $… $… $... 
Increases … … … … 73,892 73,892 (49,281) 
Grand Total … … … … $73,892 $73,892 $(49,281) 



 

A.  Appropriations Language and Analysis of Appropriations Language 

s Language for Construction 

For [all] necessary expenses, to include the cost of equ , and in
technology requirements, related to  or u , facilities and sites 

purch e, or as other  a r b o s m c d n  
lly ing an re inar nn an es of projects; [$239,915,000] 
er intenance of secure work environment facilities and secure networking 
lit 02,00  d. the un ig  b nc

available under this ad  $ 8 0 a reb er ne  c d.  (Department of 
stice Appropriations Act, 2010.) 

nalysis of Appropriations Language 
 
Adds language to authorize construction funds to be used f e f 
secure iro d s  ne  c ies.  
 
Adds language to permanently cancel unobligated balances of $98,886,000.  At the time of the 
budg o as assessing l TEDAC project expenditures. Outs
oblig ay af nt available for rescission.  
 
 

 

 

 
Appropriation
 

ipment, furniture
isition of buil

formation 
 trcons
ized 

uction
y law; c

 acq
nver

dings
ation anby 

Federa
 op

as wise utho ion, odifi  exte sion of 
-owned build s; [ d] p lim y pla ing d d ign 

and
capabi

ation and ma
ies; $181,2 0, to Of obl ated ala es remain available until expende

he ing, 98,8 6,00 re he y p ma ntly ancelle
Ju
 
A

or the op
apabilit

ration and maintenance o
  work env nment facilities an ecure tworking

et transmissi n, the FBI w  fina tanding 
ations m fect the amou
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